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Abstract 
The enhangon mechanism is a specific phenomenon in string theory which re-
solves a certain naked spacetime singularity arising in the supergravity description 
related to J\f = 2 supersymmetric pure gauge theory. After reviewing the problem of 
singularities in general relativity as well as in string theory, and discussing the pro-
totypical enhangon example constructed by wrapping D6-branes on a K3 surface, 
the thesis presents three generalisations to this static spherically symmetric case 
pertaining to large N SU{N) gauge theory. First we will use orientifolds to show 
how the enhangon mechanism also works in similar situations related to S'0(2A'^  + 1), 
USp{2N) and S0{2N) gauge theories. Second we will wrap D-brane distributions 
on K3 to obtain the enhangon in oblate, toroidal and prolate shapes. Third we will 
study a rotating enhangon configuration and consider its implications for the black 
hole entropy and the second law of thermodynamics. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The idea of this introductory chapter is to provide a context and motivation for the 
study of the enhangon mechanism. We begin by reviewing the problem of space-time 
singularities in classical and quantum gravity. Next we will discuss how singularities 
are understood and in some cases resolved from the point of view of string theory, 
which also provides a consistent quantum description of gravity. Recent years have 
seen remarkable progress in string theory, especially driven by the realisation of the 
important role played by certain non-perturbative objects in the theory known as 
"D-branes." The enhangon mechanism gives one particular example of how a class 
of naked space-time singularities is resolved using techniques related to the dynam-
ics of D-branes. We will review the different circumstances where the enhangon 
mechanism has been studied and applied. 
In the following sections of this chapter we introduce some basic notions and 
tools necessary in our study. We will provide a very brief overview of string theory 
and discuss how D-branes arise as hypersurfaces where open strings can end. At low 
energies the description of D-branes is twofold: on the one hand they are solitonic 
solutions of supergravity theories, on the other hand they are described by a gauge 
field theory on their world-volume. We will consider the world-volume action of 
D-brane dynamics and the various corrections it receives. Making use of this action 
allows us to introduce D-branes as probes of geometry in the end of the chapter. 
1.1. The problem of space-time singularities 
1.1 The problem of space-time singularities 
1.1.1 Singularities in classical and quantum gravity 
Contemporary fundamental physics is based on two main theoretical pillars: the 
theory of general relativity and quantum theory (in the form of gauge field theory 
of Yang-Mills type). Phenomena at large scales are governed by gravitational in-
teractions, and observations from cosmological distances to millimeter scales [4] are 
well described by general relativity. Phenomena at small scales are dominated by 
strong and electro-weak interactions, and observations at distances ranging from a 
fraction of a millimeter [5] down to 10"^^ meters are well described by quantum 
mechanics and quantum field theory. Al l present experimental and observational 
tests are compatible with this two-part framework [6]. 
From the theoretical point of view, however, the state of affairs is not yet fully 
satisfactory. The foundations of general relativity - a dynamical space-time with no 
preferred reference frame or coordinate system - clash with the needs of quantum 
theory, which in its standard formulations requires a fixed background and a pre-
ferred splitting of space-time into space and time. General relativity is a classical, 
not quantum theory, and when considered in conjunction with quantum systems, 
several paradoxes tend to follow [7]. Unfortunately the usual perturbative approach 
to quantising general relativity fails, since the theory proves to be not renormalis-
able [8-10]. Also supergravities, the supersymmetric extensions of general relativity, 
do seem to have the same problem [11 . 
Even at the classical level general relativity can not be regarded as a complete 
theory, since i t generally allows space-time singularities, as demonstrated by the 
well-known singularity theorems of Hawking and Penrose [12-14]. Classical space-
time singularities defined via geodesic incompleteness tell us that in finite proper 
time, a test particle will reach regions of space-time beyond which its evolution is not 
defined. Infinite energy scales are invoked as the curvature invariants become infinite 
at the singularity and we cannot evolve the dynamical equations of the theory. The 
singularities essentially mark the breakdown of the classical theory, as predictability 
of the future or past is lost for world-lines which run into or out of the singularity. 
1.1. The problem of space-time singularities 
Some of these singularities can be resolved by modifying the Einstein-Hilbert 
action of general relativity with new higher curvature interactions (and also higher 
derivative terms in the metric and any other matter fields). In the modified equa-
tions of motion, the contribution of these new terms will be negligible for modest 
gravitational fields, but in regions of large curvature, the higher curvature terms can 
greatly affect the nature of the solutions. In particular, the contributions from the 
higher curvature interactions spoil certain local energy conditions required to prove 
the singularity theorems, and one might hope to construct a singularity-free exten-
sion of general relativity in this manner [15]. There are also examples of singular 
solutions that become regular when embedded into higher dimensional theories [16 . 
Still, in the domain of Planck scale curvatures {\R^UP<T\ — ^pLncfc ~ 
3.9 X 10^ ^ cm"^), the character of gravity is expected to change radically since 
its underlying quantum nature will become important. Therefore any prospective 
theory of quantum gravity faces a challenge for how to manage the space-time sin-
gularities arising in the classical description. One might expect that in the full 
quantum formulation these singularities get "smoothed out" into nonsingular states 
by quantum corrections. 
Quantum gravity can not possibly "smooth out" all singularities, however. Some 
singular solutions, like the negative mass Schwarzschild, must rather be "disallowed", 
or "excised" i.e. forbidden from the start. A quantum theory that "smoothed out" 
the singularity of the negative mass Schwarzschild metric would then admit negative 
mass states (the mass can be deduced from from the long range fields of the solution), 
and there would be no stable vacuum state [17 . 
1.1.2 Singularities in string theory 
String theory, although originally suggested for describing strong interactions, has 
emerged as a theory incorporating in a unified form both gauge theories and a 
consistent quantum theory of gravity.^ In order for string theory to be consistent one 
^We will briefly introduce some basic elements of string theory in the next section, for fuller 
treatment let us refer to the standard textbooks [18,19]. Besides string theory another more 
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has to include supersymmetry, leading to five distinct superstring theories. In fact, 
all the five superstring theories together with 11-dimensional supergravity are related 
to each other by various dualities [27, 28], and can be understood as pertubative 
corners of an overarching "M-theory" [28,29]. I t has also been realised that string 
theory is not just a theory of strings, but "D-branes" [30] and other extended objects 
of various dimensions do play an important role in the theory. 
String theory contains gravity in two ways: massless string excitations include 
gravitons - spin-2 states, and consistent propagation of the string requires the back-
ground space-time to satisfy Einstein's field equations at low energy, coupled to 
other massless fields in what is called supergravity (once we go the the ful l super-
symmetric theory, as we will need to later for consistency). In fact, these two ways 
are connected. Consistency of the linearised approximation to the background fields 
(in which gravitons arise in field theory) requires that these two descriptions over-
lap. In this classical field theory picture string theory does not prohibit appearance 
of singularities. However there are various typically stringy mechanisms known by 
which these singularities can be resolved [31 . 
The first thing to note is that the definition of a space-time singularity is different 
in string theory than in general relativity, even classically. Instead of defining the 
singularity in terms of geodesic incompleteness based on the motion of test particles, 
we must use test strings. I f the physics of strings on this background is not singular, 
the singularity in a metric does not matter since the space-time metric is only a 
low energy manifestation of stringy physics. The singularity can simply signal the 
omission of some of the degrees of freedom at a low energy approximation of the full 
string theory. 
A simple example of this kind is provided by strings on orbifolds [32]. An orbifold 
is a quotient of space-time by a discrete group (often a subgroup of the rotation 
group). Consider an orbifold of flat space. Although it has vanishing curvature, the 
widely pursued approach that aims at providing a quantum theory of gravity is loop quantum 
gravity or quantum geometry, reviewed in refs. [20-23]. For comparative reviews on the progress 
and issues in various approaches to quantum gravity see refs. [24,25] and about experimental and 
phenomenological aspects ref. [26]. 
1.1. The problem of space-time singularities 
quotient is geodesically incomplete, there is a conical singularity at the origin. A 
field theory on such a background is generally problematic. But in string theory new 
light states (the so-called twisted sectors) are present, confined to the conical defect. 
Taking these extra states into account makes stringy physics perfectly consistent and 
free of singularities [32 . 
An example of curvature singularities that are harmless in string theory is en-
countered in string theory compactifications on a Calabi-Yau manifold. I t is possible 
to construct solutions where the metric of the compact Calabi-Yau manifold slowly 
varies leading to a topology change and developing a curvature singularity in be-
tween. In many cases, this can be viewed as arising from a topologically nontrivial 
5^ or being shrunk down to zero area. Again we see new degrees of freedom be-
coming massless as the surface shrinks to zero volume, and when these are included 
in the analysis the theory turns out to be non-singular. Two kinds of such topology 
change are known: flops [33,34] and conifold transitions [35,36 . 
Since string theory has had considerable success in providing physically sensible 
descriptions of certain time-like singularities in compactification geometries, one 
can hope that it will similarly provide insight into the space-like or null singularities 
which arise in various cosmologies, like the Big Bang and Big Crunch singularities. 
Proposals in this direction have appeared in the past [37-39] and more recently 
40-49], motivated by interest in the string theory on time-dependent backgrounds. 
While the cases mentioned above are examples of how string theory resolves 
space-time singularities by either "smoothing out" the geometry or by providing a 
well-defined physics, the enhangon mechanism gives a nice example how string theory 
manages to completely do away with a naked time-like singularity by excision. 
1.1.3 The gravity/gauge theory correspondence and singu-
larities 
It is appropriate to discuss the enhangon in the context of gravity/gauge theory 
correspondences. Most of the best understood examples of such correspondences are 
motivated by the physics of D-branes, dynamical extended objects present in string 
theory. A Dp-brane is a p-dimensional object which sweeps out a p-|- 1-dimensional 
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"world-volume" as it moves in time. The gravity/gauge theory correspondence has 
its origin in the fact that, on the one hand, D-branes are classical soliton solutions 
of the low-energy closed string effective action and, on the other hand, they have 
a description in terms of Dirichlet boundary conditions on the end-points of open 
strings. The latter description at low energy gives a gauge theory living on the 
branes' world-volume. This means the low energy dynamics of D-branes can be 
used to describe the properties of the gauge theory and vice-versa. 
These two descriptions, one in terms of closed and another in terms of open 
strings, are complementary for all D-branes and in some cases there is a region of 
overlap between these two pictures leading to a gravity/gauge theory correspon-
dence. A successful realization of this correspondence is the Maldacena conjec-
ture [50-52], confirmed by subsequent studies [53], which grew out of the physics of 
D3-branes. In the open string description the low energy physics of a D3-brane is 
given by the four-dimensional A/" = 4 supersymmetric U{N) Yang-Mills gauge the-
ory (which is conformally invariant) with gauge coupling QYM- In the closed string 
description the space-time solution generated by the D3-brane is, in the appropriate 
limit,^ AdS^ x S^. The conjecture states these two descriptions are equivalent when 
the Yang-Mills theory is strongly coupled, or more precisely in the so-called't Hooft 
limit [N oo, X = NQYM fixed). One can use computations in the weakly coupled 
gravity theory to learn new information about the strongly coupled gauge theory 
and the other way round. This is a truly remarkable fact given how different from 
each other these theories seem at the outset. 
There has been great interest in trying to extend this duality to other less su-
persymmetric and non-conformal gauge theories. Supergravity backgrounds have 
been found both as the deformation of the AdSr, x (which is dual to deforming 
the A/" = 4 gauge theory by relevant perturbations) and from consideration of the 
near horizon limit of more complicated D-brane constructions. The supergravity 
solutions dual to non-conformal gauge theories with reduced supersymmetry are 
generically singular in the interior corresponding to the infrared (IR) regime of the 
^This limit is called the "near-horizon" limit which focusses on the region of space-time near 
the brane. We will discuss to this notion in section 1.4.5. 
1.1. The problem of space-time singularities 
gauge theory. Therefore i t is important to understand, which of these singulari-
ties are physically acceptable [54] and one would expect some stringy mechanism 
to repair the singularities so as to match the true IR behaviour of the field theory. 
There are a several different examples, which seem to depend on the amount of 
supersymmetry present in the problem. 
In the class of M = 1* gauge theories obtained by mass deformation of par-
ent A/" = 4 gauge theories (the Polchinski-Strassler solution), the naked singularity 
of the gravitational dual is resolved by a Dp-brane polarization into a spherical 
D(p + 2)-brane [55-60] via Myers' dielectric effect [61]. Another well known example 
pertaining to J\f — 1 gauge theory is the Klebanov-Strassler solution of fractional 
D3-branes on a conifold, where the naked singularity is resolved by deforming the 
conifold [62,63 . 
Supergravity duals of non-conformal U = 2 gauge theories can be obtained as 
mass deformations of A/" = 4 super Yang-Mills [64-67], using fractional branes at 
orbifold singularities [68-75], wrapping M5-branes on Riemann surfaces [76], five-
branes on non-trivial two-cycles inside a Calabi-Yau two-fold [77,78], or wrapping 
Dp-branes on the manifold [79]. The naked time-like singularities which arise 
here seem to be resolved by the "enhangon" mechanism, which we describe next. 
1.1.4 The enhangon mechanism 
In studying brane configurations related to the {p 4- l)-dimensional M = 2 super-
symmetric large N SU{N) pure gauge theories the authors of ref [79] observed that 
the corresponding supergravity solution is apparently afflicted by a naked singular-
ity known as a "repulson" [80-82], which is unphysical and incompatible with the 
physics of gauge theory. Upon closer examination, by probing the geometry with 
branes and considering how the configuration could be constructed out of large num-
ber of constituent BPS parts, the singularity appears not to be present. It is excised 
by the enhangon mechanism which corresponds to a locus where extra massless de-
grees of freedom in the parent type I I string theory come into play enhancing the 
gauge symmetry in space-time. In the case of wrapping D(p-l-4)-branes on K3, the 
D-brane "building blocks" of the geometry cease to be sharply localised at the en-
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Figure 1.1: A slice through the enhangon geometry before (left) and after (right) the excision. 
hangon locus and expand out into a (4 — p)-sphere, 5"*"^ , surrounding the would-be 
singularity and eflFectively replacing the singular space-time region with flat space, 
see figure 1.1. (We will discuss many accompanying details and arguments to greater 
extent in chapter 2.) 
The idea to excise the problematic geometry gets further support from a purely 
supergravity analysis. The source introduced at the excision surface between the 
interior and exterior geometries behaves exactly as a shell of wrapped branes, and 
in particular, the tension vanishes at precisely the enhangon radius [83]. Further 
investigations show that the shell is stable under perturbations [84,85 . 
I f p = 2 the physics of the brane configuration has an alternative description 
as the usual problem of monopoles in the 3 -I- 1-dimensional SU(2) gauge theory 
with adjoint Higgs [86,87]. For example the smearing out of a D6-brane at the 
enhangon locus corresponds to a monopole merging with the other monopoles at 
the core. An attempt to derive the explicit supergravity lagrangian with enhanced 
gauge symmetry and the corresponding monopole physics manifest was made in 
ref. [88 . 
Adding an orientifold plane parallel to the wrapped D-brane configuration can 
make the large iV gauge group on the branes to S0{2N + 1), USp{2N) or S0{2N) 
instead of SU{N), therefore the enhangons may be broadly classified into types A, 
B, C and D [1]. The orientifold also puts an extra Z 2 identification on the transverse 
directions, thus turning the enhangon locus from S'^~^ into 1RP*~P = S^~^/"L^. 
1.1. The problem of space-time singularities 
One can obtain enhangons of various non-spherical shapes, by wrapping distri-
butions of D-branes on K3 [2], or by modifying the standard spherical solution 
by adding a term involving higher spherical harmonic functions [89]. Even a ro-
tating enhangon configuration does exist [3]. (We will discuss the orientifolded, 
non-spherical, and rotating enhangons in chapters 3, 4, 5 of this thesis.) 
The enhangon mechanism turns out to be crucial in maintaining the second law 
of black hole dynamics. When a black hole is constructed by wrapping certain brane 
configurations on K3, the enhangon mechanism will prevent the branes that would 
reduce the black hole entropy from entering the horizon [90,91 . 
There are other instances of the enhangon mechanism studied in the literature 
following ref. [79]. The setup of wrapped branes on K3 is T-dual to the one with 
fractional D-branes [79, 92, 93] and the enhangon mechanism is also in action for 
the fractional brane configurations both on non-compact orbifolds like C^/F [69-
71,74,75,95] and on the compact T'*/Z2 orbifold Umit of K3 [94]. The enhangon 
mechanism on a conifold was analysed in ref. [96]. Ref. [97] studies the enhangon 
mechanism in heterotic string theory considering winding strings with momentum 
and the Kaluza-Klein dyons which are S-dual to the wrapped branes on K3 in type 
I I string theory. Analogues to the enhangon mechanism have been also studied in 
the context of Calabi-Yau compactifications of 11-dimensional supergravity [98], and 
in a non-supersymmetric set-up, involving space-time varying string vacua [99,100 . 
1.1.5 Outline of the thesis 
The plan of the thesis is as follows. In the following sections of this chapter we will 
review some essential theoretical concepts and ingredients necessary in our study. 
Our key tool is provided by D-branes. On the one hand they emerge in the per-
turbative string theory as hypersurfaces where open strings can end, on the other 
hand they can be identified with solitonic p-brane solutions in supergravity. The 
dynamics of D-branes is captured by the Dirac-Born-Infeld - Wess-Zumino action, 
and we will discuss the various corrections i t receives. In the end of the chapter we 
will use a Dp-brane to probe the geometry generated by iV Djo^branes. 
In chapter 2 we will discuss the enhangon mechanism in more detail using the 
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prototypical case of wrapped D6-branes on K'i as an example. This allows us 
to explain the salient features of the enhangon and go through the mathematical 
techniques and reasoning we will use later on in more complicated settings. 
Chapter 3 presents a generalisation of the enhangon mechanism to situations 
pertaining to large N S0{2N + 1), USp{2N) and SO{2N) gauge theories using 
orientifolds. We will also comment on how the enhangon works in the context of the 
11-dimensional M-theory. 
In chapter 4 we are going to wrap distributions of D-branes on K3 to obtain 
enhangons of various shapes. These include a configuration of two enhangon shells 
one nested inside another and a toroidal enhangon. In the end, looking back to the 
various shapes obtained, we notice that varying the parameter which characterised 
the original distribution of D6-branes, yields a series of snapshots reminiscent of the 
scattering of two solitons. 
In chapter 5 we study an example of a rotating enhangon. When compactified 
on K3 X the configuration describes a five dimensional black hole. We will 
consider the implications an enhangon has on the black hole entropy and discover 
that the enhangon mechanism plays a crucial role to safeguard the second law of 
thermodynamics. Lastly, in chapter 6 we draw some conclusions of the whole study. 
In this thesis we have tried to adopt the conventions and notation of ref. [101 . 
1.2 Elements of string theory 
The motion of a string in a flat space-time is described by a two-dimensional sigma-
model with an action^ 
S = J drda^/^Y'daX'^dtX-'r]^, , (1.2.1) 
where the coordinates r, a parametrise the string world-sheet E, the intrinsic world-
sheet metric is ^abi^, <^), and represent the D-dimensional space-time embedding 
coordinates of the string. The parameter a' of dimension [L]^ (length-squared) is 
^The following is just a brief review of string theory and D-branes. An extensive exposition of 
the subject is provided by e.g. refs. [18,19,101]. 
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the only dimensionful parameter in string theory. I t sets the "string length" 4 by 
a' = ll and is related to the string tension T by T = 
Closed strings 
Strings can be either open or closed. For closed strings one demands periodic bound-
ary conditions. After quantisation the massless states in the closed string spectrum 
consist of the graviton g^^,, a scalar $ called the dilaton, and an antisymmetric ten-
sor Bfii, also known as the Kalb-Ramond field. The graviton g^i, plays the role of 
the background space-time metric, while the exponent of the expectation value of 
the dilaton sets dimensionless sting coupling constant, gg = e<*>, governing string 
splitting and joining interactions. The closed string spectrum also has a tachyon 
(a negative mass-squared state which fortunately will not survive in the superstring 
spectrum), and an infinite tower of massive states with masses inversely proportional 
to y/a'. 
T-duality 
If one of the space-time directions is compact with periodicity 2TTR, two types of 
states can appear in the uncompactified directions. First there are the so-called 
Kaluza-Klein states, as the centre-of-mass momentum in the compact direction takes 
discrete values n/R, with n integer, setting the mass of particles in lower dimensional 
theory. The other sector is a purely stringy phenomenon of winding states coming 
from strings wrapping w times around the compact direction. Since the string has 
tension T = such states have mass energy 2'KRWT = As it turns out the 
compactified string spectrum is invariant under the exchange 
R^%^ n^w, (1.2.2) 
K 
a symmetry known as T-duality. At the special radius R = y/a' the theory becomes 
self-dual. In particular, additional string states become massless at this radius, 
enhancing the gauge symmetry of the Kaluza-Klein vector field (originating from 
the higher dimensional metric components which have one index in the compact 
dimension) from U{1) to SU{2). 
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Open strings 
For open strings one may impose Neumann boundary conditions d^X^lds — 0. The 
massless states in the open string spectrum are that of an [ / ( I ) gauge boson . 
The full spectrum also includes the tachyon and an infinite tower of massive states 
as in the closed string case. 
D-branes 
Another choice for open string boundary conditions are the Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions S^X'^las = 0, fixing open string endpoints to a surface. Since the momen-
tum at the end of the string is not conserved, such boundary conditions require the 
string to couple to another dynamical object — a D-brane. I f one imposes Neu-
mann boundary conditions along the time"* and p space directions, and Dirichlet 
boundary conditions along the remaining D — p — 1 directions, then the Neumann 
directions correspond to the p + 1-dimensional world-volume of the Dp-brane, while 
the Dirichlet directions are transverse to the brane. In this configuration the mass-
less string states are obtained from the case of pure Neumann boundary conditions 
by dimensional reduction: one gets a p-dimensional gauge boson A'^, a = 0,1,... ,p 
and D — p — 1 scalars In fact these scalars correspond to the transverse os-
cillations of the Dp-brane, and their vacuum expectation values are related to the 
position of the brane. 
This fits well with T-duality, which interchanges Neumann and Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions in the respective direction. I f we T-dualise a direction orthogonal to 
the Dp-brane world-volume i t turns into a D(p -I- l)-brane, and if we T-dualise in 
a parallel direction we get a D(p — 1)-brane. 
In the case of N parallel D-branes, the spectrum is augmented by additional 
states coming from strings stretching between different branes. As the branes ap-
proach each other some of these states get lighter, becoming massless when the 
branes finally coincide. These extra massless states enhance the original U{1)^ 
^Imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions along the time direction leads to space-like S-branes 
[102-104]. 
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gauge group of the individual D-branes to U{N) in the adjoint representation. So 
for the system of N Dp-branes we have a U{N) gauge theory with an adjoint Higgs 
mechanism. This has a nice geometrical interpretation: the Higgs expectation val-
ues correspond to the distances between branes, and the masses can be understood 
in terms of stretched strings between different branes. 
Superstrings 
We may generalise the bosonic string action (1.2.1) by including world-sheet fermions 
in a supersymmetric way. There are a few options how to construct a supersymmet-
ric theory, of which only five give a consistent result: known as type IIA, type I IB, 
type I , and heterotic with either 50(32) or Es x Eg gauge groups. 
Here we are primarily interested in types I IA and I IB , which are endowed with 
N = 2 supersymmetry in 10 space-time dimensions (32 supercharges). The massless 
bosonic states in these theories inhabit the so-called Neveu-Schwarz-Neveu-Schwarz 
(NS-NS) and Ramond-Ramond (R-R) sectors. The NS-NS sector is indentical for 
both I IA and IIB and in fact is the same we already encountered in the bosonic case: 
g^v, -B^i/- The R-R sector contains various n-form gauge potentials. In type I IA 
these are C^^\ C^ ^^  with C^'^\ C^ '^ as the respective magnetic duals. In type I IB 
these are C^^\ C^^), C^^) with C^^\ C^^ ) as magnetic duals, while the 4-form, C^^\ 
is self-dual. 
D-branes in superstring theories 
It turns out the perturbative string states can not carry any charge with respect 
to the R-R gauge fields C^^ "^ ^^  However, there is no need to look far for some 
objects to act as sources for these potentials, as the Dp-branes provide a natural 
candidate. Therefore one also has to include Dp-branes and the corresponding open 
string sectors to type I I theories, p being even in I IA and odd in IIB.^ The open 
string massless modes associated with a Dp-brane correspond to the dimensional 
^Such cases preserve some supersymmetries, which can be subsequently used as a tool for 
controlling the dynamics. Even branes can appear in type IIB and odd in type IIA, but there can 
no longer be any preserved supersymmetry [105], see e.g. refs. [106,107] for review. 
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reduction of a 10-dimensional vector multiplet down to 1 dimensions. In the case 
of N parallel Dp-branes on top of each other the bosonic effective action (to leading 
order in a') is given by the dimensional reduction oi D = 10, Af = 1 supersymmetric 
U{N) gauge theory. Finally let us point out that under T-duality type I IA theory 
gets mapped onto I IB and vice versa.^ 
1.3 Supergravity p-brane solutions 
1.3.1 I I A / B supergravity actions 
In the low energy limit (corresponding to massless states in the spectrum) and for 
the tree level interactions in perturbation theory the five superstring theories are 
effectively described by their respective supergravities. The bosonic part of I IA 
supergravity action in string frame is given by 
SUA = ^ J d ' ' x ^ e - ' ^ { R + 4V,^V^^-^H,,,m''^} 
_ J _ /• ^ (2) A * + G(^) A * G^^^ + 5(2) A G^'^ A (1.3.1) 
where G^"^ = dC^""^) are the R-R field strengths whose kinetic term generalises 
Maxwell's action 
_ 1 I A * ^ ^ " ) = d''xV^G,,...,^G^-^- . (1.3.2) 
The 3-form H^^^ = dB^'^^ is the field strength of the tensor field, and we have 
also defined 
(5(4) = G(^) + ^^(3) C'(i) . (1.3.3) 
^T-duality in the time direction takes IIA theory to its dual I I B * theory and IIB theory to its 
dual I IA* theory [108,109]. The IIA* and I I B * theories are still formulated in 9+1 space-time 
dimensions, but their respective low energy supergravity hmits differ from those of the I I A / B 
supergravities by having the signs of some of the kinetic terms reversed. The time-like T-duality 
takes the D-branes of type II theories, with Lorentzian world-volume signature, to the E-branes 
of type I I* theories, which have Euclidean world-volume signatures. 
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The bosonic part of I IB supergravity action in string frame is given by 
SUB = ^ y " d ^ ° a : v ^ e - 2 * { / ? - t - 4 V ^ $ V ^ $ - ^ / / ^ . , F ' " ^ ' ' } 
44J " • • ~ 2 
+C('^) A A G^^ ) (1.3.4) 
with the following definitions 
(5(3) ^ G ( ^ ) - t - A C(°) , (1.3.5) 
We also have to impose the self-duality condition G^ ^^  =* G^ ^^  by hand in the 
equations of motion. In order to compute gravitational quantities like the A D M 
mass one has to convert actions (1.3.1, 1.3.4) into Einstein frame by rescaling the 
metric 
G , . = e(*<'~*)/V- (1-3-7) 
Newton's constant GAT and gravitational coupling K are set by 
2K'' = 2Klgl = 167rG;v = (27r)'a'^5,2 , (1.3.8) 
where the string coupling is given by the asymptotic value of the dilaton field at 
infinity QS = e*°. 
1.3.2 Extremal p-brane solutions 
The actions (1.3.1, 1.3.4) admit a family of solutions charged under R-R fields and 
havingp translational isometries — (black) p-branes [110]. We are mainly interested 
in the extremal "Bogomorny-Prasad-Sommerfield" or BPS limit (which preserves 
half of the original M = 2 ten dimensional supersymmetry) of these: 
ds' = H^^^^bdx'^dx''+ Hl^^S^jdx'dx\ 
„2a> _ „2zi 2 
Q{p+x) ^ {Hr' -l)g;'dx'' A...Adx\ (1.3.9) 
'''See e.g. refs. [111,112] for a review. 
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where a,b = 0,... ,p denote indices parallel and i, j = p + 1,... ,9 transverse to the 
brane (0 < p < 6). The function 
Fp = l + ( ^ ) ' ~ ' ' (1.3.10) 
is harmonic in transverse coordinates, and 
rl" = d,{2nr-'gsNa'^'-''^^' , d, = 2'-'"^^'-'^^/^ ( ^ ^ ) . (1.3.11) 
The solution above carries N units of R-R charge 
/X, = {2n)-^{ar"^ , (1.3.12) 
measuring the coupling of the C^ "^^ ^^  potential to the p-brane source, and features 
A'^  "units" of basic tension (mass per unit world volume) 
rp = 9;^f^p- (1.3.13) 
I t is natural to interpret the configuration (1.3.9) as a geometry produced by A'' 
parallel p-branes, extended p-dimensional solitonic objects residing at the origin 
of transverse coordinates (r = 0). As BPS objects they enjoy static equilibrium 
— repulsive gauge forces cancel against the attractive gravitational and dilatonic 
forces. This property allows a multicenter generalisation of the solution with 
representing A'^  diff'erent branes located at arbitrary positions f^. We can combine 
the p-brane solutions in various ways to build more complicated supergravity solu-
tions preserving less supersymmetries, e.g. by intersecting branes with each other, 
boosting them to finite momentum, or by wrapping / warping them on compact 
geometries. 
I t was an important realisation [30] that the supergravity p-branes can be iden-
tified with the Dp-branes of string perturbation theory. Able use of these two com-
plementary descriptions provided a key for many significant discoveries since 1995, 
including the gravity/gauge theory correspondences, aspects of black hole quantum 
mechanics, etc. 
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1.4 D-brane dynamics 
1.4.1 The Dirac-Born-Infeld action 
As we hinted before, the leading order low-energy effective Dp-brane dynamics is 
given by the dimensional reduction of ten-dimensional C/(l) super-Yang-Mills (SYM) 
theory. The stringy higher order a'-corrections can be resummed for slowly varying 
field strengths and for arbitrary supergravity backgrounds to yield the Dirac-Born-
Infeld (DBI) action [113 
SDBI^-TP[ d^+i^e-* V ^ - det(^a6 + ^ab + 2TTa'Fah) GOBI , (1-4.1) 
where ^" are independent coordinates on the (p-Hi)-dimensional brane world-volume 
and Tp is the tension already familiar to us from equation (1.3.13). The quantity Fab 
is the field strength of the brane world-volume gauge field A", and gab and Bab are 
the pull-backs of space-time metric and Kalb-Ramond field 
dx'^dx'' „ dx>^dx^ 
to the world-volume of the brane. So, the DBI action describes the Dp-brane cou-
pling to the massless NS-NS fields of the bulk closed string theory. Integration over 
the determinant of the induced metric gab gives it also a geometric interpretation 
as a proper volume swept out by the Dp-brane, indicating that D-branes are really 
dynamical objects. Notice, this is just like the motion of a massive particle (with 
mass m) is described by the action 
-m I dr^J-X^{T)X'^{r)g,, (1.4.3) 
which measures the length of the particle's "world-line" parameterised by r . And 
similarly, the action for a string can be written as 
- T J d^^yZ-detdaX^^dbX-^g^,, (1.4.4) 
where are the coordinates r, a on the string world-sheet and T the string tension. 
The action (1.4.4) above measures the area of the string world-sheet and is known 
as the Nambu-Goto action, it is (at least classically) equivalent to the Polyakov 
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action we introduced earlier as formula (1.2.1). As a matter of fact, we could have 
taken the world-volume term as a basic D-brane action and then by using T-duality 
arguments recovered the presence of other terms in action (1.4.1). 
1.4.2 The Wess-Zumino action 
D-brane interactions with the massless Ramond-Ramond (R-R) fields are incorpo-
rated in the generalised Wess-Zumino-like term [114,115 
where Hp is the charge (1.3.12) and the pull-back of bulk space-time forms is under-
stood. In the simplest case the interaction is just 
/.p [ (F+'i e"°«' da,x^° d,,x^^ . . . daX' C-^o.i-Mp , (1-4-6) 
JMp+i 
showing that a Dp-brane acts as a source for the R-R (p + l)-form potential C^P+^\ 
This is a higher dimensional generalisation of the way a particle with electric charge 
q couples to the electromagnetic potential via a term like 
q J dTX>^{T)A,, (1.4.7) 
and analogously a string couples to the 2-form form potential B^^, as 
T j d^^e'^'daX^dbX^B^,. (1.4.8) 
However, the formula (1.4.5) informs us that a Dp-brane can not only couple to the 
bulk C^P"*"^^ potential, it can also couple to combinations of lower rank potentials. 
1.4.3 Curvature corrections 
It is important for us that both the DBI and WZ terms receive additional corrections 
from background curvature. The geometric part of the Wess-Zumino term reads 
116,117 
Ai'in^a'Rpi) 48 
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where A is the "A-roof" or Dirac genus, pi is the first Pontryagin class 
p, = -^TrRAR, (1.4.10) 
while RT and RN are the curvature 2-forms of the tangent and normal bundles of 
the brane. 
The DBI term gets several corrections but the set of curvature-squared terms 
that will concern us soon is given by [118,119 
QDBI = 1 - ^t^^ (Ra»cdR'"""' - 2RabR'"' - i?a^a6^"^°' + 2i?.^^"' ') + 0{a") , 
(1.4.11) 
where a,... ,d are the tangent space indices running along the brane world-volume, 
while a, /3 are normal indices, running transverse to the world-volume. Also Rab, 
Raji are obtained by contraction of the pulled-back Riemann tensor. 
1.4.4 Gauge theory on the world-volume 
In the case of coincident D-branes the gauge symmetry is enhanced to U{N). The 
world-volume fields A"' and become matrices valued in the adjoint and introduce 
host of related non-abelian modifications to the Dp-action [120], reviewed e.g. in 
ref. [121 . 
We may deduce the dimensionally reduced SYM theory which appears on the 
D-brane world-volume from the DBI action (1.4.1) above. First let us employ space-
time diffeomorphims to position the world-volume on a fiducial surface = 0, 
and the world-volume diffeomorphisms to match the world-volume coordinates with 
the remaining space-time coordinates on this surface, ^" = x", a setting known as 
"static gauge." Assuming the background is approximately flat and also the Bab 
field vanishes,^  then the expansion to second order in the gauge field yields 
SYM = — [ dP+'^e-'^TrlFabF'''' + 2Pa$'X>"$i + [ $ \ , (1.4.12) 
4i/KM,p J J 
where V is the (gauge) covariant derivative and the {p + l)-dimensional SYM 
coupling for the theory on the branes is 
^^M,p = V ^ 2 W ) - ^ (1.4.13) 
* Having a constant B-field in the background leads to noncommutative gauge theory [122,123]. 
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The scalars describe the transverse displacements of the D-brane through the 
identification 
a;^?') = 2 W $ X f ) , (1.4.14) 
in the case of A'' branes these become U{N) adjoint matrices encoding the collective 
transverse coordinates of the branes. 
A classical vacuum of the action (1.4.12) corresponds to a static solution of the 
equations of motion whereby the potential energy of the system is minimized. It is 
given by the field configurations which simultaneously solve the equations 
0 
y ( $ ) = 0. 
Vanishing of the potential 
V($) = T r [ $ \ $ ^ f 





for all i,j and at each point in the (p + l)-dimensional world-volume of the branes. 
This means the N x N matrix fields must be simultaneously diagonalisable by a 
gauge transformation, and we may write 
a; 0 0 \ 
0 xi 
0 0 x\ 
(1.4.18) 
The simultaneous real eigenvalues x\ give the positions of the A'^  distinct D-branes 
in the i-th transverse direction. It follows the "moduli space" of vacua for the 
{p + l)-dimensional field theory (1.4.12) arising from the dimensional reduction of 
the super-Yang-Mills in ten dimensions is the quotient space 
(1.4.19) 
where the factors of R correspond to the positions of the N Dp-branes in the (9-p)-
dimensional transverse space, and SN is the symmetric group acting by permutations 
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of the A'^  coordinates XA- The group SN corresponds to the residual Weyl symme-
try of the U{N), and it represents the permutation symmetry of a system of N 
indistinguishable D-branes. 
1.4.5 Decoupling limit 
The two descriptions of D-branes — the supergravity picture of section 1.3.2 (cor-
responding to the interactions mediated by massless closed strings) and the gauge 
field theory picture of section 1.4.4 (corresponding to the interactions of lightest 
open strings) — are good approximations in different domains. In order to reliably 
use supergravity as an effective low energy theory we are restricted to small curva-
ture, measured in string units. This is equivalent to the condition gsN > 1. On the 
other hand in the open string perturbation theory involving N D-branes a typical 
interaction diagram has a factor gsN. So this picture is good as long QsN < 1. (We 
also assume the string coupling constant gs is small to suppress string loops.) 
A very useful procedure in the game is to take the decoupling limit where the 
interactions between the open strings ending on branes and the closed strings in the 
bulk are turned off. This is achieved by 
a'-> 0, holding fixed gYM,p and U = r/a'. (1.4.20) 
Asking a' to vanish relieves us from corrections due to massive (higher energy) string 
states both in the supergravity and the SYM description. From the supergravity 
point of view this procedure corresponds to taking the near-horizon limit, r —> 0, 
i.e. zooming in to the region close to the branes. In the gauge theory picture the 
scaled radial coordinate U = r/a' plays the role of energy scale, e.g. the mass of 
the W-boson. In the limit (1.4.20) the remaining supergravity quantities will have 
a physical meaning in the gauge theory on the brane, like the gauge coupling, etc, 
as we will explore shortly. 
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1.5 D-branes as probes of geometry 
A fundamental string provides a probe which can probe the geometry only down to 
the string scale a', as increasing energy gets it smeared out. The characteristic size 
of D-branes, however, is much smaller than the string length when QS is small [124 . 
This makes D-branes capable of exploring very short distances and they can serve 
as useful local test probes measuring the background metric and other fields at a 
point in space-time. 
The basic idea behind D^brane probing techniques is that the brane world-
volume theory must encode information about the background we are probing [125 . 
On the one hand, one can directly insert the background field configuration in the 
D-brane world-volume action. On the other hand the effects of the background fields 
on the probe must be precisely reproduced by the dynamics of the probe quantum 
field theory. In the latter description, space-time emerges as a derived concept, the 
low energy moduli space of a supersymmetric gauge theory [126 . 
Probing the geometry of p-branes with a single Dp-brane 
As an example let us probe the geometry generated by A'^  p-branes with a single 
Dp-brane. We need to insert the supergravity solution (1.3.9) into the Dp-brane 
action (1.4.1 -I- 1.4.5). By the virtue of the static gauge 
e = x' = t-
r = m = l , . . . , p ; 
x' = a;^ (e"), i = p-h 1,...,9; (1.5.21) 
the induced metric on the D-brane world-volume becomes 
9ah 
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where = dx^d^^ = . i* is the probe velocity in transverse directions. Inserting the 
p-brane metric here and taking the determinant gives 
9 
-detgat = H;"^ (1 - H ^ ) , v ^ ^ Y . (^') ' ' (l-^'^^) 
i=p+l 
Taking into account the dilaton factor we get 
9s J 
^ _thL f dP+'^H-' ( l - IH.VA (1.5.24) 
9s J \ ^ J 
assuming the probe motion is slow enough that we can expand the square root and 
neglect higher than quadratic terms in v. 
For the WZ term we need to pull back the C^P+^'^ R - R potential to the brane 
world-volume 
dxt"" dxi"' dx^^ 
thus yielding 
Swz,p = ^ [ d^^'^{H;'-l) . (1.5.26) 
9s J 
So, putting (1.5.24) and (1.5.26) together the complete probe effective action is given 
by 
-Sprobe = ^ [ d t + Iv' + H^' - l ] , (1.5.27) 
where we have integrated over the spatial part of the brane world-volume, 
/ dP ^  = V .^ As expected, the r-dependent potential terms do cancel, showing 
that there is no force between branes since the configuration is BPS. (This cancel-
lation only happens in the slow motion approximation, if orders beyond v'^ need to 
be considered while expanding the square root, the BPS condition would not hold 
any more.) Therefore the probe dynamics in transverse directions is described by 
the lagrangian 
J^prohe ^  ^rnpv'^ - nip (1.5.28) 
of a free particle of mass rup = TpVp moving in a constant potential.^ The transverse 
^The constant potential originated from the constant part of the C^P+^^ field (1.3.9) and we 
will neglect this term from now on, since it is pure gauge. 
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metric seen by the probe can be read off from the coefficient of the term 
ds^ ^'^S^jdx'dx' , (1.5.29) 
it is trivially flat. 
Corresponding results can be also obtained from the world-volume field theory 
point of view. As we know already there is a (p -|- l)-dimensional gauge 
theory with 16 supercharges on the world-volume of A'^  Dp-branes, containing a A"-
gauge field and 9 — p scalars in the adjoint of U{N). Geometrically the latter 
where understood as collective coordinates for the transverse motions of branes. The 
components of can take diflferent vacuum expectation values, parameterising the 
moduli space of inequivalent vacua and corresponding to the data how the branes are 
distributed in the transverse space. The metric on this moduli space is equivalent 
to the space-time metric in directions transverse to the branes world-volume. For 
the case discussed in this section the moduli space is fiat due to high amount of 
supersymmetry. But we will encounter a more interesting case in the next chapter. 
1.6 Summary 
In this chapter we have tried to lay out the context and to set the preliminaries for 
the enhangon mechanism in string theory. We began by outlining the problem of 
space-time singularities in the theories of gravity and noted that not all singularities 
could be possibly "smoothed out" to a small region of strong but finite curvature. 
Some singularities must rather be excised, i.e. prohibited as unphysical. 
String theory does not rule out space-time singularities arising in the low energy 
field theory description, but there are several examples known how such singular-
ities can be resolved in the sense of having a non-singular stringy physics on the 
background in question. Typically this involves new quantum degrees of freedom 
becoming massless and augmenting the initial field theory spectrum. We discuss 
some of these examples, before giving the first review of the enhanQon, a mechanism 
in string theory which leads to the excision of a certain naked space-time singularity. 
Much of the recent progress in string theory, including the enhangon mechanism, 
can be attributed to the study of D-branes, extended solitonic objects where open 
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strings can end. Therefore we have devoted the second half of the chapter to de-
scribe the main properties of D-branes. Most of it will be relevant and find direct 
applications later. 
On the one hand D-branes are solutions of supergravity (section 1.3.2), on the 
other hand they are described by a gauge theory on their world-volume (section 
1.4.4) . To be precise, these two descriptions are valid in different regimes (section 
1.4.5) . The effective dynamics of D-branes, which can be used to link these two 
descriptions is given by the Dirac-Born-Infeld - Wess-Zumino action (sections 1.4.1 
and 1.4.2), it receives corrections of various types, for example from the background 
curvature (section 1.4.3). 
As the first application of these facts we used a single Dp-brane to probe the 
geometry generated by a large number of p-brane sources. As is expected from the 
BPS nature of the problem, the potential terms cancelled in the effective lagrangian 
of the probe, leaving only a kinetic term. The coefficient of this kinetic term, giving 
the tension (mass) of the probe, was related to the metric of the gauge theory modufi 
space. 
Chapter 2 
The Enhangon Mechanism 
In this chapter we will use the configuration of D6-branes wrapped on K3 to re-
view the salient features of the enhangon mechanism. This configuration provides 
a prototypical example we will generalise and modify in the chapters to follow, and 
studying it offers a good opportunity to explain the main calculational techniques 
we will apply many times later on. 
We begin by considering how the procedure of wrapping D6-branes on a K3 
manifold induces an extra amount of negative D2-brane charge, causing the corre-
sponding naive supergravity solution to show a naked repulson singularity However 
probing the geometry with constituent branes in section 2.3 reveals the actual situ-
ation to be different, as the branes expand into a sphere surrounding the would-be 
singularity leaving a flat geometry inside. This means the singularity gets excised, 
it was never really there. We will review the physical argument why this should be 
the case and mention some dual pictures of the system. 
The analysis gets further support in section 2.5 from the supergravity junction 
conditions that are consistent with the excision of the singular region of the space-
time. Then we will turn to the gauge theory on the branes' world-volume and use 
parallels with a yet another dual description in terms of SU{2) multi-monopoles. In 
the last section 2.7 we will generalise the situation by adding some real (and positive 
charge) D2-branes. 
The material presented in this chapter is based mainly on refs. [79,83,86 . 
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2.1 Wrapping branes on K3 
We embark on our journey by wrapping N coincident D6-branes on a K3 manifold^ 
of volume F^s- Wrapping a brane on some compact manifold basically means that 
part of the brane's world-volume will reside on this manifold. The world-volume of 
a D6-brane is seven-dimensional (encompassing one time and six space directions), 
and K3 is a surface of four real dimensions. Thus wrapping a D6-brane on K3 
results in four of the brane spatial world-volume directions wrapped on K3, while 
the remaining three world-volume directions stay unwrapped. 
Since K3 is not flat, there are some curvature corrections to the brane dynamics 
we need to take into account. These happen to induce exactly — units of D2-
brane charge on the unwrapped part of the D6-brane world-volume [116,117]. The 
wrapped D6-brane is still coupling to the seven-form R-R potential C^^^ as it was 
while unwrapped, but now it does also couple to C^ ''^  via the K3 curvature. More 
precisely, this can be seen from the WZ part of the D6-brane action (1.4.5) which 
gets an additional term from (1.4.9) 
- / ^ e ^ ^ ^ / C^'^AMK3) = -^ei^n^a'r [ C^'' 
= - / i 2 / C^'^ , (2.1.1) 
where M3 stands for the unwrapped part of the world-volume and in the calculation 
we have used the fact that pi of K3 integrates to 48 (see Appendix B). The charges 
He = (27r)~^(Q;')"'''/^, /X2 = (27r)~^(a')~^/^ are as given in equation (1.3.12) previously. 
The emergence of A'^  units of negative D2-brane charge is a particular property 
of K3, had we wrapped the branes on a four-torus for instance, nothing of this sort 
would have happened since T"^  is flat. We may think of the result as an effective 
D2-brane bound within the unwrapped part of the D6-brane world-volume but 
"delocalised" in K3 directions. However, it is important not to confuse these induced 
effective D2-branes with true D2-branes which we will introduce to the system later 
in section 2.7. Also, although the induced object carries negative amount of D2-
brane charge it is not an anti-D2-brane, since it preserves the same supersymmetries 
^Some relevant facts about K3 manifolds are mentioned in Appendix B. 
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Xo Xi X2 X3 Xi X5 
K3 
X6 Xj Xg Xg 
D6 
D2 
— — — • 
rs^ 
Table 2.1: A sketch of D6-branes wrapped on K3 and the induced negative D2-branes. The 
branes' world-volume directions are marked by "—", and transverse directions where the branes 
are point-like are denoted by while "~" indicates that the induced D2-branes are delocalised 
on K3. 
as a correct sign D2^brane with the same orientation. To sum up the story so far 
we have sketched the resulting configuration in table 2.1. 
As we already mentioned, wrapped D6-branes still couple to the seven-form 
potential C^"^^ as usual. We may integrate the latter term over K3, gaining a factor 
of the volume VK3- So the total charge of the resulting (2 + l)-dimensional object 
is N units of 
A* = fJ'dVKs - • (2.1.2) 
Since the charge and tension are related, r = g~^fJ., equation (1.3.13), this object 
also has a corresponding effective tension 
(2.1.3) 
In fact the shift from the original D6-brane tension is fully expected because the 
DBI part (1.4.1) of the D-brane action does also receive curvature corrections. The 
result above comes from integrating over the Rabcd.R"'^'^'^ term in equation (1.4.11), 
while other terms in (1.4.11) vanish, since KZ is Ricci-flat. 
Before writing down the supergravity solution let us remark that the configu-
ration we are talking about preserves 1/4 of the original supersymmetry (8 super-
charges out of 32). Half of the supersymmetry was broken by considering a D-brane, 
and yet another half was broken by wrapping it on K?>. 
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2.1.1 The supergravity solution 
The supergravity solution corresponding to our configuration can be obtained by su-
perimposing solutions of the constituent D6- and (effective) D2-branes from equa-
tion (1.3.9), but taking into account that the D2-branes are really delocalised on 
K3. So we get (in string frame) 
ds' = H^'^'H^'^\-dt' + dxl + dxl) + Hl^'Hl^'{dr' + r'de' + r'sm'9d(t>') 
+V^I^Hl^'H^'''dsl, , 
C(^ ) = g;^H^^dtAdxiAdx2, 
C(^ ) = g:^H^^dt A dxi A dx2 A dsKz , (2.1.4) 
where the harmonic functions and charges are given by 
r zV 
re gsNa''^^ He = 1 + — , re = . (2.1.6) 
r 2 
The spherical coordinates r, 9, <f) parametrise transverse directions x^ with i = 3,4, 5, 
and x'^ , // = 0,1,2, correspond to the unwrapped world-volume directions. Also, 
dsKi is the metric of unit volume X3, while the solution adjusts itself such that 
is the measured volume of K2) at radius r, V being the volume at infinity. A special 
value of the K2) volume 
K = (27r)^a'' (2.1.8) 
will become significant later. 
2.2 The repulson geometry 
Upon closer examination the classical solution (2.1.4) exhibits an unsettling feature, 
it has a naked singularity at the radius 
Tr = |r2| = y r e . (2.2.1) 
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This is where curvature invariants like R, R^j.^pcR^"''" blow up, and the 
K3 volume V{r) shrinks down to zero. Inside this radius the metric is imaginary. 
In fact, massive particles get repelled if they approach the singularity, hence it is 
known as "repulson" [80-82 . 
To see the repulson let us probe the geometry transverse to the branes with a 
test particle of unit mass moving with four-velocity u. The Killing vectors C = §i 
and = associated with the symmetries of the geometry, provide conserved 
quantities 
e= -<e -u , L = ri-u, (2.2.2) 
the total energy and angular momentum per unit mass of the particle. The velocity 
of a massive particle is time-like, i. e. obeys 
g^^u'^u'' = - 1 . (2.2.3) 
Assuming = 0 so that the motion hes on the equatorial plane, and substituting 
the constants of motion (2.2.2) into (2.2.3) gives 
where we redefined E = ^f^. Thus the motion of the probe particle is governed by 
the effective potential 
+ (2.2.5) 
For our purposes it is sufficient to consider only radial motion and we can set 
L = 0. Now figure 2.2. depicts the how this potential looks like when we substitute 
in our solution (2.1.4) as the background. As the probing particle moves in from 
infinity it feels an attractive gravitational force, but at certain radius the force 
becomes repulsive. The potential diverges at r = rr, exhibiting an infinite repulsive 
force at the singularity. The turning point of the potential occurs when 
K'// = 0 (2.2.6) 
which for our metric is equivalent to the condition 
I + I) = 0 . (2.2.7) 
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Figure 2.1: Test particle effective potential in the gravitational background generated by wrapped 
D6-branes. 
Solving the equation above gives 
2K 
Tp = — rrre v - v , 
as the radius where the geometry becomes repulsive. 
(2.2.8) 
2.3 Probing with branes 
Now it is time to apply the techniques introduced in section 1.5 of the previous 
chapter and probe the geometry with a single wrapped D6-brane. Taking into 
account the new induced WZ term (2.1.1) and the tension (2.1.3) the effective world-
volume action for the probe is 
S = - I d'^e"'{ti,V{r)-ii2){-detga>,Y^^+lx, [ C^ ^^  - ^ 2 / C^'^ , 
J M 3 JM3XK3 JM3 
(2.3.1) 
here {a,b = 0,1,2) are the coordinates on the unwrapped part of the world-
volume, and Qab is the induced metric. Adopting the static gauge = x", x^  = x^{t) 
as before and assuming the probe velocity 
v'' = r^ + r^ 0^ + r^smH(i^ (2.3.2) 
is small, we carry out computations similar to what we did in section 1.5 to obtain 
the effective Lagrangian 
£ = -l^^}2^1Z^ + J - i,,VH2 - , . H , ) V- + ' ' ' ' 
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Here again the potential terms do exactly cancel, as we still have a BPS config-
uration, and what is left in the effective lagrangian is just the kinetic term. The 
coefficient of v'^ gives the effective tension of the probe 
Teff = - {iJi^VH^ - fi^H,) = ^ {VH2 - V^He) = f^He (V(r ) - K ) • (2.3.4) 
gs 9s gs 
Notice there is a marked difference between this result and the effective lagrangian 
(1.5.28) we had when probing the geometry of A'^  Dp-branes with a Dp-brane. Now 
the tension is changing as the probe moves in the transverse space, meaning also 
that the moduli space metric it sees is not flat any more. We assume the probe 
tension (and the metric) is positive at spatial infinity, implying the asymptotic K3 
volume V > V^,. As the probe approaches the origin, its tension becomes less and 
less until inside the radius 
2v; 
the tension Teff threatens to become negative. Correspondingly, at this radius the 
running K3 volume takes the special value F(re) = K , and from equation (2.2.8) 
we see it is actually the limit beyond which the geometry becomes repulsive. It is 
easy to see all this happens above the singularity since Ve > r^-. 
Having a negative tension brane here is hardly a physical affair and rather in-
dicates that we are missing some vital understanding. The interpretation of the 
situation, due to ref. [79], is the following: as the tension vanishes the probe ceases 
to be point-like in transverse dimensions and it smears around over the sphere of 
radius rg. The brane can not move further in to the region where its tension would 
be negative. Let us look more closely why this is the case. 
2.4 Enhanced gauge symmetry 
Our (2 + l)-dimensional membranes in six dimensions are BPS objects, and we al-
ready noticed how the forces between them cancel in equation (2.3.3). They are 
really a higher dimensional generalisation of magnetic monopoles,^  carrying a mag-
^In D dimensions a p-dimensional fundamental electric object has & [D - p - 4)-dimensional 
magnetic partner. It is a coincidence in four dimensions that the fundamental electric particle and 
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netic charge of a certain U{1) 1-form potential. Compactification of type IIA string 
theory on K3 produces a host of 24 1-form fields in six dimensions, as we briefiy 
review in appendix B. But only two of these concern us here: the direct descendant 
of the ten dimensional C^ ^^  R-R potential and the C^ ^^  potential wrapped on the 
volume 4-cycle of K3. In ten dimensions the D6-brane already couples magnetically 
to C^^\ while the D2-brane has a similar relation to C^ '^. Now as seen in six di-
mensions our monopole is charged under a diagonal combination of the two 1-forms 
mentioned above. 
As a matter of fact, we do not just have monopoles, there are W-bosons and 
a Higgs field too. The former are the D4-branes and anti-D4-branes wrapped on 
K3 (point particles in six dimensions), while the latter is related to the running K3 
volume. Therefore we have all the ingredients of the well-known setup of SU{2) 
magnetic monopoles.^  In view of this fact the situation becomes more understand-
able. 
The ratios /^ O/A*4 = M2/At6 = V* are equal, so the wrapped D4-brane becomes 
massless at the same radius where the wrapped D6-branes have a vanishing tension. 
But a massless D4-brane is a massless W-boson indicating that the broken SU(2) 
symmetry is restored at this radius. D4-brane and anti-D4-brane together with 
the [/(I) R-R field combine together into an SU{2) gauge field. Therefore we have 
an occurrence of enhanced gauge symmetry (from f / ( l ) to SU{2)) and the locus 
of points where this happens, i.e. a sphere of radius re, can be justly called an 
"enhangon". 
The mass of the SU(2) monopole is proportional to the mass of the corresponding 
W-boson, while its characteristic size is inversely proportional to the mass. In the 
region where W-bosons are massless and SU{2) is restored, the monopole becomes 
massless and grows in size, ceasing to be sharply localised. As we identify our 
wrapped D6-brane probe with a magnetic monopole, the behaviour of brane tension 
(2.3.4) starts to make sense. The probe begins to expand as it approaches the 
its dual magnetic monopole are both 0-dimensional, i.e. point-like. In fact, from the three trans-
verse dimensions point of view our wrapped branes also look like point-like magnetic monopoles. 
^For the benefit of the reader we review the story of SU{2) monopoles in appendix C. 
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enhangon locus, and spreads around the sphere when its tension vanishes. 
I t is instructive to think we can build the configuration by bringing slowly in 
single wrapped D6-branes one by one from infinity. Each of them will essentially 
behave like the probe described above. None of them can move further inside from 
the enhangon radius, but will melt smoothly into the shell made of the branes already 
residing at rg. Only the shell grows in size as more branes come in, since depends 
on the number A'^  of the branes in the configuration. In this sense we really have a 
big multi-monopole constructed by having A'^  individual monopoles merged at the 
core. 
What about the repulson singularity we were so worried about before? Since 
there can be no brane sources inside of the enhangon radius but all of them are 
smeared on a surrounding sphere, the internal geometry must be flat to a first 
approximation (forming a smooth junction with the outside geometry at r = re, 
as we will discuss in section 2.5). The metric inside is modified and therefore the 
singularity gets excised — in quantum string theory i t was never really there! 
The phenomenon of gauge symmetry enhancement means we can take our super-
gravity solution (2.1.4) at its face value only down to the enhangon radius. Beyond 
this radius new massless degrees of freedom, coming from the the ful l string theory, 
must be taken into account. The solution (2.1.4) was an attempt from supergravity 
to represent the geometry given the asymptotic charges. The attempt was not suc-
cessful in the internal region because i t was not aware of the new degrees of freedom 
coming to play there. The putative repulson singularity was simply an artefact of 
supergravity falling short of an accurate description of the stringy physics. 
2.4.1 Some dual situations 
The argument for Dp-branes of different p runs along similar lines as above. Wrap-
ping N Dp-branes on K3 induces - i V units of D(p-4)-brane charge on the ( p - 3 ) -
dimensional world-volume and suggests a supergravity solution with an apparent 
repulson singularity. The wrapped branes become tensionless on a sphere S^~P (in 
9—p transverse dimensions), where the running K3 volume reaches its special value 
K , and the physics goes beyond the naive supergravity description. For even p we 
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see the SU{2) gauge symmetry restored, for odd p there is the Ai two-form gauge 
theory [79 . 
The system has many other dual realisations as outlined in ref. [79]. For instance 
under S-duality between type I IA strings on K3 and heterotic strings on T"* [27,28] 
the wrapped D6-brane maps [127] to a bound state of a Kaluza-Klein monopole 
128,129] and an H-monopole [130-132] made by wrapping the heterotic NS5-brane 
79,133]. Also the I IA wrapped D4-brane is dual to a winding heterotic string on 
T'', and vanishing of the brane tension corresponds to the vanishing of the winding 
string mass at the self-dual radius and enhanced gauge symmetry. 
Another interesting dual realisation of the wrapped Dp-brane system is given by 
D(p — 3)-branes stretched between two parallel NS5-branes [79,134]. For exam-
ple wrapped D6-branes correspond to stretching D3-branes, which from the NS5-
branes' world-volume gauge theory point of view are SU(2) magnetic monopoles, 
SU{2) being spontaneously broken to U{1) by the separation of NS5-branes. 
2.5 Consistency of excision in supergravity 
We mentioned before that the singular internal geometry should be replaced by a 
flat space. But can we be sure the geometry constructed in this manner is actually 
consistent? This kind of problem can be tackled with the Darmois'-Israel formal-
ism [135,136] (see also [137]) for matching space-times across some surface E. We 
demand the metric of these two space-times glued together to be continuous on the 
junction surface S. There may be a discontinuity in the extrinsic curvature at the 
surface, which gives this boundary an interpretation as a thin shell acting as a S-
function source of stress-energy located at the surface. In the computation below 
(first performed in ref. [83]) we see the resulting stress-energy is in agreement with 
our understanding that there is a shell of wrapped D6-branes surrounding the part 
of the original supergravity geometry we needed to replace. 
In order to be able to interpret the discontinuity in the extrinsic curvature as a 
stress-energy, we need to transform our string frame solution (2.1.4) into Einstein 
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frame by using (1.3.7). The rescaled Einstein frame metric is 
(2.5.1) 
where the harmonic functions H2 and He are the same as in equation (2.1.5). We 
need to match this metric to a flat metric at some incision radius r^, which for 
the moment may not coincide with the enhangon radius r^- To ensure the metric 
is continuous over the junction surface, let us assume the internal metric has the 
same form as the external metric (2.5.1), but the harmonic functions H2 and are 
replaced by constants 
/i2 = 1 + - , /i6 = 1 + - . (2.5.2) 
Now we can compute the discontinuity in the extrinsic curvature.^ The bound-
ary between the two geometries is a sphere with radius (in the three dimen-
sions transverse to the branes). More precisely, the complete junction surface E is 
9-dimensional, extending in all directions except r, where it is fixed by the equation 
r — n = 0. We may identify the coordinates on E with the space-time coordi-
nates: S,^'" = x^'", iJ,,u = 0,1,2 are the directions filled by the unwrapped part of 
branes' world-volume, = x'"''' the four K3 directions, and finally = 9, (j). The 
unit normal vectors of the radial boundary are 
where n+ (n_) is the outward pointing normal for the space-time region r > r j 
(r < r j ) . The general formula for the extrinsic curvature (D.2) simplifies consider-
ably due to the spherical symmetry of the problem and yields 
^ i , = . „ J a . G . « = ^ ^ ^ . (2.5.4) 
The discontinuity in the extrinsic curvature across the junction is defined as 
lAB = + K-^B • (2-5.5) 
*See appendix D. 
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The stress-energy tensor supported at the junction surface is given by the Lanczos 
equation [138 
SAB = \ {lAB - G/iBT'b) , (2-5.6) 
K 
where K. is the gravitational coupling defined previously in equation (1.3.8). 
After inserting our metric into the formulas above a straightforward computation 
shows the discontinuity tensor is 
3 ^ - G . . , (2.5.7c) 1 1 LH'^ K 
16 ^JGrr \ H2 H% 
where a prime denotes dr and all the quantities are evaluated at the incision surface 
r = Ti- The trace is 
So, finally we have found the stress-energy tensor of the junction shell to be 
Sij = 0 , (2.5.9b) 
Sat = Ga,. (2.5.9c) 
2.5.1 Junction shell tension 
Already the first glance reveals this result is consistent with our ideas of having a 
junction shell made of wrapped D6-branes. Vanishing Sij (in the transverse direc-
tions) at a generic radius r, is related to the fact that the constituent branes are 
BPS objects and no force is needed between them to support the shell. Next, the Sab 
components (in the K3 directions) involve only H^, which is appropriate since only 
the D6-branes were wrapped on K3 (while the effective D2-branes were delocalised 
in these directions). 
Up to an overall sign, the coefficient of the metric components in the stress-
energy formula gives an effective tension in the corresponding directions. As a check 
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for our interpretation that the boundary surface is made of branes, we may expand 
the effective tension in (2.5.9a) and (2.5.9c) for large r j : 
r (r.) - I n A - ^ U ^ (V-Vy ' 
K'r]\ V ) (27r)6(a')'/2g/ *'^-KT^V 
- ^ V ( r e F - r . ) ( ^ ) , (2.5.10a) 
1 re N ' 1 
2-2 (27r)6(a')^/^5.47rr2 K'- r 
Nr, ( ^ ) , (2.5.10b) 
to find a good agreement with our expectations. In the K3 directions the effective 
tension matches that of A'^  D6-branes, with an additional averaging factor coming 
from smearing the branes over the transverse sphere. In the unwrapped world-
volume directions the tension is again related to that of A'^  D6-branes minus A'^  
units of D2-brane tension arising as a result of wrapping on K2>, compare with 
equation (2.1.3). 
Furthermore, notice the effective tension of the shell in the unwrapped part is 
proportional to H2/H2 + HQ/HQ. But this expression, as we observed after equation 
(2.2.7), vanishes precisely at the enhangon radius r^. So the supergravity matching 
computation here and the probe calculation of section 2.3 both tell the same thing, 
the shell of branes at the enhangon radius has a vanishing tension. 
For r < re the tension in (2.5.9a) becomes negative, which is problematic also 
in supergravity. On the other hand, the computation shows we can put a shell of 
branes with positive tension at any radius r > re, and make an incision from there. 
This is in accordance with the fact that for brane probes the forces cancel and they 
can stay motionless at an arbitrary position outside the enhangon. The enhangon 
radius is special in the sense i t sets a limit where we can place the branes and 
perform incision. 
One can go on and show that the stress-energy of the shell is in general (not 
just for large r^) precisely the same as the stress-energy of A'^  wrapped D6-branes 
distributed uniformly on the sphere [83]. Also the behaviour of the dilaton field at 
r — r i is correctly accounted by the source shell of wrapped D6-branes. 
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2.6 Gauge theory moduli space 
In the preceding sections of this chapter we studied the system of iV D6-branes 
wrapped on K3 mainly from the supergravity point of view. But as introduced in 
the discussions of chapter 1, all this has a corresponding meaning from the point of 
view of the gauge theory on the branes' world-volume. 
So, there is an SU{N) gauge theory with eight supercharges on the (2-M)-
dimensional unwrapped world-volume of the N D-branes we have. The gauge mul-
tiplet consists of a gauge field A^^ and three scalars {i = 3,4,5), transforming 
in the adjoint representation of SU{N). As we already know, these scalars encode 
information about the positions of the D6-branes in the transverse directions x\ 
The gauge theory has a scalar potential of the form T r [ $ \ ^ - ' j ^ , and the moduli 
space of supersymmetric vacua is parameterised by the vacuum expectation values 
("vevs") of the scalars. To make the potential vanish the "vevs" live in the Cartan 
subalgebra of SU{N), breaking the gauge symmetry from SU{N) to C/(l)^"^. This 
is known as the "Coulomb branch" of the moduli space since there are generically 
C/(l)'s unbroken.^ 
The moduli space parameterised by the three scalars is 3{N — 1) dimensional, 
but in 2-f 1 dimensions we can dualise the abelian gauge fields A'^ to give iV — 1 more 
scalars. Therefore the classical moduli space^ of the theory is 4(A'^  — l)-dimensional 
where the 5^ factors represent the periodic scalars resulting from dualising the gauge 
fields, and SN-I is the Weyl group of SU{N) permuting the A'' — 1 eigenvalues of the 
(Remember the discussions after formula (1.4.18) in chapter 1.) The U{1)^~^ is 
the gauge symmetry of N wrapped D6-branes at arbitrary positions in the transverse 
dimensions. The extra C/(l) we might expect corresponds to the overall centre of 
^Another typical branch of the moduli space, called the "Higgs branch," is not available in the 
theory since there are no hypermultiplets. We can get the hypermultiplets by introducing extra 
(unwrapped) D2-branes in addition to the wrapped D6-branes. 
^This classical moduli space will receive quantum corrections which make it a smooth hyper-
Kahler manifold, as we will argue soon. 
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mass of the system. 
Now we take all the wrapped D6-branes to be coincident (meaning all the "vevs" 
of adjoint scalars are given the same value in the gauge theory), except for a single 
brane (which has a complete multiplet of four scalars giving its location in the 
background of all the others). We can use this single wrapped D6-brane to probe 
the resulting subspace of the moduli space. Notice, now we have less supersymmetry 
than in the first chapter example of probing N Dp-branes with a Dp-brane. As a 
consequence the moduli space metric will not be trivially flat any more. 
In fact, we have already done the probing. Because probing the moduli space in 
gauge theory corresponds to probing the geometry in the supergravity picture. 
2.6.1 Including an extra modulus in the probe calculation 
Looking our previous probe calculation results (2.3.3) there seems to be one impor-
tant bit of data missing. Our supergravity probe was moving in three transverse 
directions r, 9, 4>, but as we have established just before, the gauge theory relative 
moduli space {i.e. the moduli space corresponding to the motion of a single brane 
in the background of others) must be four dimensional. 
In general a (2 -I - l)-dimensional theory with eight supercharges has a moduli 
space metric which is hyper-Kahler [139], requiring a dimension multiple of four. 
Anticipating what we will see soon, let us note that a four dimensional hyper-Kahler 
metric can be written in the form [140]: 
CISIK = F{R)dR^ - f F-\R) (dX4 + AdRj ^, (2.6.2) 
where R = ( X j , ^ 2 , X a ) , and A satisfies V x ^ = V F . 
It is not hard to guess the extra modulus we were missing is related to the (2-1-1)-
dimensional gauge field which can be dualised to a periodic scalar. Indeed if we think 
about i t and remember the generic formulae (1.4.1), (1.4.5), it becomes apparent 
the probe action (2.3.1) should get an extra contribution both to the DBI and WZ 
parts. This comes from the gauge field A^, living on unwrapped world-volume of 
the brane. So the ful l probe effective action should read (with an understanding 
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that the bulk space-time forms need to be pulled back to the world-volume) 
S = - [ e"* (Me V( r ) - ^ 2 ) y/- det g^^u + 2Tra'F^, 
+11, I C^'^ -fi2 [ - 2na'ii2 [ CM^ A F^^) , (2.6.3) 
JMSXIO J MS J MS 
where F^^ ^ = d/l^^' is the field strength of the gauge field A^, and C^^^ is the magnetic 
dual of C^'^\ which given the solution (2.1.4) we have, is 
C^^) = -'^-lcos9d(t> . (2.6.4) 
9s 
Instead of operating with a A^^ we would like to exchange it with a scalar s, Hodge-
dual to a vector potential in three dimensions. The trick [141,142] is to introduce 
an auxiliary vector field and write the first and the last term of the action (2.6.3) 
above as 
S = - [ d'^e-" {^ieV{r) - ^ 2 ) J-detg^, + e^ * {^x,V{r) - ^12)-'v^v, 
JMS 
-27ra' I {ii2C^'^ -v)A F^^^ , (2.6.5) 
JMS 
Integrating out v gives us back the action (2.6.3) we started with. Instead, we treat 
the gauge field as a Lagrange multiplier and integrate it out. The only term in 
(2.6.5) involving is 
- / {ii2C^'^-v)AdA^'^ = [ {ii2C^'^-v)/\A^'^-[ d{fi2C^^^-v)AA^'\ (2.6.6) 
J Ms JdMs JMS 
The boundary term at infinity should vanish, while the last term enforces a con-
straint 
d ( / / 2C ( i ) ~v)=6, (2.6.7) 
which can be solved by 
/W2Cm -Vt, = -d^s . (2.6.8) 
Here s is the extra scalar modulus we were after. By equation (2.6.8) it is possible 
to replace v^j, in the action (2.6.5). Using a static gauge we can work out (potentials 
cancel etc.) the effective lagrangian of the probe: 
£ = F( r ) (r^ + r ^ f i ^ ) - f F{r)-' ( 5 / 2 - ^2C^4>I'2) , (2.6.9) 
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where 
F{r) = ^{lx,V{T)-^i,) (2.6.10) 
and 5^ 2 = ^2^gjj^2 Q^2 ^ggpite adding an extra coordinate s, this effective lagrangian 
still informs us that the brane tension vanishes at radius rg. 
2.6.2 In the decoupling limit 
To decouple the gauge theory from the rest of the bulk physics we should go to the 
decoupling limit as described in section 1.4.5. So, take a' -> 0 while holding the 
gauge theory coupling 
9yM = 91M,.V-' = {2^Ygsa"'V-' (2.6.11) 
and the scale U = r/a.' fixed. In this hmit we can extract from the kinetic lagrangian 
(2.6.9) the following metric: 
ds" = f{U) (il^ -t- V d i f ) + f{U)-^ (^da - ^A<pd^ (2-6.12) 
where 
while = ±1 - cos9 is a U{1) monopole potential, and a = sa' is periodic with 
period 47r. The metric is hyper-Kahler, as can be established by comparison with 
equation (2.6.2) and noting V / = V x A, where A = {N/8TT'^)A^d(j). 
The moduli space metric (2.6.12) is the same as the one which can be derived 
from field theory, where it has an interpretation as the tree-level plus one loop 
result [79]. This metric is singular at Ue = OYM^^ ^ scale which corresponds to the 
enhangon radius in the supergravity picture. In the gauge theory this divergence can 
be understood as the Landau pole, representing a place where the one-loop correction 
makes the gauge coupling diverge. The singularity warns the moduli space metric 
is still incomplete. However, i t does not receive any more perturbative corrections 
(from higher loops), but gets fixed non-perturbatively by instanton corrections. 
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2.6.3 Non-perturbative corrections 
The last statement can be justified for instance by invoking connection with 
monopole physics. Our discussions in section 2.4 may already hint the metric 
(2.6.12) should be related to the moduli space metric of SU{2) magnetic monopoles. 
Indeed, this is the case. The Coulomb branch of the (2 -|- l)-dimensional Af = 4 
supersymmetric (8 supercharges) SU{N) Yang-Mills theory moduli space is isomor-
phic [134,143,144] as a hyper-Kahler manifold to the "strongly-centred" moduli 
space of charge N SU{2) BPS monopoles in four dimensions [145,146]. Here by 
"strongly-centred" we mean the (4A'^  — 4)-dimensional relative moduli space where 
the overall centre of mass and overall phase of the monopoles is not included. Our 
metric (2.6.12) describes a four dimensional subspace of this ful l (relative) monopole 
moduli space. 
For N = 2, i.e. the case of two monopoles of charge 1, the moduli space manifold 
147] is the Atiyah-Hitchin manifold [148]: 
ds^H = fdp^ + + b'al + c'aj , (2.6.14) 
with 
(Ti = — sin ')pd9 + cos tp sin 9d(f) , 
(72 = cos 'iljd9 + sin ip sin 9d(p , 
(73 = d'ip + cos9d(f) , (2.6.15) 
where O < ^ < 7 r , O < ^ < 2 7 r , O < ' 0 < 4 7 r . The functions a, b, c must satisfy cyclic 
permutations of 
' ^ ^ = ( ( . - c f - a ' , (2.6.16) 
/ dp 
while p — 2K{k), where K{k) is the elliptic integral of the first kind 
K{k) = / ' ( 1 - A ; ' s i n V ) i (2.6.17) 
Jo 
Also, 0 < k < 1 and TT < p < oo. 
To see how our metric (2.6.12) could be related to the Atiyah-Hitchin metric 
(2.6.14), let us rescale the variables, defining p = U/gy^, = in'^a, and gauge 
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transform = — cos^ [86]. Then the metric (2.6.12) becomes 
j „ 2 _ 9YM_, 2 
dslj,_ = f l - - Vdp2 + p2^Q2) + 4 ("l _ (dV' +cos ^d<^)^ (2.6.18) 
V P / V P / 
This can be recognized as the Euclidean Taub-NUT metric [149] with a negative 
mass parameter. The latter is precisely in the form one gets from the large p ex-
pansion [150] of the Atiyah-Hitchin metric (2.6.14). The difference between (2.6.14) 
and (2.6.18) is given by a family of exponential e'^ corrections. For large p the 
negative mass Taub-NUT metric is exponentially close to the Atiyah-Hitchin, but 
towards smaller p the exponential corrections become important. At p = 2 the met-
ric (2.6.18) is actually singular, but by then the corrections are strong enough to 
resolve the singularity. The Taub-NUT is just an approximation to the true moduli 
space which is described by the smooth Atiyah-Hitchin metric. 
Well, the Atiyah-Hitchin metric actually has a singularity at p = T T , but this 
is just a harmless "bolt" coordinate singularity [150]. It has a physical meaning 
too in the picture of two magnetic monopoles, where the coordinate p describes the 
relative separation of the monopoles. As the monopoles move closer, their positions 
get blurred until they completely merge together forming a charge 2 monopole at 
p = TT. Smaller values of p have no meaning in this description. Notice this "bolt" 
singularity occurs at slightly larger radius than the singularity in the Taub-NUT 
metric. 
In the gauge theory variables these exponential corrections go as e~^/^v-M. Hap-
pily, this is the right form for instanton corrections [151] suggesting the singularity 
of gauge theory moduU space (2.6.12) is resolved in this manner. 
The considerations above stem from the N = 2 case, but we are more interested 
in what happens when A'' is large and the supergravity description of the enhangon 
is valid. Rescaling p = 2f7/^y-^A'", •0 = gives [86 
ds' = %^^4 ;v - , (2.6.19) 
and one is tempted to think the manifold controlling non-perturbative corrections 
for large N is still Atiyah-Hitchin. However, the candidate manifold can not be true 
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Atiyah-Hitchin, but its close relative [86]. For example the instanton corrections in 
the gauge theory are still typically of order B'^I^YM ^ which translates to e'^Pl"^ for 
corrections to the Taub-NUT metric (not e~'^ it has with the original Atiyah-Hitchin 
metric). There is also a question in the period of variable i\) and the isometry group 
of the geometry, but we will not stop at these details. 
So, the Atiyah-Hitchin manifold was the relative moduli space of two unit charge 
magnetic monopoles, moving in relation to each other. The problem related to the 
enhangon deals with a huge monopole of charge N at the centre, which is probed 
with a single monopole of charge one. In the latter case the relative moduli space of 
the problem can be linked to the geometry of the space-time, since now the centre 
of mass is fixed to a good approximation at the center of the A''-monopole core. 
The "bolt" singularity of the two monopole case was the point of closest possible 
approach of the two monopoles. In the large N case a generalisation of this "bolt" 
represents the closest possible approach of the single monopole probe to the N 
monopole. At this point the probe merges completely with its big brother, and 
this marks the smoothed non-perturbative enhangon locus. Again, we expect it 
to occur at a slightly larger radius than the singularity in the Taub-NUT metric, 
which corresponded to the perturbative enhangon. However, the corrections are 
exponentially small, suppressed by factor N in the exponent. 
2.7 Adding D2-branes 
Let us stress once again that the induced negative amount of D2-brane charge does 
not mean there are true anti-D2-branes present, it is just an effect due to D6-brane 
interaction with K3 curvature. In fact, we may consider adding extra real D2-branes 
to the wrapped D6-brane configuration with the same orientation as the unwrapped 
part of the D6-branes. This does not break any further supersymmetry. 
So, let there be A/g D6-branes and (positive charge) D2-branes. As a result 
the corresponding harmonic function (2.1.5) in the supergravity solution changes to 
tf, = l + : i , = ( ? ^ ) ^ ( y V , - iVe) . (2.7.1) 
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Obviously this modifies the enhangon radius 
The shell is shrinking when we add extra D2-branes, if A^ 2 > 2A^ 6 there is no 
enhangon shell at all and the geometry is fine down to r = 0. 
We may use both D6-branes or D2-branes to probe the geometry, but there 
is also a possibihty to probe with a D6-D2-bound configuration, i.e. having in-
stantonic D2-branes smeared over the world-volume of D6-branes. Say, we have a 
composite probe consisting of ne D6-branes and ^2 D2-branes. The effective action 
is 
S = - I d'^e-'^in.nVir) + {n^ - n6)r2)(- Aetga,)"^ 
+n,n f C^'^ + {n2 - n,)T, [ C^'^ , (2.7.3) 
JMixKS JM3 
which in the static gauge gives the following lagrangian 
£ = ^{nereH^V + {n^ - ne)T2He)v^ . (2.7.4) 
I f there are no D2-branes (n2 = 0) we recover the familiar result of equation (2.3.3), 
showing that the probe tension vanishes at the enhangon radius. If we remove all 
D6-branes instead (ne = 0), then i t becomes apparent that the probing pure D2-
branes can float past the enhangon radius without any problem since their tension 
is positive everywhere. Interestingly enough, this construction also provides a way 
how to send wrapped D6-branes to the enhangon interior. What we have to do is 
to dress them appropriately with D2-branes so that the tension of the compound 
object does not become negative. But in general whenever there are more D6-branes 
than D2-branes making up the probe (ng > n2), there will be a generalisation of 
the enhangon radius, where the composite probe will become tensionless and must 
stop. 
So, bringing extra D2-branes into the game allows all the D2-branes and a cer-
tain number of D6-branes to be inside the enhangon radius. This is going modify the 
interior supergravity solution and therefore also the matching computation. Con-
sider a situation where all A^ 2 D2-branes and some number of D6-branes are 
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placed at the origin r = 0, while — D6-branes remain on the enhangon shell. 
Now the interior geometry is not flat any more. The metric is still of the form (2.1.4) 
but the harmonic functions are modified: 
These harmonic functions are chosen to mimic the ones in exterior, equation (2.1.5), 
while the constant terms guarantee that the interior and exterior solutions match 
exactly at the incision radius r^. Computations analogous to those of section 2.5 
give the stress tensor 
Sij = 0 (2.7.6b) 
= ^  ( I -1) • 
We see once again that the pressure in the shell directions vanishes, in agreement 
with the fact that the system is still BPS. Furthermore the effective tension in the 
^0,1,2 directions vanishes precisely at the enhangon radius, and more generally one 
can show the discontinuities at the shell agree with the source terms in the world-
volume action of — Ng wrapped D6-branes. 
2.8 Summary 
In this chapter we have provided an overview of the enhangon mechanism, taking 
the configuration A'^  D6-branes wrapped on a K3 manifold as an example. This 
has also allowed us to explain in detail the various calculations and interpretations 
which we will use (and generalise) frequently in the chapters to follow. 
First by considering curvature corrections to the brane world-volume action, we 
observed how wrapping D6-branes on K3 induces units of negative D2-brane charge 
on the unwrapped part of their world-volume. We used this data to write down 
the corresponding supergravity solution which has a naked singularity at radius rr . 
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Probing the geometry with a massive test particle showed how the particle gets 
repelled from the singularity, illustrating the name "repulson" of the singularity. 
Next, in section 2.3, we turned to the technique of using a single constituent brane 
to probe the background geometry generated by all others. As a result we found 
the effective tension varies with the radius (in the transverse directions), vanishing 
completely at > Vj-. The physical interpretation of the situation was that the 
probe ceases to be a point-like object but is smeared around a sphere of radius r^. 
We backed up this interpretation by making connection with SU{2) monopoles, 
arguing the probe is actually a magnetic monopole while the radius r'e corresponds 
to the locus where the gauge symmetry is restored from L''(l) to SU{2). Hence the 
name "enhangon". 
At this locus new degrees of freedom become massless, which render the original 
supergravity description inadequate. As there are no D-brane sources inside the 
enhangon radius re, the geometry inside must be flat to the first approximation. 
Therefore the repulson singularity gets excised, it was just an artefact of the su-
pergravity description blind to the new degrees of freedom. To determine the true 
geometry we have to take into account stringy physics in all its glory. 
This state of affairs got further support from considering supergravity junction 
conditions which revealed it is consistent to replace the internal geometry with a 
flat space. The stress-energy at the junction surface agrees with the understanding 
that there are wrapped D6-branes smeared around the junction shell. 
In section 2.6 we focussed upon the pure SU{N) gauge theory on the branes' 
world-volume, wanting to retrieve information about its moduli space. General 
considerations suggested the moduli space must be four dimensional (not just the 
three transverse coordinates we had previously). This made us to reconsider the 
probe calculation, now taking into account the gauge field A^, which lives on the 
probe brane world-volume. The latter could be dualised to a scalar, giving the 
fourth (periodic) modulus. 
In the decoupling limit the moduli space metric, extracted from the effective 
kinetic lagrangian of the probe, turned out to be the Taub-NUT metric with a 
negative mass. At large radii this is known to be an approximation to the Atiyah-
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Hitchin metric. Invoking again a connection with the SU{2) monopoles, we argued 
the complete non-perturbative metric for large A'' should be a generalisation of the 
Atiyah-Hitchin metric, which is smooth and relevant to the case N = 2. The 
Taub-NUT metric is understood as the perturbative tree-level plus one loop result, 
receiving exponential corrections from instantons. In this picture the enhangon 
(corresponding to the singularity in the negative mass Taub-NUT metric) is the 
point where instanton effects become important. 
At last, in section 2.7, we added extra parallel D2-branes to the wrapped D6-
branes configuration. These D2-branes we free to move inside the enhangon radius 
and make the geometry of the internal region curved (but not singular). It was also 
possible to bind a wrapped D6-brane with a D2-brane to let it pass through the 
enhangon shell. Keeping these features in mind we reconsidered the supergravity 
junction computation accordingly. 
Chapter 3 
Orientifolds, M-theory, and the 
ABCD's of the Enhangon 
The enhangon configuration studied in detail in the previous chapter involved a con-
figuration of N D-branes, which had an SU{N) gauge theory on their world-volume. 
In this chapter we show how the enhangon arises naturally in configurations per-
taining to S'0(2A^+ 1), USp{2N), and S0{2N) gauge groups. Thus the enhangons 
may be broadly classified into types A, B, C, and D. 
The construction involves orientifold planes, and we w i l l briefly describe their 
characteristic features. Combining orientifolds w i t h D-branes has an effect of chang-
ing the SU{N) gauge group on the D-branes' world-volume to the groups mentioned 
above. So the main problem in what follows is how to construct the corresponding 
supergravity solutions. 
We solve this problem by using the duali ty between type I I A strings and M i -
theory (eleven dimensional supergravity in the low energy l i m i t ) . Namely the D 6 -
brane solution upl i f ted to eleven dimensions becomes the Taub-NUT metric, while 
one of the so-called orientifold six-planes has an eleven-dimensional realisation as 
the At iyah-Hi tchin manifold. This fact allows us to combine the supergravity solu-
tions together and bring down to ten dimensions. We see how the "orientifolded" 
enhangons differ f rom the usual configuration by factors of order 1/A'^ , and hav-
ing a global Z2 reflection on the transverse geometry. Meanwhile we also use an 
opportunity to consider the enhangon in eleven dimensional terms. 
50 
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3.1 Including orientifolds 
3.1.1 Orientifold planes 
Orientifold planes are another class of extended objects in string theory. From the 
point of view of perturbative string theory orientifolds appear when one considers 
the T-duali ty properties of unoriented strings which carry only states invariant under 
world-sheet parity. Enforcing T^duali ty mixes world-sheet parity w i th space-time 
parity that puts a %2 reflection on the T-dua l coordinate. Thus due to the orientifold 
fixed planes, called 0-planes for short, the physics of a string at some point is 
related to the string at the image point —x^. 
In contrast w i t h D-branes, orientifold planes are not dynamical, they do not 
have a gauge theory on their world-volume nor modul i describing their positions in 
the transverse directions. S t i l l , they act as sources for R-R and NS-NS fields and 
are loci of singular curvature. The Op-plane charge yu^  and tension are related to 
the Dp-brane charge (1.3.12) and tension (1.3.13) by 
= T 2 ^ - V , , r ; = T 2 ^ - V p . (3.1.1) 
When N Dp-branes coincide wi th an Op-plane, strings stretching between branes 
and their image branes do also become massless. This contributes additional states 
to the branes' world-volume gauge theory to change the gauge group f rom ViJ^^ to 
5 0 (27V) or USp{2N) depending whether the Op-plane charge is negative or positive 
respectively. There is also a t h i r d possibility when a "half" Dp-brane is put on a 
negative charge Op-plane. Here "half" means the Dp-brane lacks a mirror partner 
to make its reflection on the other side and thus i t must remain trapped on the 
Op-plane. I n this case the world-volume theory has S0{2N + 1) gauge group. 
Considerat ions for the enhangon 
Our strategy is rather simple: we would like to insert an orientifold six-plane ( 0 6 -
plane) parallel to the D6-branes and wrap the configuration on K3, to see how 
the enhangon story gets modified. On general grounds, we may expect a similar 
picture to emerge as for the un-orientifolded case w i t h SU{N) gauge theory on the 
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K3 
Xo Xi X2 X3 X4 X5 Xe Xj Xs Xg 
D6 — — — • — — — — 
D2 — — — • rsy 
0 6 — — — II II II — — — — 
Table 3.1: A sketch of D6-branes wrapped on K3 in the presence of an 06-plane. The world-
volume directions are marked by "-" and "~" indicates that the induced effective D2-branes 
are delocalised on K3. In the transverse directions the branes are point-like which is denoted by 
while the orientifold plane, sitting fixed at the origin (r = 0), puts a I2 reflection on these 
directions, symbolised by "11". 
world-volume, since all of the constituent features which are required to make the 
enhangon mechanism to work are s t i l l present. The details of precisely where the 
enhangon is located (corresponding to where in the transverse directions the K3 
volume reaches the value K ) wi l l be modified, but only at subleading order i n A'^ . 
Globally, the orientifold w i l l also place a Z2 identification on the transverse B? (Z2 
acts by mul t ip ly ing each of the transverse coordinates by —1), turn ing the 
S'^ of the enhangon into RP^ = S"^ jTj^- The configuration is sketched as a diagram 
in table 3.1.1. 
The main problem we face is how to write down the supergravity solution in the 
presence of the orientifold. But first , let us understand the physics of the perturba-
tive string theory description, containing the weakly coupled gauge theory. For small 
1 we have A'' D6-branes, and an 06-plane parallel to them. This construction 
allows three possibilities for the gauge group on the branes world-volume: 
• S0{2N + 1) by trapping a half D6-brane on the negative charge 06-plane: 
this combination is often referred to as an 06-plane, w i t h charge —3//6/2, 
• USp{2N) when the 06-plane has positive charge, equal to +2iJ,e, and may be 
denoted by 0 6 + , 
• SO{2N) when the 06-plane has negative charge —2fiG and is called 0 6 ~ . 
To be concise, we w i l l use the symbol a to denote these 06-charges, measured in 
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D6-brane units. I t takes the values 
a = - 3 / 2 , + 2 , - 2 , (3.1.2) 
for the cases of 06 , 06"*", and 0 6 " respectively. 
3.1.2 Wrapping on K3 
We proceed by wrapping the whole system on KZ. This results in the induced 
negative charge D2-branes as described before, but w i t h an additional contribution. 
This is due to a curvature coupling, now on the world-volume of the 06-plane 
118,152-156] similar to equation (2.1.1). The couplings induce some C^^ ^ charge 
are different in each case 06 , 0 6 + , 0 6 " : 
- M e ^ / C < » ' A p . ( i f 3 ) = 
_ ^ ^ 5 ( W ) ^ r ^ ( 3 ) ^ p ^ ( ^ 3 ) ^ J ^ ( 3 ) ^ 
^° JMiXKZ JM3 
- M e ^ ^ / " C^^^AMK3) ^ - ^ J C(^) . (3.1.3) 
^° J M 3 X K 3 J M 3 
Let us define ^ , the induced charge in D2-brane units, which for the three cases is 
/3 = - 3 / 2 , - 5 , - 1 , (3.1.4) 
respectively. This w i l l modify the contribution to the induced D2-brane charge f rom 
- A ^ (for the SU{N) case) to - i V - 3 / 2 , -N-5 and - i V - 1 , respectively. These extra 
charges do not mean we have induced wrong sign 02-planes on the unwrapped part 
of the world-volume. Otherwise the resulting charges would be hard to interpret 
given the existing types of 02-branes already known. Also this would put a Z2 
identification on the K3 part of the space-time, which is hard to jus t i fy as the result 
of a smooth wrapping process. The changes are to be thought oi as 1/N corrections 
to the original case. 
3.1.3 The ABCD's of the enhangon 
We can now consider taking g^N large to enter the regime where the supergravity 
description of the system is valid. We expect the phenomena which occurred for 
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SU{N) to happen again, giving an enhangon for each case. Let us name the types 
of enhangon which can occur in each situation as the A-type (for SU{N)), 5 - t y p e 
(for 5 0 ( 2 A ^ + 1)), C- type (for USp{2N)) and D - t y p e (for 5 0 ( 2 i V ) ) . 
There is no natural definition of an £^-type, for (at least) two reasons: There 
is no known perturbative way to make E'ej.s gauge symmetry wi th D-branes, and 
furthermore, the enhangon as a smooth geometric object is a large N phenomenon, 
which is incompatible w i t h the fact that the maximum rank of the exceptional groups 
is eight. 
The next step in our story w i l l be to wri te down the geometry corresponding 
to the large ggN physics of the wrapped system of D-branes in the presence of an 
orientifold. We w i l l achieve this by making a detour into eleven dimensions where 
the ancestor of the 0 6 ~ geometry is known to live. 
3.2 In eleven dimensions 
3.2.1 Type IIA/M-theory duality 
String theory is entangled in a profound web of dualities. I n the introduction we 
discussed T-dua l i ty and mentioned this provides a mapping between type I I A and 
I I B theories. In section 2.4.1, we noted that type I I A theory on K3 is S-dual to 
heterotic theory on T'^, and the enhangon in the I I A picture corresponded to the 
heterotic string winding on circles of self-dual radius. The argument in this chapter 
relies on yet another duality relating type I I A strings in ten dimensions to an eleven 
dimensional theory called "M-theory." 
We already know type I I A string theory accommodates a series of D-branes, 
among them point-like DO-branes charged under the R-R C^^^ field. A bound state 
of n DO-branes has a mass 
nro = (3.2.1) 
Curiously, this reminds (from page 11 discussions on T-dua l i ty ) us of a spectrum 
of Kaluza-Klein states for a periodic dimension of radius R = QSOL'^^^• Going to the 
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strong coupling l imit^ has a similar effect to making R large, and i t seems an extra 
(eleventh) dimension is opening up. This leads to a conjecture: in the strong cou-
pling l i m i t type I I A string theory approaches an eleven dimensional Lorentz invari-
ant theory (the so-called "M-theory") , whose low energy l im i t is eleven dimensional 
supergravity [28,29 . 
I t was known long before that I I A supergravity can be obtained f rom the eleven 
dimensional supergravity by dimensional reduction on . The novel point of the 
duality conjecture was about the existence of a complete quantum theory in eleven 
dimensions corresponding to the quantum I I A string theory in ten dimensions. How-
ever, a perturbative definition of M-theory is s t i l l lacking, the main di f f icul ty being 
there no dimensionless parameter to use for a perturbation expansion (the ten d i -
mensional dilaton which gives the string coupling constant Qg is related to the radius 
of the eleventh dimension and part of the eleven dimensional metric). 
The eleven dimensional supergravity is given by the action 
= 1 f d ^ ^ x ^ f ^ ) R - - \ - I F^''>A*F^'^-\A^'^AF^'^AF^'\ (3.2.2) 
where F^^^ = dA^^"* is the field strength of (eleven dimensional) 3-form potential, 
and the gravitational coupling is defined as 
2KI,) = 167rGS^ )^ = {2nra"^'gl . (3.2.3) 
Under compactification, i.e. making the eleventh dimension x'^ periodic of a very 
small radius, the relation between the eleven and ten dimensional (bosonic) fields is 
the following: 
dsl, = e-^^^^g^.dx'^dx''+ e^'^^\dx^ + Ci,dx^)\ 
^(3) = ^C^^pdx" Adx" AdxP + lBf,^dx'' Adx" Adx\ (3.2.4) 
where gfj,^, Bf^^, C^^\ C^^ ^ are the famil iar ten dimensional fields of I I A super-
gravity { f j . = 0, . . . , 9 ) . Using the ansatz (3.2.4) we may "up l i f t " the solutions of 
I I A supergravity into eleven dimensions, or the other way round, compactify eleven 
dimensional solutions down to ten dimensions. 
^D-brane masses, although originally computed in the perturbative string theory with QS small, 
can be trusted for all regimes of g^, since D-branes are BPS states. 
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M-theory W M2 M5 K K 
Type I I A DO W F l D2 D4 NS5 K K D6 
Table 3.2: M-theory origin of type IIA branes. "Vertical" dimensional reduction is denoted by 
" I " , "diagonal" dimensional reduction by "v/". 
M-theory origin of type I I A branes 
Given the D-branes have a description as p-brane solutions in supergravity, i t is 
not surprising that the origin of branes in type I I A theory can be traced back to 
M-theory in eleven dimensions [29,141]. 
M-theory has two brane solutions, the eleven dimensional membrane (M2-brane) 
which is electrically charged under the A^^'> potential, and the five-brane (M5-brane) 
which is magnetically charged under the same A^^\ The compactification ansatz 
(3.2.4) allows us two options: either we choose to compactify one of the transverse 
directions to the M-branes world-volume, or alternatively, we may wrap one of the 
world-volume dimensions on the periodic we w i l l shrink into oblivion. The first 
option, a "vertical" dimensional reduction, takes an M2-brane into a D2-brane, 
and an M5-brane into a NS5-brane. The second option, a "diagonal" (or double) 
dimensional reduction, strips away one of the extended world-volume dimensions, 
taking an M2-brane into a fundamental string F l , and an M5-brane into a D 4 -
brane. 
The eleven dimensional supergravity has two more solutions, which are relevant 
in this game: a gravitational wave ( W ) , and Kaluza-Klein monopole ( K K ) . A ver-
tical dimensional reduction takes the eleven dimensional gravitational wave into a 
ten dimensional gravitational wave, while diagonal dimensional reduction gives a 
DO-brane. A diagonal dimensional reduction of the Kaluza-Klein monopole solu-
t ion gives a Klauza-Klein monopole in ten dimensions, while vertical dimensional 
reduction gives a D6-brane. (These facts are summarized in table 3.2.1.) 
The last of the aforementioned relations deserves our special attention. This is 
because our A-type enhangon was bui l t of D6-branes and we would like to up l i f t the 
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solution i t into eleven dimensions. The eleven dimensional Kaluza-Klein monopole, 
given by the T a u b - N U T space times seven dimensional flat space is (defining the 
eleventh direction tp = x^/16m): 
ds j i = -dt^ + dx\ + dxl + dxl -|- dx] -|- dxl + dxj 
+Fir){dr^ + r^dnl) + F-'{r) {di; + C4,d(l)f , (3.2.5) 
where, w i t h 0 < < 47r, 
4m N 
dnl = de^ + sin^ ddf , F = 1 -t- , = 4mN cos 9 . (3.2.6) 
Reducing the solution (3.2.5) along the '0-circle, i e making use of the ansatz (3.2.4), 
we recover a famil iar ten dimensional solution: 
rfsjo = H^^^'^i-dt'^+ dxl + dxl + dxl + dx'^ + dxl + dxl) 
+Hl^\dr^ + r^dQl) 
He = F{r); e^"^ = H'^^^ir) , C^ = 4mNcos9, (3.2.7) 
which is precisely the D6-brane solution, i f we identify 4mN = (and set the 
asymptotic value of the dilaton to log^^.) The one-form potential C'^^ = C^dcj) can 
be Hodge-dualised in ten dimensions to give an electric source for C^^ ^ of the fo rm 
given in equation (2.1.4). 
3.2.2 Uplifted enhangon 
Let us now tu rn to the A-type enhangon solution, given previously in equation 
(2.1.4), and apply the prescription of (3.2.4). The components of the ten dimensional 
C^'') potential are Hodge-dualised into C^^^ and jo in the eleven dimensional metric, 
while the components of the three-form potential C^^ ^ give the components of the 
eleven dimensional three-form A^^^. I t is easy to write an eleven dimensional solution 
for the upl i f ted D6-D2 system: 
dsl, = H^^^\-dt' + dxl + dxl) + Hl^'V'/^dsl, 
+HI'^ \Heidr'' + r'^d^l) - f H^^ {d^ + C^d(f>f] , 
A(^) = H^^dx^ A dx^ A dx^ , (3.2.8) 
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w i t h 
H2 = gsH2, H . ^ g j ' H e , V ^ g^V . (3.2.9) 
I t is interesting to contrast the interpretation of this solution w i t h the ten d i -
mensional discussion. Recall that f rom the point of view of ten dimensions, there 
is the geometry of K2), accompanied by D6-branes wrapped on i t . The wrapping 
induced some negative charge D2-branes, completely delocalised in the KZ. We 
were able to probe the geometry of the supergravity solution (2.1.4) w i t h one of its 
basic constituents, a single D6-D2 BPS object. 
From the point of view of the eleven dimensional supergravity solution (3.2.8), 
everything is geometry: there are no branes here. The T a u b - N U T part lies in the 
^3,4,5,ti directions, while lies in the x^''''^'^ directions. Together, they act as a 
source for the three-form potential A^'^\ due to the supergravity term [158,159]: 
/ ^(3) J^{8) ^ ^ ( 8 ) = 1 L - I p , A p,\ . (3.2.10) 24 V 4 J 
For T a u b - N U T of charge N, pi = 2N and, as stated before, for K3 we know that 
Pi — 48. Thus we get - i V units of A^^^ charge, as the solution shows. This fits, as 
(3.2.10) is the M-theory origin of the brane world-volume term (2.1.1). 
There is no natural extended dynamical object which we can use as a candidate 
for the basic constituent of the geometry. Thus, we cannot perform a world-volume 
probe computation to deduce the true geometry. We might consider reading the H2 
part of the geometry as representing a "wrong sign" M2-brane which is otherwise 
dynamical, but this cannot work. The putative negative charge M2-brane neces-
sarily would have negative tension at all locations in x^''^'^, and since there is no 
larger wrapped brane w i t h positive tension to combine i t w i t h to make a positive 
tension object, we cannot wri te a sensible world-volume action. Of course, a probe 
computation w i t h a correct sign M2-brane (which preserves the same amount of 
supersymmetry) gives a sensible result: simply the pure (wi th mass parameter of 
+4mN = re) T a u b - N U T metric, as i t should, w i th no sign of either enhangon or 
repulson. This is in accord w i t h our expectation that the repulson (sti l l present 
at r = |r2|) is an artefact, while the enhangon should be invisible to an M2-brane 
because its world-volume theory does not relate to the SU{N) gauge theory. 
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I f all is just geometry and we are unable to point out dynamical objects, which 
can be interpreted as building blocks of the supergravity solution, how to understand 
the mechanism by which the troublesome repulson singularity at r = |r2| is resolved? 
In the string theory situation, we saw that the K3 reached the natural value = 
(27r£s)'', before i t reached its singular value (zero), and the physics of the enhanced 
gauge symmetry took over. Is there a special value for the volume of K3 in this 
case? I n eleven dimensions the natural length scale is set by the Planck length, 
hi = gl^^h, which the system again reaches before the singular value of zero. Once 
K3 has shrunk to that size, we should search for a better description than eleven 
dimensional supergravity. 
The alternative to using the f u l l (unknown) M-theory is to search for a dual 
description. Happily, eleven dimensional supergravity on such a small K3 is well 
described by the heterotic string on [28]. The distinguished V'-circle which is 
fibred to make the T a u b - N U T joins the rest to become a T"*, and the Taub -NUT 
structure becomes a "warped" [127] (not "wrapped") NS-fivebrane/Kaluza-Klein 
monopole structure giving rise to a monopole membrane whose mass goes to zero 
at an SU{2) enhanced point of the torus [79,133] (see also [162,163]). So we see 
that again, stringy physics (now heterotic) takes over before we get to the repulson 
radius, and repairs the geometry w i t h the same SU(2) physics that we saw in type 
I I A str ing theory. 
3.2.3 M-theory ancestor of an orientifold plane 
Just as the D6-brane has an interpretation as the T a u b - N U T space-time upon going 
to low energy M-theory (eleven dimensional supergravity), in a similar fashion, the 
06"-p lane becomes [164,165] the At iyah-Hi tch in manifold, described by a metric 
already famil iar to us: 
d s j i = -dt^ + dx] + dxl + dxl dxj + dxj H- dxl 
+f{p)dr' + 8m' {a'{p)al + h'{p)al + c'{p)al) , (3.2.11) 
where 
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and the rest of the definitions can be found after equation (2.6.14) on page 43. There 
is also an identification by: 
( r , e, </., V) ^ ( r , TT - 0, TT + </., - V ) , (3.2.13) 
which, in terms of the coordinates {x^,x'^,x^) and the M-direct ion x^, is simply a 
mult ipl icat ion by a minus sign on all directions. The displayed metric (3.2.11) has 
a conical singularity at r = STTTTI. The space made by imposing the Z2 identification 
(3.2.13) is the At iyah-Hi tch in space, and i t is free of conical singularities. 
We already know that for large r the metric becomes a negative mass Taub-NUT: 
d.s\^ = -di^ + dxl + dxl + dxl + dxj + dxl + dxl 
+G{r){dr^ + r^d^l) + G-\r) {dip + C^d(j)f , (3.2.14) 
where 
G = i - ^ , C4, = 16mcos9 , (3.2.15) 
r 
When reduced down to ten dimensions this solution features - 2 units of D6-brane 
charge [164], which is i n accord w i t h our knowledge of the charge of an 06"-p lane 
f rom perturbative string theory. (The actual appearance of —16m in the metric 
instead of —8m follows f r o m the fact that the displayed metric is the double cover 
of the actual solution: recall that we must divide by the Z2 action.) 
3 . 3 Orientifolded enhangon 
3.3.1 The supergravity solution 
Now we have prepared the ingredients necessary for constructing the eleven-
dimensional geometry which gives rise to the D- type enhangon under compacti-
fication. We simply combine the geometry of the At iyah-Hi tch in manifold (repre-
senting 06"-plane) w i t h that of coincident-centred T a u b - N U T (representing N 
wrapped D6-branes). The exact smooth metric certainly exists, but we need not be 
able to write i t down exactly to get at the physics we require. The radius at which 
the enhangon appears, can be tuned to be arbi t rar i ly large by making N as large 
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as we like, so that we can reliably use the large r approximation (3.2.14) for the 
At iyah-Hi tch in manifold and capture the essential physics for large A'^ . 
Once we relax the condition of exactness, and focus on the large r part of the 
solution, we can also include the cases of the B- and C- type enhangons. While a 
precise relation to a cousin of the smooth At iyah-Hi tchin- | -Taub-NUT geometry is 
not known, at large r , the difference is immaterial , as only the leading behaviour 
is needed to characterise the enhangon at large enough N. We can simply use the 
same supergravity solution as before, but w i t h different numbers inserted into the 
1/iV corrections to the harmonic functions. 
I t is clear therefore, that for all cases our solution can be wr i t ten (for large 
enough r ) i n the covering space in the precise form of equation (3.2.8), but w i t h the 
replacement of H2 and He by (respectively): 
, 5 ; = i (1 ^ M l ± i ? M ) . ( 3 . 3 , ) 
Here^ P = - 3 / 2 , - 5 , - 1 , and a = -3/2,+2,-2 for types B,C,D, respectively. 
Remember a was the orientifold plane charge measured in D6-brane units, equa-
t ion (3.1.2), and /3 was the shift in the effective D2-brane charge induced by cur-
vature corrections f rom the orinetifold plane, equation (3.1.4). Also notice that 
the contribution to the harmonic functions of (what w i l l become) the orientifolds 
is simply a. 1/N correction to the geometry, since i n ten dimensions there is only 
one orientifold plane present in the solution in comparison w i t h N D-branes. This 
w i l l t u rn into part of the fami ly oi 1/N corrections to the location and shape of the 
enhangon locus, once we return to string theory. 
While we know (in the D - t y p e case) precisely how the harmonic function H^ 
gets corrected into the smooth At iyah-Hi tch in - f T a u b - N U T solution, we do not know 
how H2, which owes its presence to the K3 part of the eleven dimensional geometry, 
gets corrected. We have deduced the asymptotic fo rm of H2 f rom the fact that i t 
^It is interesting to note that the sum a + P is the same in each case. We do not know if this 
has any physical significance. Later, in equation (3.3.5), we shall see that it is a-^5 which controls 
the leading 1/N correction to the enhangon in each case. Were it the sum which appeared, we 
would have had a remarkably universal result. 
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must give the correct induced D2-brane mass and charge at large r i n the string 
theory l i m i t . Details for the small r remain unknown to us. 
The metric (3.3.1) should be taken to mean the metric on the covering space of 
our solution, and we must divide by the Z2 action in order to reconstruct the correct 
solution, as before. This also accounts for the factors of two we have inserted into 
the harmonic functions. 
The final step is straightforward. We return to type I I A string theory by re-
ducing on the •0-circle, recovering a supergravity solution representing the large 
gsN geometry of a system of wrapped D6-branes and an 06-plane. The solution 
is simply the geometry (2.1.4) w i t h H2 and HQ replaced by their 1/N corrected 
counterparts in (3.3.1) w i t h the factors of gs and l/gs removed. Crucially, there is a 
Z2 identification on the {x^,x'^,x^) directions, making i t globally distinct f rom the 
A- type case, in addition to the different structure of the subleading behaviour in A'^ . 
3.3.2 Probing the geometry 
Back in string theory, the natural object to construct this geometry out of is the 
D6-D2 at large gsN, now in the presence of an orientifold. We may examine the 
nature of the geometry as seen by the probe by a computation precisely along the 
lines of section 2.3. A crucial difference is that we are working on the covering space 
of the actual geometry, and so we should insert a mirror image of the probe at the 
image position obtained by reflecting through the orientifold fixed point. The result 
is structurally identical to equation (2.6.9): 
C = F'{r) ( f 2 + r'^nl^ + F'{r)-' ( s /2 - / / 2 Q ( / ' / 2 ) ' , (3.3.2) 
where now 
F'{r) = ^{li^VH'^ - ^2H',) , (3.3.3) 
w i t h 
I j , ^ | j _ 2 h | ( l - ( / ? + l ) / W ) 
V r J 
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There is a minor but important difference in that we have shifted A'^  to N — 1 to 
represent separating off the probe. This is because str ict ly speaking, there are N — 1 
D6-D2-brane units being probed by one separated uni t , giving A'" in total . The 
difference is a 1/A^ effect, we did not consider before, but should be included here 
since we are discussing a family of corrections at that order. 
The location of the "orientifolded" type enhangon can be read off as the place 
in r where the mass of the probe becomes zero (equivalent to V{r'^) = K ) : 
2V , 
n = y ^ j r , \ ( l - ^ ) . (3.3.5) 
wi th 
, 3 . 3 . ) 
in each case B,C,D. The analogous expression for the A case — wi th the 1/N 
correction f rom separating off the probe, c.f. equation (2.3.5), has 7 = 1. (Note 
that for case B the effect of the 06-plane is precisely cancelled by the effect of the 
D2-brane contribution which is produces f rom wrapping, giving the same leading 
1/N contribution as for type A.) 
3.3.3 Gauge theory moduH space 
Correspondingly, when we take the l imi t where we decouple the gauge theory w i t h 
a' —> 0 holding ^ Y M fixed, we recover the prediction for the metric on the modul i 
space of the gauge theory at large A^ (in the coincident l i m i t ) : 
C = f'{U) [U' + U'ili) + nU)-' [a - ^^^~JJ^^M) ' , (3.3.7) 
where 
Remembering discussions in section 2.6.2, we recognize this as the one-loop expres-
sion for the metric on modul i space for the 50(2A^ + 1), USp{2N) or 50(2A^) 2+1 
dimensional gauge theory. On general grounds, the classical moduli space has the 
geometry 
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where there is a natural Z2 action reflecting the A'^  eigenvalues into (minus) them-
selves, to be contrasted w i t h equation (2.6.1). In the subspace where we set all the 
vev's (but four) to be equal, we are reduced to 
A4c. = (3.3.10) 
for the classical moduli space. Our metric (3.3.7) above, w i t h the Z2 action (imposed, 
recall, for smoothness of the At iyah-Hi tch in manifold representing the 06"-p lane) , 
is the one-loop expression for the metric on the f u l l moduli space. Like we discussed 
in section 2.6.3 these results have a dual interpretation as an approximate result for 
the metric on moduli space of A'^  monopoles. This t ime, they are monopoles of a 
spontaneously broken SU{2) theory which has an identification by Z2. 
3.4 Summary 
We have shown in this chapter how to generalise the enhangon configuration pertain-
ing to large N SU{N) gauge theory on the branes' world-volume to that of gauge 
groups SO{2N + l), USp{2N), and 5 0 ( 2 i V ) . 
We have done this using orientifold planes. Orientifolds in string theory are not 
dynamical objects themselves, although in conjunction w i t h D-branes they change 
the gauge group on the branes' world-volume. The construction involved A'^  D 6 -
branes wrapped on K3, as before, and as a new ingredient also the presence of 
an orientifold plane (three different types possible). This brought about an order 
1/N corrections to the overall D6-brane charge, while the wrapping process on K3 
induced another set of 1/N corrections to the effective D2-brane charge. 
To find the respective supergravity solutions, we relied upon our knowledge of 
how the various type I I A solutions are related to the corresponding solutions in 
eleven dimensions via the type I I A / M - t h e o r y duality. Namely, a D6-brane has an 
eleven dimensional (M-theory) ancestor in the form of the Taub-NUT space, while 
an 06"-p lane in the fo rm of the At iyah-Hitchin space. 
We uplifed the famil iar enhangon solution (without an orientfold) into eleven 
dimensions, where i t is represented by pure geometry and there are no dynami-
cal objects (like the wrapped D6-branes in ten dimensions) we could interpret as 
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elementary building blocks of the solution. St i l l , we were able to argue that the 
repulson singularity in eleven dimensional supergravity on KZ must be resolved, in 
terms of the dual description of heterotic strings on T^. 
Using the fact that the large r approximation of the Atiyah-Hitchin metric is 
given by a negative mass Taub-NUT metric, we were able to combine together 
the eleven dimensional solutions, and returning back to ten dimensions, to obtain 
"orientifolded" enhangons in type I I A string theory. These results were reliable for 
large N, when the enhangon radius is sufficiently large, and deviations f rom the 
Atiyah-Hitchin metric are exponentially small. 
Once having the supergravity solution, the rest of the analysis followed in an 
analogous manner to the discussions presented in chapter 2. The orientifol plane 
was responsible for the 1 /N subleading corrections to the enhangon location and cor-
respondingly to the one-loop modul i space metric. As a global feature the orientifold 
added an extra Z2 identification on the space-time geometry and correspondingly 
to the gauge theory modul i space. 
Thus the enhangons can be classified into types A (for SU{N)), B (for 
S0{2N + 1)), C (for USp{2N)), and D (for S0{2N)). There is no E type counter-
part, since our solutions were valid in the regime of large iV, but the maximal rank 
of exceptional groups is only eight. 
Chapter 4 
Oblate, Toroidal, and Other 
Shapes for the Enhangon 
Results in physics acquired by studying spherical configurations may sometimes be 
a bit deceptive, because of happy coincidences due to the high amount of symmetry. 
In this chapter we will generalise the spherical enhangon considered in chapter 2, to 
a family of enhangons of different shapes. Instead of wrapping coincident D-branes 
on K3, we construct these shapes by wrapping D-brane distributions, obtained as 
extremal limits of rotating p-branes. 
At the first step of the enterprize, before wrapping, we find to our surprise that 
the brane density of the corresponding D6-brane system is actually negative in a 
certain space-time region. There are also repulsive gravitational features associated 
with it. We consider what this might mean, and nevertheless proceed with wrapping, 
since distributions of branes of other p do behave normally. 
We explore these configurations using techniques already familiar, and discover 
how the enhangon takes different shapes, as we may vary the parameters originally 
related to angular momentum of the non-extremal configuration. In all these situa-
tions the enhangon mechanism is able to rid the geometry of the unphysical repulson 
singularity, generated by wrapping branes on K3, but it does not correct the curious 
features of the D6-brane distribution. In the final section, we entertain the idea that 
varying the shapes of the enhangon might be viewed as a scattering of solitons in 
some dual picture. 
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4.1 D—Brane distributions 
4.1.1 Extremal limit of rotating p-branes 
It is possible to derive a metric for a continuous distribution of branes by taking 
extremal limits of rotating solutions. The limits remove the rotation and restore su-
persymmetry, and the parameters that corresponded to angular momentum remain 
in the geometry as parameters of the distribution (for D3-branes this was done first 
in refs. [166,167]). 
We can do this for D6-branes as follows. First take the rotating black six-brane 
solution^: 
ds' = f-'^'[-Kdt' + J2dxf)+f7'{K''^dr' + ArUe' + Er'sm'9dcl>') 
i=l ^ 
+/6" '^ ' | ^ sin^ 9d(t>''-2 cosh 5 isin^ 6 dtdcj)^ , 
2* _ ?-3/2 
— Je 1 
CY = -r^fQ^(coshSdt-ism^0d(l)]AdxiA...Adxe, (4.1.1) 
smh 0 V / 
where 
^ 2™smh^ / f = l - ^ , K = l - ' ^ , (4.1.2) 
Ar Ar 
and 
A = l + -cos2^, H = l + - , (4.1.3) 
while r is a radial coordinate for three cartesian coordinates XT^X^^X^ with = 
+ Xg + x\ and we are using the standard spherical polar coordinates such that 
= rcos0, and so on. 
We can obtain the extremal limit by sending the non-extremality parameter 
m ^ 0 and the boost parameter 5 -> CXD, while keeping = 2msinh^5 fixed. In 
this limit the metric component, gt^,, indicating rotation, does not survive and the 
^Solutions corresponding to rotating p-branes of type I I supergravity were found in [166,168,169] 
by uplifting rotating black hole solutions of various types. 
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resulting solution is: 
'A 
2 = 1 
6 — Je ' 
C7 = f^^dt Adxi A . . . AdxQ , (4-1.4) 
where 
A similar procedure can be applied for the other non-extremal rotating black brane 
solutions as well, giving different Dp-brane distributions.^ We will consider the 
p = 4, 5 cases in section 4.4. 
In the next section we wrap this configuration of D6-branes on K3. However, let 
us first examine the structure of this configuration, in order to understand better 
what new features are specifically brought about by the wrapping, and which are 
due to the distribution's geometry. 
4.1.2 Density of branes 
The parameter £ controls the departure from spherical geometry.^  In the case i = 0, 
the solution in equation (4.1.4) reduces to the usual spherically symmetric static 
D6-brane solution, where the singularity at r = 0 is interpreted as the position 
where the branes reside. Now, as soon as £ / 0, that singularity disappears except 
for on the equatorial plane 6 = n/2: The denominator in the harmonic function is 
now r + { ( ^ / T ) C O S ^ 9, which only vanishes at r = 0, ^ = 7r/2, so the source at r = 0 
has been modified. Let us try to understand how. 
^The complete classification follows from the results presented in ref. [170]. 
^As £ wcis related to the angular momentum of the non-extremal rotating configurations we 
have assumed > 0 here. But in fact, the extremal case (4.1.4) with < 0 is also a solution, 
leading to prolate (instead of oblate) enhangon shapes after wrapping — the subject of section 4.6. 
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"Extended" coordinates 
To get a better understanding of the source, let us perform the following transfor-
mation [168] to isotropic coordinates which we shall refer to as "extended": 
y-^ — 1/7-2 ^ ^2 gjj^ 0 (,Qg 0 ^ 
y2 = vr^ + i^ sin6 sincj) , 
j/3 = r cos^ . (4.1.6) 
We see that the origin r = 0 is mapped to a disc, given by yl + yl = sin^ 6, ys = 0. 
Going to r = 0 along ^ = 0 takes us to the centre of the disc at (/ = 0, while an 
approach along 6 = •K/2 takes us to the edge of the disc at yf + y2 = P' • Approaching 
under other angles takes us to the interior of the disc. 
After this coordinate transformation the metric in equation (4.1.4) reduces to a 
standard brane form: 
i= l 
where the harmonic function is given by 
— ( . 1 . 8 ) 
with 
E = 0 ? 7 4 ^ , h = y^-e, y=yjyl^yl + yl. (4.1.9) 
Brane densities 
Now we see that the singularity we identified earlier is in fact a ring of radius I. 
Is this where the branes are located? The harmonic function should have an 
integral representation given schematically by 
J \y-y'\ 
for some density function o{y) representing a continuous distribution of branes in 
the coordinate y. 
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How seriously we should take the physical meaning of this distribution is a matter 
of interest. First of all the notion of brane density is a simplification, since branes 
come in discrete amounts due to charge conservation. Under the assumption the 
number of branes is large, e.g. in various supergravity contexts, having a continuous 
distribution of branes should be a good and useful approximation. However, in the 
full string theory, we might wish to probe the structure of the solution at resolutions 
which might render the distribution meaningless. 
Analogue of Gauss' law 
It is possible to directly determine the distribution's dependence on y, using an 
analogue of Gauss' law. For six-branes, we have three transverse spatial dimensions, 
and so the problem of determining harmonic functions is in fact directly translated 
into a familiar electromagnetism problem. 
Let us define p = yjy\ + 1/2, z = y^. It is sufficient to determine the harmonic 
function's behaviour along the z-axis as the density function and the angular depen-
dence of Fe follows directly from harmonic analysis. The analogue of Gauss' law in 
electrodynamics for a standard infinitesimal "pillbox" surface defined on the 2; = 0 
plane is 
( i + • n = 47ra , (4.1.11) 
where n is the unit normal vector of the surface directed from one side (—) to the 
other side (-h) of the surface, and a is the surface charge density. The electric field is 
E = - V$ , while the role of the potential $ is now played by the harmonic function. 
Taking the derivative, 
dz " y/2i:^VATE 
we obtain 
(E^ - A E - 2A^ - 2f{2A + E ) ) , (4.1.12) 
1 /OF. 
47r V dz 
OF. 
z-^o- dz 
where an expansion in small z was used to get this result. This density is negative, 
but happily (since it would be hard to see how to get a positive result for the D6-
brane charge from this), it integrates to infinity over the disc, due to the boundary 
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contribution. We must therefore add an extra positive term to the boundary, so 
that the complete distribution is 
Q{i - p)6{z) + ^ , 6{i - p)S{z) . (4.1.14) 
27r(£2 _ p2)3/2 
It is worth checking that the normalisation of the configuration is indeed as 
expected 




and that the brane distribution (4.1.14) correctly reproduces our harmonic function 
along the z-axis: 
a{p)pdp 
1 + 2-K 
i : 
= 1 + 
= 1 + 




(^2 + ^ 2 ) v ' £ 2 - r 7 
rep 
p=0 p=i 
P + z^ 
(4.1.16) 
(4.1.17) 
4.1.3 D]9-brane disc distributions 
This is very interesting, particularly when compared to the results, listed in (4.1.18), 
one can get by computing the analogous quantities for Dp-brane disc distributions 
for p = 0, • • • 5. The results are easy to obtain'* by noting first that along the z 
axis, the harmonic function's form in extended coordinates is exactly the same as 
in unextended coordinates: 
' p 
"•The case of disc distributions of D3-branes was known before, being dual to part of the 
Coulomb branch of the Af = 4 SU{N) gauge theory [166,167]. T h e case of D5-brane distribution 
on a circle was first studied in [167]. 
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This can be verified by simply examining the appropriate metrics, which can be 
derived by taking an extremal limit of the metrics listed in [169], as we did for 
equation (4.1.1) to get equation (4.1.4), keeping only one non-zero parameter ii = i. 
Given that the harmonic function should have an integral representation 
a{y')dy' 
/ = 1 + 
\y-y' t\7-p 
it is easy to guess the densities in each case and check them by explicit integration. 
We list the densities here, and plot them in figure (4.1): 
DO: 












- p 2 ) i e{i-- P) Hz) 
{e p) 6{z) 
{e - p ' ) ^ e{i-- P) Hz) 
{f - py e{e- p) 5{z) 
{ f -- p 2 ) - ^ e i i -- P) Hz) 
+^ {p 
2TT 
^ ( £ ^ - p ^ ) - t 0 ( ^ - p ) 5 ( z ) + ^ ( £ ^ 
- py5{^ - p) 5{z) , 
p'yUit - p)5{z) . 
(4.1.18) 
(Now z in the above is shorthand for all of the directions transverse to the disc 
and, of course, to the brane's world-volume.) The pattern is worth noting. For 
a Dp-brane, as p becomes larger, the distribution increasingly spreads away from 
the centre. The D5-brane case is a limiting one, having all of the branes at the 
boundary forming a ring. The D6-brane case (not plotted) also has a (5-function on 
the boundary, but is accompanied by a negative contribution to a[y) in the interior. 
4.1.4 The meaning of negative brane distributions 
While there is a striking pattern here, we must pause to consider what the physical 
significance of the negative contribution to the distribution of branes might be.^  
^In fact, this has occurred previously in a related context in [171], where appropriately cautious 
statements were made. T h e context was D3-brane distributions (in the decoupling limit), describ-
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Figure 4 .1: Disc density distributions of Dp-branes in a plane for p = 0 , . . . , 5, normalised to the 
same area. T h e case of D5-branes is a delta function on the edge, at p = 1. T h e pattern followed 
by these distributions is described in the text. 
As we said previously, we must be careful about the meaning of the continuous 
distribution in general, since it is merely a supergravity approximation. However, 
the negative density (and hence tension and charge) is somewhat harder to accept, 
and may be another deficiency of the supergravity description, appealing to more 
stringy physics to resolve the problem. 
This is of course reminiscent of the features which are resolved by the enhangon 
mechanism. But probing the configuration with a D6-brane is exactly similar to 
exercise we have already accomplished in section 1.5. A probe D6-brane will see no 
ing part of the Coulomb branch of the dual A/' = 4 SU{N) gauge theory. There, switching on a 
vacuum expectation value of a perfectly physical operator in the gauge theory corresponded to a 
five dimensional ball distribution, which by a coincidence is described by the same function as we 
have listed above for the D6-brane disc. 
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potential for movement in this background, and the resulting moduli space metric 
is perfectly flat right down to y = 0. So it would seem that we can not argue that 
this distribution can not be constructed by bringing all of the constituent branes 
from infinity, etc, like we did for the wrapped D6-brane configuration. 
Still, there is no compelling reason to think that the full string theory would 
leave the geometry as it currently is in the supergravity description. There may 
well be some other mechanism in operation, perhaps involving something analogous 
to the enhangon, which could able to fix or at least explain the meaning of this 
geometry. 
4.1.5 Legendre polynomials 
Later in section 4.5, we will also see that this sort of distribution corresponds to 
switching on apparently sensible vacuum expectation values for gauge theory oper-
ators. That discussion will be aided by noting that the harmonic function F^ can be 
expanded in a series in the variable i / y for y > £, ov y/i for y < i. It is delightful 
to see how these series arrange themselves in terms of Legendre polynomials: 
2n 
F, = i + ! l V ( - l ) " - ) P2n(cos^) , y > ^ (4.1.19) 
= l + yE( - i r (f)'"^'^'2.+i(cos ^) , y < e , (4.1.20) 
where we have defined new polar coordinate angles with respect to the yj's: 
Q -1 /2 /3 ^ = cos — 
\ y 
^ = tan-i (^^^ = (t> , (4.1.21) 
and P„(x)'s are the Legendre polynomials in the variable x, with the normalisation: 
Po{x) = 1 ; Pi{x) = X • P^ix) = i(3x2 - 1) ; etc. (4.1.22) 
In hindsight, this is of course what we should expect from a direct expansion of 
equation (4.1.17), combined with harmonic analysis. 
In the end let us remark that we can insert any harmonic potentials from electro-
magnetism (or higher dimensional generalisations) and get a supergravity solution 
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corresponding to a distribution of D-branes. This could in principle be wrapped on 
K3, as we do in the next section. However, since these are most commonly found as 
a series expansion of the form above, exact determination of the crucial enhangon 
and repulson loci (as we do later) will not in general be possible. 
4.1.6 Particle probes of the geometry 
It is instructive to probe the system with a point particle using the technology we are 
already familiar with from section 2.2. The purely radial motion on the equatorial 
plane or along the symmetry axis (ie.assuming u^  = 0, and u'^  = 0) of the test 
particle is described by 
1 A (dr^ ' 
The effective potential that the particle probe feels is 
Veff{r) = -l{9u + l) . (4.1.24) 
We plot Vef f for a particle approaching along the equator and also along the ^-axis 
in figure 4.2. It is interesting to note that accompanying this negative brane region 
is a repulsive behaviour in the supergravity. A test particle located along the z-axis 
sees a potential which is repulsive inside a radius i. The distance i is the point 
where the repulsive force caused by the negative brane distribution on the disc is 
balanced by the attractive force due to positive branes sitting on the ring. Far away 
the attractive force of positive branes is stronger, since the overall charge of the 
configuration is positive. But as the test particle comes close to the centre of the 
disc, it starts to feel repulsion, because repelling sources are now significantly nearer 
to it than the attractive sources. 
Let us stress, these repulsive features have nothing to do with the repulson 
singularity coming from wrapping, since we have not yet wrapped the configuration 
on K3. In the following discussions we will bear in mind that it is a feature which is 
inherited by the wrapped configuration from the unwrapped configuration. Later, in 
section 4.4, we shall see that there is no such behaviour for D5-brane distributions, 
and so we will treat this as an artifact of the D6-brane case in what follows, as it 
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Figure 4 .2: Gravitational features of the unwrapped D6-brane distribution as seen by a neutral 
test particle. The test particle effective potential (to) and its derivative (bottom) along the axis of 
symmetry {6 = 0) corresponding to (a) £ = 0, (b) E > 0. In the latter case the potential becomes 
repulsive at a distance £ from the origin. T h e effective potential for a particle moving on the 
equatorial plane {9 = 7r/2) is always attractive, and is similar to case (a). 
will not affect our analysis of the excision of the repulson behaviour arising from 
wrapping. 
4.2 Wrapping D6-brane distributions 
We have learned enough about our configuration to return to our problem of wrap-
ping the branes on K3. As we have seen before wrapping a D6-brane on K3 induces 
precisely one unit of negative D2 brane charge in the D6-brane world-volume, giv-
ing a configuration sketched in table 4 .1 . The naive supergravity solution (in string 
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R5'1 
Xo Xi X2 X3 X4 X5 
K 3 
xj Xs XQ 
D 6 
D 2 
— — — * * * 
— — — * * * rsj 
Table 4.1: A sketch of a D6-brane distribution wrapped on K 3 and the induced negative D 2 -
branes. T h e branes' world-volume directions are marked by while "~" indicates that the 
induced D2-branes are delocahsed on K 3 . In the transverse directions the branes are not coincident, 
but form a distribution, symbolised by "*". 
frame) can be written as follows: 
ds' = f-'l^f-'l\-de + dx\ + dxl) + fll'fl'^ [ I dr^ + Ar^ d9^ + S sin^ 9 d/ 
+Vy'fl"f^"'dsl, , 
2 * _ . 1 / 2 . - 3 / 2 
6 — J2 J& ! 
C ( 3 ) = f-^dt/\dxiAdx2 , 
C(^) = f-^dtAdxiAdx2AVdsK3, (4.2.1) 
with 




ds|-3 is the metric of a unit volume K 3 surface, while the functions A and E are as 
defined previously in equation (4.1.3). 
Despite being a solution to the supergravity equations of motion, the geometry 
for this configuration is not consistent. Again we observe naked singularities of 
repulson type appearing where the running K 3 volume. 
V{r,e) = V^, 





When i is zero, we have the spherically symmetric situation where the singularity 
appears on a sphere of radius reK/V". For non-zero, but sufficiently small i the 
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singularity appears at two disconnected loci, one of them inside the other, and 
between these loci the metric (4.2.1) is imaginary. When £ reaches the critical value 
C = ^ , (4.2.5) 
these two surfaces meet and join into one single surface for i> i ' f . 
4.2.1 Shapes of the enhangon 
We expect stringy effects to have switched on long before a vanishing volume is 
reached, since when the volume gets to the value V^,, there are extra massless states 
coming from wrapped D4- and anti-D4-branes, giving an enhanced SU{2) in space-
time. The radius at which this occurs is the enhangon radius, and it is easily 
computed to give: 
This is of course the same radius that gives a zero of the effective tension of a 
probe wrapped D6^brane, whose action we already know as equation (2.3.1), 
S = - [ d'^ e-* i^ieV{r) - fi^) ( - det g,,)'/' + f i J C^'^ - 1^2 [ C^'^ • 
J Ms JM3XK3 J Mi 
(4.2.7) 
Substituting in the background fields (4.2.1) and working through the familiar static 
gauge computation gives the effective lagrangian: 
£ = ^{Vf2 - VJe) R 2 + Ar^ 6^ + H sin^ 6 , (4.2.8) 
2gs \^ J 
' 6 
(4.2.6) 
where we can read off the probe eflFective mass (tension) as 
Ten = -U{V{r,e)-V,) . (4.2.9) 
gs 
Let us study the enhangon radius given in equation (4.2.6). For £ = 0 we recover 
the spherically symmetric case with enhangon radius 2rQV^/{V — V^,). For non-zero 
i, two different situations can be observed, depending on whether £ is smaller or 
greater than the critical value: 
C = 7 ^ • (4.2.10) 
* 
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When I < i", there are two enhangon shells which divide our geometry into three 
distinct regions. The tension of a D6-brane probe drops to zero at the outer en-
hangon shell. Let us call the exterior region of positive tension region I . In between 
the outer and inner enhangon shells, the tension of our probe would be negative. 
We will call this region I I . This is the region where we encountered the repulson 
singularities (4.2.4) and it will be excised shortly. Finally, the tension is again posi-
tive in region I I I , inside the inner enhangon shell. We can be sure that singularities 
are contained in the region I I only, because the running K3 volume is a continuous 
function and K > 0. The origin r = 0, appears to be problematic, since it solves 
both equation (4.2.4) and equation (4.2.6). In fact, if we approach r = 0 along 
the 2-axis, we get V{r,6) —> V while an approach along the equator shows that 
V{r,9) —> —K, which is puzzling. This is partly resolved by going to the extended 
coordinates, where r = 0 opens up into a disc. Then we see that V{r, 9) —> — a s 
we approach the edge of the disc, while V{r, 9) = V on the interior of the disc. 
Notice what happens when i = i^'^. The inner and outer enhangon shells meet 
at two points on the 2;-axis. The tension of a brane probe moving along this axis 
drops to zero at the enhangon radius and becomes positive again. 
For £ > i", the inner and outer enhangon shells have merged into a single 
connected shell with a toroidal shape. Our geometry is now divided into two distinct 
regions. The volume of K3 is less than K in the interior of the torus where the 
repulson singularities hide. Outside the torus the volume of K3 is greater than 
and the geometry is acceptable. This configuration is really a torus since there is 
an infinitesimal "hole" in the middle. One can move along the z axis through the 
origin and nowhere does the running K3 volume reach the special value V^: it is 
possible to pass through without hitting the enhangon locus. 
Actually, although there is no physical significance to the fact, it is worth noting 
that the repulson loci undergo a similar evolution from disconnected to connected 
(with the critical value if separating the two cases), with shapes of the same sort. 
Since if < i", the repulson always becomes connected before the enhangon locus 
does. 
All this sounds rather complicated, but is quite beautiful to look at, in fact. 
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Figure 4.3 depicts the behaviour of K3 volume for different values of £ in a man-
ner that helps to visualise both the enhangon and repulson loci present before the 
excision. The regions where the volume is greater than zero but less than K are 
shown by shades of dark grey (or blue if viewed/printed in colour). The light (or 
yellow) regions are volumes greater than K , and so the boundary between these 
is the enhangon locus. The black region is for negative volumes, in other words, 
where the metric does not exist. The boundary between it and the grey (blue) is 
the repulson locus. (Figure 4.6 a few pages below offers a three dimensional view of 
the enhangon locus.) 
In "extended" coordinates 
One may wonder what happens to the enhangon if we transform the solution (4.2.1) 
into the "extended" coordinates given in equations (4.1.6). In these coordinates, 
essentially the same features arise. The singular region where the K3 volume shrinks 
to zero is surrounded by the enhangon shell (s). The same critical value of the 
parameter (, separates two families of enhangons as before. We re-plot the K3 
volume in the extended coordinates in figure 4.4. 
4.2.2 Particle probes of the geometry 
Let us probe the system with a point particle, as we did previously for the purely 
spherical configuration in section 2.2, and in subsection 4.1.6 for the unwrapped 
case of D6-brane distribution. The analysis is the same, giving the effective poten-
tial (4.1.24), as before, but now we insert the metric components for the putative 
wrapped geometry. 
The effective potential is singular {i.e., exhibits infinite repulson) when gu is 
singular, and this happens at the repulson radius r r . The border between repulsive 
and attractive regions corresponds to the minimum of the potential, which occurs 
when 
| : ( / 2 / 6 ) = 0 . (4.2.11) 
It is significant that the relation (4.2.11) is satisfied exactly at r = rg, i.e.on the 
enhangon shell. 
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Figure 4.3: A vertical slice through the non-spherical wrapped D6-brane geometry before ex-
cision. T h e origin r = 0 is placed in the centre of the figure, while the symmetry axis, 6 = 0, 
corresponds to the vertical direction and 6 = ± 7 r / 2 to the horizontal. T h e full three-dimensional 
view emerges when the plots are revolved curound the vertical axis. T h e region where the K 3 volume 
V{r,d) < 0 is black. The region where 0 <V{r,6) < V* is dark grey (blue). T h e repulson radius rr 
is marked by the border between these two regions. T h e physically acceptable region V{r,0) > K , 
where the tension of the probe brane is positive, is in the light shade (diff'erent shades between 
yellow {V{r,0) is close to V*) and white {V{r,6) is close to V')). T h e enhangon radius re is the 
border between the dark grey (blue) and the light regions. Spherical enhangon is given by £ = 0. 
For increasing values of £, two disconnected shells appear forming a double enhangon. Once £ " is 
exceeded, the two shells join forming a single enhangon. This pattern can be seen explicitly in the 
figure for the following values of ^ : ^ = 0 (top, left), £ = i = £^/, £ = \{£%' - £^ '") (top, 
right), t = i f (bottom, left), £ = , £ = 2 ^ ' , £ = 8£^J (bottom, right). Other parameters re, V, 
and V* have been fixed to some typical values. 
On the equatorial plane this matches with the result of section 2.2, since the 
solution (4.2.1) at ^ = 7r/2 reduces to the spherically symmetric solution of ^  = 0. 
The test particle feels an attractive force as it approaches from infinity. Attraction 
would turn into repulsion at the enhangon radius, but at this point we will replace 
the geometry with a physical one. 
For motion along the symmetry axis, the situation is more interesting, as it 
qualitatively depends on the value of the parameter £ (see figure 4.5). In the £ — 0 
case the physics is much like that described above for the equatorial motion: the 
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Figure 4.4: A slice through the untreated wrapped D6-brane geometry in "extended" coordi-
nates. The colour coding is the same as in figure 4.3. The case £ = 0 gives a spherical enhangon. 
For increasing values of £, two disconnected enhangon shells appear forming coconut shape. Once 
is exceeded, the two enhangon shells join to form a torus. This pattern can be seen for the 
following values of £ : £ = 0 (top, left), £ = i£^^ £ = £ f , £ = i^'- i ( £ f - £^/) (top, right), £ = £1' 
(bottom, left), £ = |£^^ £ = 2£f (bottom, right). 
potential becomes repulsive inside fe and this repulsion is infinite at rr. 
For i small there are now two enhangon loci. The particle can come from infinity 
and reach the repulsive region just inside the outer enhangon. This is region I I . 
Alternatively, i t can start from the origin {i.e., in region I I I , where the potential 
has the same value as at infinity), and be repelled towards the inner enhangon shell. 
This is the behaviour that we noticed before wrapping the distribution. It is not the 
repulson geometry which results from wrapping. 
For a test particle moving from the origin outwards, the repulson region (resulting 
from wrapping) starts at the inner enhangon. Now, the repulsive force is directed 
towards the origin. This situation persists until ^ = 
When i > a, test particle moving along the symmetry axis wil l still feel a 
repulsive force, but not an infinite one. In principle, i f it had enough energy, i t could 
overcome the potential barrier between inner and outer enhangons and move from 
infinity to the origin, or vice versa. Still, because the tension of probe branes is still 
negative in this region, we consider i t unphysical and will excise it . 
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Figure 4.5: Gravitational features of the D6-brane distribution wrapped on K3 as seen by a 
neutral test particle. Test particle effective potential 14// and its derivative V'eff along the axis 
of symmetry [6 — 0) corresponding to different values of parameter t. (a) C = 0, (b) £ = £", (c) 
e = e^,' + ^{£l'-e^'), (d) l = For l > tl' the effective potential becomes increasingly similar to 
that of the unwrapped case in figure 4.2^6 .^ The effective potential is singular (exhibiting infinite 
repulson) at the singularity radius rr. A test particle moving on the equatorial plane {9 — 7r/2) 
has potential fa^ for all values of i. 
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At ^ = I" the inner and outer enhangon loci meet and the potential barrier 
vanishes. However, there is still a minimum of the potential, located ai r — i = r^. 
This minimum persists for £ > , and is located a.t r = i, as in the unwrapped case. 
We stress again that this remaining repulsion has nothing to do with the wrapping, 
as it is the behaviour observed in the previous section for the unwrapped geometry. 
4.3 Excision in supergravity 
Ultimately, we must remove the parts of the geometry resulting from the wrapping 
which are unphysical. In order to do this, we must see what sorts of geometry 
we can replace the bad parts with, ascertaining whether it is consistent to do so. 
Consistency here will be measured at the level of supergravity, supported by intuition 
from the physics of the underlying string theory. 
New stringy physics appears when the volume of the K3 gets to T4. A wrapped 
D6-brane probe becomes massless there and also delocalises. One cannot place 
wrapped D6-brane sources in the regions where the volume is less than Vi, and so, 
as in previous cases, the geometry must be, to a good approximation, simply flat 
space. The junction between the flat space and the well-behaved geometry (across 
which the extrinsic curvature will jump, providing a stress tensor source) must be 
equivalent to a massless brane. 
This is the logic we tested in section 2.5 for the spherically symmetric case. 
Here we have no spherical symmetry to make things simpler, but instead there are 
the nested shells that can intersect for some ranges of the parameters, making a 
toroidal shape. As we shall find out, despite this complication, the gravity junction 
technology allows us to analytically demonstrate that there is a variety of consistent 
excisions that we can perform.^ 
We must be careful about how we set up the problem. We need to compute 
the extrinsic curvature of the junction hypersurface E endowed with coordinates <^ '^  
and specified by an equation of the form f{x'^{^'^)) — 0. In the spherical case, this 
^The introductory sections and examples presented in [173-175] were quite useful for learning 
about the computation for non-spherically symmetric geometries. 
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equation was just / = r - i? = 0, for some constant R, and the general formula for 
extrinsic curvature (D.2) simplified considerably. 
In the axially symmetric case, the equation specifying E is / = r - R{9) = 0, 
where R is now a function of 9. Since 
the unit normal vectors are 
n^ = ^ ^ £ z 5 S ! ^ . (4.3.2) 
We can compute the extrinsic curvature: 
K% = - n^dlR + \{rf^drGee - n'^deGee) + deR{-n'-^doGrr - n'^drGee) 
(deR) 2 
. 2 i-n'-^'drGrr + n'^dgGrr) , (4.3.3) 
where a, (3 = t,x^, ...,x^,(f). This relation will be useful below when we calculate the 
stress-energy tensor along axially symmetric enhangon shells. 
4.3.1 Toroidal enhangon 
We will discuss the toroidal enhangon first (see figure 4.6). As observed before, 
the volume of K3 drops below 14 in the interior of the torus. In this region, the 
metric has the same form as given in equation (4.1.4), but we replace / 2 and fe 
with new harmonic functions, /i2 and he- The precise form of these functions will 
be determined by the consistency of the theory. After transforming the solution 
into Einstein frame by G^^, = e~*/^5^i., we will use the axially symmetric extrinsic 
curvature (4.3.3) to determine the stress-energy tensor along the surface joining our 
two solutions. 
There is a discontinuity in the extrinsic curvature across the junction defined by 
and the stress-energy tensor supported at this junction is 
SAB = ^{'yAB-GABl''c) • (4-3.4) 
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Figure 4.6: A three dimensional depiction of the connected enhan^on locus, at ^ = £" giving an 
example of the "double shell" shape (left), and £ > £" giving an example of the toroidal shape 
(right). 
For our particular geometry, the stress-energy tensor can be computed to be: 
S,u = —^{l + deR) 
Sab -
5,, = 0 , 





where a has been defined in equation (4.3.1) and the prime denotes d/dr. The 
indices a and b run over the K3 directions [x^, x'^, , x^), while parallel to the 
brane's unwrapped world-volume directions we have indices fx, u which run over 
the (t^x^jx"^). The transverse directions are labelled by indices 
As expected, the stress-energy tensor along the transverse directions vanishes, 
which is consistent with the BPS nature of the system's constituents. The tension of 
the discontinuity can be obtained from the components in the longitudinal directions. 
Recall from equation (4.2.11) that ( / 2 / 6 ) ' = 0 at the enhangon loci. For vanishing 
tension, then, looking at our result on the middle line of (4.3.5), we require that 
[hihe]' vanishes at this radius as well. In addition to this constraint we should also 
demand V{r,9) = Vh2/he > Kt- I f we wish to saturate the bound and assume /12 
and he have a similar form to / 2 and fe, the harmonic functions are in fact constant. 
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and a suitable solution is: 
/^ 2 = 1 - - ^ ^ , /^ 6 = 1 + - ^ . (4.3.6) 
So we were able to successfully perform the task of cutting out the bad region 
contained within the toroidal enhangon and replacing it with flat space. I t appears 
that we can have the resulting shell made of zero tension branes, as is in keeping 
with the intuition about the stringy fate of the constituent branes. 
We must note that the "point" r = 0 is not entirely satisfactory. Indeed, we are 
justified in thinking of the entire geometry as that of a torus, since in the extended 
coordinates, this point is really a disc of radius i. On the edge of this disc, as 
stated before, the asymptotic volume is ambiguous, but the value V seems to be 
the most physically consistent, as this is what it is in the disc's interior. There is 
no singularity on the disc's interior, and the volume is not at a special value. This 
means that there is no requirement to place physical branes there, and so the torus 
genuinely has a hole in the centre, and not just a single point. 
We have ignored the fact that the form of the harmonic function in that region 
indicates that we might have a negative density of branes on the interior of the 
disc. We are free to ignore this, since there is no singularity there: the supergravity 
analysis tells us that we are free to place the zero tension distribution of branes 
over the whole toroidal surface instead. Of course, there is still the fact that there is 
repulsion along the symmetry axis as seen by a test particle moving in the geometry. 
Again, we stress that this behaviour has nothing to do with the wrapping: it is an 
artefact of the continuous brane distribution we started with. This would not occur 
for other branes, as we show in section 4.4. 
4.3.2 Double and oblate enhangons 
Now let us take the case i < i", when the enhangon lies in two disconnected parts. 
In principle we have two choices what to do. 
The first option is to simply cut out the entire region inside of the outer enhangon, 
and replace i t by flat space. This gives a simple oblate enhangon shape. I t is perfectly 
fine as a solution, and has the extra feature that i t gives a case where wrapping 
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removes the entire disc located at r = 0. This means the enhangon mechanism would 
remove the negative tension branes which show up in the unwrapped distribution. 
In the event that the peculiarities associated to the ring at r = 0 turn out to 
be unacceptable, this is a satisfactory conservative choice. I t is also the gentlest 
generalisation from the point of view of the dual moduli space of the gauge theory 
we shall discuss in section 4.5. 
Alternatively we can also keep both the inner and the outer shell, and place fiat 
space in between. This means that the ring is kept again, but then the same words 
that we used previously about the toroidal cases apply.^ 
Let us check the supergravity analysis if we opt for the second alternative. Recall 
the three regions defined on page 79. Region I I represented the unphysical geometry 
where the tension of a brane probe becomes negative. I t contains the repulson 
singularity. We can perform an incision as was done for the toroidal enhangon by 
defining /i2 and between the two enhangon shells as above in equation (4.3.6). The 
geometry of regions I and I I I is consistent and remains as it was in equation (4.1.4). 
But we may also define the harmonic functions in the innermost region I I I to be 
/ . = l - ^ ^ , / . = l + ^ . (4.3.7) 
where r'^ < r^. Basically what this means is that some number N' < N of wrapped 
D6-branes stay on the inner enhangon shell, while the rest reside on the outer 
enhangon shell. The former, being of total charge rg, determine the geometry inside 
via the harmonic functions (4.3.7). Notice that the inner enhangon radius does also 
change because of this, i t is still of the form (4.2.6), but now defined in terms of rg. 
If we perform the excision, the stress-energy tensor for the outer shell is as in 
equation (4.3.5) where R is the outer enhangon radius. The inner shell has a stress 
^There is an interesting possibility first raised by R. C Myers: Perhaps the interior region is an 
inverted copy of the exterior region. This would fit with the observation that at r = 0 the volume 
returns to the asymptotic value, V again. The inner enhangon would then be another copy of the 
outer one. It would also fit with the observation that there is a finite repulsion: it is in fact an 
attraction in this picture. While intriguing, the fact that we can connect to the £ > case may 
make this harder to justify. On the other hand, since ^ is a parameter and not a physical quantity, 
it may be that we are free to explore this alternative. 
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energy tensor given by: 
S,j = 0 . (4.3.8) 
where R(9) is the inner enhangon radius set by rg. Again, the transverse stresses 
vanish and the tension vanishes at the inner enhangon shell. So, we see that we 
have constructed a geometry which is consistent with supergravity and excises the 
unphysical negative tension brane geometry resulting from wrapping. 
How^ to make a double-shell 
In the case of the double shell enhangon, one might wonder how such a geometry can 
be constructed. If we move in a wrapped D6-brane from infinity, it gets smeared 
around the outer enhangon shell. How to get the branes inside? 
But remember, in section 2.7 we used n D2-D6 bound states to probe our geom-
etry. As it turned out the presence of the bound D2-brane ensured that the volume 
of K3 did not drop below and the bound state was able to pass through the outer 
enhangon shell and continue its journey down to the origin. 
Once we get the bound state into the interior, region I I I , we can separate the 
D2-branes from the D6-branes since the K3 volume is greater than K there. The 
D6-branes have positive tension and hence are free to move about in the interior. If 
we attempt to move a D6-brane out of region HI , the volume of K3 approaches as 
the brane nears the inner enhangon shell. The D6-brane becomes tensionless at the 
inner enhangon and melts into the shell, as happens for brane approaching the outer 
shell from outside. Hence, D2-D6 bound states can be used to move D6-branes 
into the interior and to add D6 branes to the inner enhangon shell. It is easy to 
imagine building the double shell enhangon geometry in this fashion, starting with 
widely separated D2- and D6-branes, and then removing the D2-branes after the 
construction. 
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4.4 Wrapping other D-brane distributions 
We focussed on D6-branes almost exclusively, but i t should be clear that many of 
the characteristic features that we have seen, are also present for wrapping D4- and 
D5- branes. In fact, we ought to stress again here that the problematic feature 
of the negative brane density and its repulsive potential are not generic. (We have 
already seen that the disc brane distributions for all of the other branes have positive 
densities everywhere.) 
The feature of having multiple solutions for the enhangon locus will occur also. 
In fact, i t will give up to three solutions for the D4-brane's enhangon loci, but only 
one for the D5-brane. This is because the harmonic functions will be of the form: 
f = 1 + . (4.4.1) 
J ^ r7-P (1 + (^Vr2) cos2 ^ ) ^ ' 
for p = 4,5 and one non-zero parameter £i = i. The equation determining the 
enhangon loci is of the form of equating a ratio of two of these /'s to a constant, 
Vi,/V which gives a quadratic equation in the case of the D6-brane, as we have 
seen, but only a linear equation for D5-branes. The D4-brane case will give a cubic 
equation. 
4.4.1 Unwrapped D5-brane distributions 
Actually, i t is worth looking briefiy a bit more at the D5-brane case, keeping non-
zero both of the parameters, £i, £2, that we can have with four transverse directions. 
Taking the extremal limit of the rotating black D5-brane solution^ given in [169] we 
get for our unwrapped solution: 
= / , - " ^ ( - * ^ + E r f - 0 
i=i 
ds 2 
+fl'' l ^ d r ^ + ^ur'de^ + E,r' sin' ct>i + E^r' cos' , 
= / 5 - ^ 
C^^) = f-^dt AdxiA...Adx5 , (4.4.2) 
'Alternatively we could have used S-duality with rotating NS5-branes [172]. 
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where 
r 2 = l + (4.4.3) 
and 
Ai2 = l + ^cos2^ + ^ s i n 2 0 , Si = l + ^ , = l + (4.4.4) 
The extended coordinates are given by: 
= yjr'^ -\-1\ sin 9 cos 01 , ?/2 = Y ^ r M - ^ s i n 0sin 01 , 
Y^r^ r^cos 0 cos 02 , 2/4 = \Jr'^ + ^l, cos ^sin 02 • (4.4.5) 
Considering the case £i = £2 = 0 will give the ring density mentioned previously. 
Let us consider particle probes of the geometry. Previously we associated repul-
sive gravitational features of the D6-brane distribution with a negative brane density 
on the disc. The D5-brane distribution did not have negative brane density, and in-
deed, does not show these repulsive features. In this case the transverse space-time 
has one more dimension, but i t is also endowed with one additional Killing vector 
related to the 02 coordinate. Therefore an analysis similar to the one set forth in 
section 4.1.6 shows that test particle motion in ^ = 0 and 6 = 7r/2 directions is 
governed by the same effective potential as given in equation (4.1.24). In fact, the 
effective potential in the ^ = 0 direction does depend only on ii and in the ^ = 7r/2 
direction only on £2, while the form of dependence is identical. As figure 4.7 shows, 
the repulsive gravitational features are completely absent. 
4.4.2 Wrapped D5-brane distributions 
Wrapping the D5-brane configuration (4.4.2) on K3 yields (see also table 4.4.2) 
ds' = f^'^'f['^'i-dt^ + dx^)+f-'^'fl/'Vdsl, 
+fl'^fl" ( ^ d r ' + Aur'de' + sin' 0i + cos' 02) , 
e 24> 
C(^) = f-^dt AdxA VdsKs , 
C(2) = f-^dt , Adx (4.4.6) 






























Figure 4.7: Gravitational features of the distributed D5-brane solution as seen by a neutral 
test particle. Test particle eff'ective potential (top) and its derivative (bottom) along the ^ = 0 
(61 = 7r/2) direction corresponding to (a) £i = 0 {£2 = 0), (h) £1 > 0 (£2 > 0). The potential is 
always attractive for a particle moving in from the infinity. 
where 
/ i = l rr = ' 5 ' 
and A12, Hi , H2, etc., defined as before. There is a repulson singularity at 
(4.4.7) 
where the running volume of K3 shrinks to zero. Interestingly, the singularity dis-
appears completely when both parameters li and £2 exceed the critical value 
t: = 
V 
The singularity is always surrounded by the enhangon shell at 
Depending on the values of and £2, this enhangon assumes various shapes, but 
is always connected. Again, i t is interesting that when both parameters li and ^2 
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Xo Xi X2 X3 X4 X 5 
K3 
XQ XJ XS Xg 
D5 
D l 
— — * * * * 
'i^  r s j 
Table 4.2: A sketch of a D5-brane distribution wrapped on K3 and the induced negative D l -
branes. The branes' world-volume directions are marked by while "~" indicates that the 
induced Dl-branes are delocalised on K3. In the transverse directions the branes form a distribu-
tion, symbolised by 
exceed the critical value 
the enhangon disappears completely. See figure 4.8 for a series of snapshots. I t is 
important to note that the following result is true 
dr 
= 0 . (4.4.8) 
It is this that will ensure that the supergravity matching computation will go through 
in a similar manner as in the D6-brane distribution case of the previous section, 
and as in the spherical D5-brane case studied in [90]. 
Let us consider particle probes again, in order to check where the repulsive 
regions are. In contrast to the D6-brane case, we do not expect any repulsive features 
to arise which are not attributable to the wrapping. The presence of the repulson 
singularity is signalled by a singularity in the effective potential occurring at r^. 
This is surrounded by the enhangon shell, residing precisely at the minimum of the 
potential, i.e., where the repulsive region starts. (See figure 4.9.) There is still some 
residual finite repulsion even after ii (£2) exceeds £" and the repulson singularity 
disappears (figure A.9(c)). Beyond £1 > if (£2 > i?) the effective potential becomes 
completely attractive with a minimum at the origin r = 0. 
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Figure 4.8: Some two-dimensional slices through the non-spherical wrapped D5-brane geometry 
before excision. 0 = 0 corresponds to the vertical direction and 6 = ±7r/2 to the horizontal. The 
configuration is symmetric in <j>i and 4>2 (not shown on the figure). The colour coding is as in 
figure 4.3. The shapes vary for diflFerent values of the parameters £i and £1 = £2 = 0 (top, 
left), £1 = l£^', £2 = 0 (top, second), £1 = 0, £2 = £^/ (top, third), £1 = £2 = (top, right), 
1^ = ^e'. 2^ = 0 (bottom, left) £1 = 8^ ^^  £2 = 0 (bottom, second) £1 = £^/, £2 = £1' (bottom, third) 
ei=e2=e'J- M^" - ^V) (bottom, right). 
4.5 Gauge theory results 
As we should be accustomed to expect already, some of our results pertain to gauge 
theory. Wrapping the D6-branes on the K3 gives an j V = 4 (2 + 1)-dimensional 
gauge theory with the gauge coupling 
One of the results we extracted from the analysis of the spherical case is the piece of 
the gauge theory moduli space corresponding to the movement of a single wrapped 
probe, equation (2.6.12). In gauge theory, this is the metric derived from the 
kinetic terms in the low energy effective action for the field breaking SU{N) -> 
SU{N — 1) X U{1). The probe computation yields the tree level and one-loop con-
tribution to this result, and there are no perturbative corrections. 
In the present case, we should be able to see new physics, since the parameter 
£ should have some meaning in the gauge theory. In fact, we expect that i t should 
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Figure 4.9: Gravitational features of the distributed D5-brane solution wrapped on K3 as seen 
by a neutral test particle. Test particle effective potential Veff and its derivative Vl^^ along the 
61 = 0 (61 = 7r/2) direction corresponding to (a) £1 = 0 (^2 = 0), (h) h = If (£2 = i f ) , (c) 
h = £f + \{£f - £ f ) , {£2 = £f + ^{^7 - ^7)), (d) £1 = £f (£1 = £f)- Effective potential is singular 
(exhibiting infinite repulson) at r r and has a minimum at re . 
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be controlling the vacuum expectation value of an operator made by the symmetric 
product of the adjoint scalars, by analogy with the case in the AdS/CFT [50-52 
context. Here, the i?-symmetry is SU{2) ~ 50(3) . The three adjoint scalars in 
the gauge multiplet, transforming as the 3, can be combined by symmetric product. 
The i?-charge of the resulting operator is computed in the usual way. For exam-
ple, 3 x 3 = l - t - 5 - | - 3 , where the 5 is the symmetric traceless part. This is of 
course more familiar as the j = 2 case in the standard angular momentum notation 
where the irreducible representations of the i?-symmetry group are written as 2 j -|-1 
dimensional. We should see some sign of this show up here, and indeed we do. 
4.5.1 Metric on the moduli Space 
We probe the repaired geometry with a single wrapped D6-brane in order to extract 
the data of interest. After including the U{1) world-volume gauge sector into the 
probe calculation and dualising the gauge field to get the extra periodic scalar (as in 
section 2.6), the kinetic term of the effective action in the non-flat regions becomes 
T = h{r,9) (^^r^ + ArH'^ + Er^ sin^ 0 4>^^ + h{r,0)-'(^s/2 - fi2C^^/2y . 
(4.5.1) 
where h{r, 6) is defined by 
Kr,e) = ^{Vh-VJ,) (4.5.2) 
and is the magnetic potential corresponding to the D6-brane charge 
Q = -re £ cos ^ . (4.5.3) 
To extract the gauge theory we work with variables 
r I 
U ^ — , a = - - , 
a' a' 
and take the decoupling limit by taking a' —> 0 while holding U, a, and gyM fixed. 
The metric becomes: 
ds^ = h{U, 6) dU^ + d9^ + E' sin^ 6 d(l>A +h{U, 6)-' (da - ^A^^dct) \ , 
(4.5.4) 
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with 
Here we have defined 
,2 
and 
A ' = l + ^ c o s 2 ^ , = (4.5.6) 
sa' 1 
a = — , >l^ = - - ^ c o s ^ . (4.5.7) 
This might not seem terribly inspiring, but recall that we can work in the "extended" 
coordinate system given by the obvious generahsation of equation (4.1.6): 
VFi = ^V^ + a? sine cos(/) 
W2 = VU^ + a'^ sine sine/) 
Ws = U cose. (4.5.8) 
In terms of these, our moduli space result is the standard Taub-NUT form 
ds^ = H{W,e) [dW • dW^ + H{W,e)-' (^da - -^A^d(j)^ , (4.5.9) 
with 
where 
E = SJA^ - f 4a2l^|, A = W^-a'^, W ^ ^Jwf + W^ + Wi . (4.5.11) 
The content is in the harmonic function, and we can expand it for large W using 
our earlier observations in equations (4.1.20): 
where we have defined new polar coordinate angles in an analogous manner to that 
shown in equation (4.1.21), and the P2nix) are the Legendre polynomials in x, as 
before (see equation (4.1.22)). 
The leading terms in this large W expansion should have an interpretation as the 
contribution of the operators which are switched on. The n = 0 result is that of the 
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spherical. The case n = 1 comes with the Legendre polynomial P2(cos^), which has 
the i?-charge of the 5, the simplest operator one can make out the adjoint scalars. 
So the parameter {i.e.a) controls the vacuum expectation value of this operator, 
with subleading contributions coming from the higher spherical harmonics. 
Notice that this expansion is not sensitive to some of choices that we can make 
in doing the excision. In particular, while it works for any £, it is for large y. So from 
the point of view of this expansion, all of the choices are equivalent to the excisions 
which give a single locus: For i < this is the oblate enhangon with flat space 
inside, while for £ > £ f , i t is the toroidal shape. The difference between the two is 
presumably non-perturbative in the operator expansion. I t would be interesting to 
find gauge theory meaning for cases where we can choose to have a double shell. 
4.6 Prolate enhangon 
In the preceding discussion about oblate and toroidal enhauQons we assumed the 
parameter £^  is positive, as i was related to the angular momentum of the original 
rotating configuration, obviously a real quantity. But in the extremal solution £ 
enters in a squared form only. So let us now complement the analysis by considering 
the case of negative £^  which has no non-extremal rotating counterpart. 
4.6.1 Unrapped prolate D6-brane distributions 
The static (extremal) distribution of D6-branes is still be described by the solution 
(4.1.4) 
6 
= /-1/2 (^_^^2^J2 dx^) + fl'^ (§ dr^ + Ar^ de^ + Sr^ sin^ 9 d(f>^) , 
i=l ^ 
C7(7) = f^^dtAdxiA...Adxfi, (4.6.1) 
where 
/ e = = l + ^ , A = l + ^ c o s ^ ^ , = = 1 + ^ -
A r ' 
But now suppose £^  < 0 and define £'^  = —£'^ . 
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In this case the metric (4.6.1) has two singularities. One occurs where the har-
monic function /e is zero, at 
2 
and another where /e is singular, at 
1 + J l + i^cos^e , (4.6.2) 
cos^|. (4.6.3) 
Between these radii /e is negative and the metric does not exist. This is also wit-
nessed by the curvature invariants which blow up at r^ g and Vg. (The situation may 
be contrasted with the oblate case which had only one singularity at r = 0, 0 = IT/2.) 
The outer singularity at is not naked, but surrounded by a spherical horizon at 
r , = I (4.6.4) 
The effect of the horizon is that inside the inner singularity at the metric com-
ponents gge and g^^ have reversed their sign, but grr has the same sign as before. 
There is also an ambiguity of what happens at the origin, since the value of /e at 
r = 0 depends on the azimuthal angle of approach, if we approach along ^ = | , then 
/e ^ oo, otherwise /e —> 0. 
"Contracted" coordinates 
As we observed while studying the oblate configurations, there is another system of 
coordinates, which helps to give a better understanding of the distribution of branes 
in the solution. But instead of "extended" we may call these new coordinates 
Ui — \ / r 2 - £2 sin 0 cos(j) , 
y2 = \ / r 2 — £2 gjjj 9 sin(j) , 
y3 = r cos 9 (4.6.5) 
"contracted", since they do not cover the whole of the previous space-time. Notice 
that the spherical horizon r/i = £ is mapped to a line 2/1=2/2 = 0, ys = ±i cos 9, and 
everything that remained inside the horizon gets cut out from the new space-time. 
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Despite this the metric reduces to a standard brane form 
ds' = F-'^' { - d f + j z + ^6 (^^1 + dyl + dyl) , (4.6.6) 
i= l 
where the harmonic function is given by 
and 
E = ^ A 2 - 4 ^ \ 2 , A = y' + i \ y = ^/yl + y f u i . (4.6.8) 
Brane density 
The harmonic function FQ has singularities at y\ = y2 = 0, y^ = suggesting a 
hint about where the branes are located in this configuration. Indeed, assumption 
that the branes are equally distributed at these two points, 
o{y) = ^5(yi)5(2/2)5(?/3 - i) + ^5{y,)5{y^)5{y, + £) , . (4.6.9) 
correctly reproduces the harmonic function FQ along the ya-axis 
= 1 + / ^ d,. = 1 + r i f _ _ L _ . + _ L \ = 1 + J£l!l^, (4.6.10) 
(And symmetry accompanied with harmonic analysis takes care that F^ is correctly 
reproduced everywhere.) There is no horizon present in the "contracted" coor-
dinates and probing with a massive test particle does not reveal any anomalous 
gravitationally repulsive regions. 
4.6.2 Wrapped prolate D6-brane distributions 
Wrapping this D6-brane configuration (4.1.4) on K3 yields the following metric (as 
we know already) 
ds^ = f ^ " ' ' f ^ " \ - d e + dx\ + dxl) + f l " f l ' ^ (^ 1 dr^ + Ar^ dd^ + S sin^ 9 d<(>'^ 
^ V ' " f l " f ^ " ' d s \ , (4.6.11) 
with 
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and all the definitions as stated before. 
In the previous section we saw that the harmonic function /g vanished at r^ g and 
became singular at r^. The other harmonic function /2 becomes singular at 
r, = £ | c o s ^ | (4.6.13) 
and vanishes at 
The metric does not exist between and r ^ j , since either /e or /2 is negative in 
this region. (The would-be singular radius lies in between of r^ g and r^^, while 
^ '^ 52 ) Examination of curvature invariants shows that at r^ g and we do 
have true curvature singularities. Notice here a basic difference from the oblate 
configuration — before we had two singularities due the behaviour of /2, but now 
only one singularity comes about due to /2, the other is caused by /e. 
Hoping that the enhangon mechanism can cure the presence of these singularities, 
let us probe the configuration with a single wrapped D6-brane, or equivalently, study 
the behaviour of the K3 volume 
V{r) = . (4.6.15) 
At spatial infinity the volume V{r) has a constant value V, and i t starts to shrink 
as one moves in towards the origin. The volume reaches the special value K at 
and vanishes completely at Vs^, a point where the metric ceases to exist. We may 
still keep trace of the function V{r) and see how it keeps decreasing until r^g, where 
it reaches a negative singularity. At this point a change in the sign occurs and 
so inside rgg the volume becomes suddenly positive again. I t is infinite at rjg and 
drops continuously to V at the origin. Again there is an ambiguity at r = 0, since 
V{r) —Vi, as one approaches along the equatorial plane ^ = f , but V(r ) V 
along other directions. 
As in the unwrapped case there is also a horizon at r/i = £. This makes mat-
ters different from what we saw in the family of oblate configurations. First of all 
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Figure 4.10: A series of slices through the untreated wrapped D6-brane geometry. The singular-
ity (inner solid line, red) is surrounded by the enhangon shell (outer solid line, blue). There is also 
a horizon present (denoted by the dotted black line), see discussion in the body of the text. The 
case ^ = 0 gives a spherical enhangon, and as 1 increases, the enhangon shell takes an increasingly 
prolate shape. This pattern can be seen for the following values of £ : 1 — Q (left), I — 2 I", 
i=2il',i=2.5ll' (right). 
fh ^ fse with equality only at the polar points (^ = 0). However, concerning the 
other singularity r^^, we seem to have a possibility that the horizon and singularity 
intersect. I f 
(4.6.17) 
the singularity is completely naked (from outside). But i f Hs greater than the value 
above, then the singularity gets partially covered by the horizon, although never 
fully, since along the axis ^ = 0 it is always true that ru < r^^- Similarly, i f 
(4.6.18) 
V - V , 
the horizon stays completely inside the enhangon shell, otherwise they will intersect 
along some 9. As both singularities are safely surrounded by the enhangon and we 
expect to replace this geometry with a new one, having a singularity intersecting with 
a horizon can be considered just a mathematical artefact. But how to understand the 
situation when part of the enhangon shell is covered by the horizon? Let us consider 
again the probe calculation. To obtain the effective lagrangian of the probe, equation 
(4.2.8), we assumed that the probe velocity 
r ;2= ^ r^ + Ar^^^-KHr^sin^^*/)^ (4.6.19) 
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was small. But at Vh the coefficient in front of becomes singular, hence the 
assumption of slow motion can not hold any more. Therefore to study the enhangon 
shapes corresponding to the values of parameter 1 beyond the critical value 2£l^ we 
can not rely on the probe results obtained in the slow motion approximation. The 
situation is summarized in figure 4.10. 
In "contracted" coordinates 
Fortunately this rather confusing picture gets clarified, when we transform the so-
lution into "contracted" coordinates (4.6.5) where the metric simplifies to 
ds' = F-"^F-"'' [-de + dx\) F'J'f'J^ [dyl -f- dyl + dy{) 
-^V'l'F-"'Fl"dsl, (4.6.20) 
with 
= 1 - ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ . (4.6.21) 
As noted before, everything up to and including the horizon at gets cut out in 
these coordinates. The whole of the interior region with V{r) > V and the inner 
singularity at will not be present in the "contracted" coordinates. Only the outer 
singularity surrounded by the enhangon shell is mapped to the new space-time. 
The critical values of the parameter £ also gain a specific meaning. First, when 
£ = 0 we have a spherical enhangon shell surrounding a spherical singularity, inside 
which the metric does not exist. As £ increases, the configuration turns into a more 
and more prolate shape. Further, at £ = 2£f the singular region gets disconnected 
into two separate pieces, one above and the other below the = y2 = 0 plane. The 
same happens to the enhangon shell, which gets disconnected at £ = 2£'^^. (Notice 
that the breaking of the enhangon shell into two pieces corresponds to the enhangon 
intersecting with the horizon in the original coordinates.) As £ increases these shells 
keep moving apart, but will never disappear completely. See figure 4.11. 
4.6.3 Discussion 
Let us stop for a while and follow how the enhangon shape changes as the parameter 
£^  takes a whole range of values from negative to positive. A curious pattern emerges 
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Figure 4.11: A slice through the untreated wrapped D6-brane geometry in "contracted" coordi-
nates. The colour coding is the same as in our paper. The case ^ = 0 gives a spherical enhangon. 
As i increases, the enhangon shell takes an increasingly prolate shape, until it gets disconnected 
into two pieces. This pattern can be seen for the following values of 1: 1 = 0 (left), i = 2 
1=2 11', 1=2.5 C (right). 
when viewed in "contracted"-"extended" coordinates, i.e. by putting together fig-
ures 4.11 and 4.4. At £^  very large and negative we have two almost particle-like 
enhangon shells approaching each other along the z axis. Getting closer as £^  ap-
proaches zero from below they change their shape, touch each other and merge into 
a spherical configuration for ^ = 0. I f we change £^  further into positive values the 
spherical shell turns into an oblate shape while at the same time there appears an 
increasing cavity at the centre. Soon this cavity breaks open turning the shell into 
a toroidal shape. At larger positive values of £^  the diameter of the torus increases 
thus effectively reducing the configuration into a ring on the x — y plane. 
If the parameter could be given some dynamical meaning the situation would 
resemble a scattering process. Some parallels can be drawn with the scattering of two 
magnetic monopoles [176]. Two monopoles heading towards each other do merge as 
they get closer and then depart at an angle of 90° degrees. In our case the scattering 
objects merge, but will not separate from each other forming a ring (torus) instead. 
Still, the ring develops at 90° from the initial trajectories. Alternatively we might 
think of i t as a collapsing ring that ejects two particles moving away in the opposite 
directions along the axis of symmetry. 
This vague similarity with the behaviour of magnetic monopoles might not be 
just a random coincidence, if we remind ourselves all the parallels between monopole 
physics and the enhangon mechanism discussed e.g. in section 2.4. Perhaps a link 
can be found with some known (or unknown) aspect of magnetic monopoles and the 
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above described features of oblate/prolate enhangons. 
4.7 Summary 
We have seen in this chapter that the enhangon mechanism is not just a curiosity 
of spherical configurations, but it also operates successfully and is mathematically 
tractable in a wide class of axially symmetric situations. 
The idea was to wrap distributions of D-branes (instead of a coincident config-
uration we used previously) on K2>. We obtained these distributions as extremal 
limits of rotating p-brane solutions. Of course, since D-branes are BPS objects, we 
could take any distribution we may think of, but in a generic case there would be 
no nice and analytic supergravity solution available to describe the geometry. 
We began by considering the corresponding D6 brane distribution, which in 
suitable coordinates looked like branes distributed on the edge of a disc with a 
puzzling negative contribution to brane density in the interior of the disc. Probing 
with test particles showed how they get repelled from regions very close to the disc 
interior, although there would be no obstacles for probing constituent D6-branes 
to move anywhere in the geometry. This feature is completely independent of the 
enhangon mechanism as i t characterises an unwrapped configuration of D6-branes. 
Still, i t may be yet another instance where the naive supergravity description must 
be considered inadequate, and it remains an interesting problem to understand how 
the ful l string theory could resolve the issue. 
Noting that distributions of branes of other dimensionality are free of this prob-
lem (have a positive brane density everywhere in their location) we promised to be 
careful not to confuse the features of the unwrapped D6 system with those typical 
to the enhangon, and proceeded with wrapping the configuration on A'3 (in sec-
tion 4.2). Wrapping branes on K'i had an expected eflPect of an apparent repulson 
singularity surrounded by an enhangon where the brane tension vanishes. This al-
lowed us to apply the same line of reasoning how the singularity should be resolved 
by the appearance of new massless degrees of freedom of enhanced gauge symmetry, 
etc. 
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The novel feature was that depending on the value of parameter £ (which was 
related to angular momentum of the non-extremal rotating configuration) the en-
hangon shell took different shapes. For £ small i t was a "double-shell" where the 
problematic repulson region was surrounded both from outside and inside by a good 
geometry. For larger i these two good regions joined, giving the enhangon a shape 
of a torus. There was still some repulsive behaviour left in the geometry which was 
clearly inherited from the odd features of the unwrapped configuration, showing the 
enhangon mechanism was only able to take care of the effects specifically arising 
from wrapping branes on K3. 
In section 4.3 we generalised the supergravity excision computation to axially 
symmetric situations, finding for our satisfaction that these methods did give con-
sistent results also in this case. Next in section 4.4 we considered wrapped D5- and 
D4-brane distributions leading again to various shapes for the enhangon, but now 
without the problematic heritage from the negative brane density like in the case 
of D6-branes. Then in section 4.5 we used our probe computation results to ex-
tract information about the moduli space of the corresponding world-volume gauge 
theory. 
Lastly, in section 4.6 we extended our analysis to the cases when £'^  < 0, recover-
ing a family of prolate enhangons for the D6 configuration. When viewed as a series 
of snapshots by varying the parameter £'^  from large negative values to large positive 
values, the series reminds vaguely a typical scattering of solitons, which approach 
each other, merge at the core and then leave at an angle of 90° degrees to the initial 
trajectories (although the enhangons from an expanding ring instead). 
Chapter 5 
Rotation, Black holes, and the 
Enhangon 
Having seen in the previous chapter how the enhangon can arise in different shapes, 
it is reasonable to ask whether a rotating enhangon is possible. In this chapter 
we will consider an example of a rotating enhangon configuration, constructed by 
wrapping a system of parallel D5- and Dl-branes on K3 with a pp-wave propagating 
along the unwrapped spatial direction of the branes' world-volume. Although the 
geometry has a non-vanishing asymptotic angular momentum the enhangon shell 
itself is actually static as is revealed by the probe calculation and the analysis of 
junction matching conditions. This is related to the fact that we still have a BPS 
configuration blessed by the cancellation of forces. 
When compactified further on the solution becomes a five dimensional black 
hole with finite horizon area. We will study some of the macroscopic properties of 
this black hole, paying special attention to its entropy which is proportional to the 
area of the horizon. Like in the static case [90] i t seems at first the second law of 
thermodynamics can be violated in certain cases when sending in more D5-branes 
into the black hole could decrease the horizon area. But fortunately this is prevented 
from happening by the enhangon shell just outside of the horizon which stops these 
D5-branes from entering the black hole. In the end of the chapter we will comment 
on a similar apparent problem, related to a possibility of sending in branes with 
non-zero angular momentum. 
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5.1 Rotating enhangon 
As we observed in the previous chapter, in the extremal BPS limit rotating D -
brane solutions generally reduce to static distributions of branes. However, there 
still exists an extremal rotating solution featuring a Dl-brane inside a D5-brane 
with a pp-wave running along the common part of the branes' world-volume [177 . 
The pp-wave, a planar fronted gravitational wave with parallel rays, is a special 
supersymmetric case of the Brinkmann wave [178]. I t is a purely gravitational 
solution of the supergravity equations of motion and does not carry charge under 
the tensor fields. But i t does carry momentum in its direction of propagation. 
Compactifying this configuration on x gives a rotating BMPV black hole 
in 5 dimensions [179]. Instead of T^, we will wrap the system on a K3 manifold, 
which, as we know already, induces an extra amount of negative Dl-brane charge 
on the unwrapped part of world-volume. To obtain a five dimensional black hole 
we need to compactify the remaining spatial direction of the branes' world-volume, 
i.e. make xi = z compact with period 2'kRZ. The presence of the pp-wave in this 
direction is necessary in order to give the resulting black hole a non-zero horizon 
area and therefore allow non-trivial macroscopic entropy. 
There are four transverse dimensions where the branes can move. In particular 
this motion may include rotation in two independent directions, say 0i and (f)2. Ro-
tation does not break an extra amount of supersymmetry and the configuration is 
still BPS. However, supersymmetry requirements demand that the linear combina-
tion of angular momenta in these directions should vanish [179,180], and we take 
Jill — ~J(t)2-
The configuration we have preserves 1/8 of the original supersymmetry (4 su-
percharges out of 32): 1/2 is broken by having D5-branes, another 1/2 by wrapping 
them on KZ, but given the orientations of added Dl-branes they do not break any 
further supersymmetry (as we noticed in section 2.7). A pp-wave in the z-direction 
with purely left- or right-moving momentum excited breaks 1/2 of supersymmetry, 
and we will keep only the right-moving part. A schematic diagram of our configu-
ration appears in table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1: A sketch of the D5-Dl-pp configuration wrapped on K3. The world-volume directions 
are marked by "-" and transverse directions by the symbol "~" denotes that Dl-branes are 
delocalised on K3, while "—indicates the direction in which the wave is propagating. 
The corresponding string frame IIB supergravity solution is 
J 
ds' = K -1/2^-1/2^ _ ^ _ + dz^ + —(sin^ 9 d(t>i - cos^  9d(j)2){dz - dt)^ 
(5.1.1) 
where 
d^l = d9^ + sin^ 9 d(f)\ - f cos^ 9 dcg (5.1.2) 
is the metric on a transverse three sphere and ds\^ is the metric on a K3 manifold 
of unit volume. Like before, the KZ volume varies with the radial coordinate of the 
transverse space as V{r) = VH1/H5, reaching the asymptotic value V at spatial 
infinity. The dilaton and R-R potentials are defined as 
2 Hi 
J 
C^^^ = g~^H^^ dtAdzA dsKs + -^H^^sin^ dd<i)i - cos^ 9d(j)2) Adz A dsKs, 
C(2) = 9;^Hi^ dtAdz+ ^Hi\sin^ 9d(Pi - cos^ ^ # 2 ) A dz. (5.1.3) 
The harmonic functions pertaining to D5-, Dl-branes and the pp-wave are given 
as 




In this setup we have allowed the presence of extra positive charge Dl-branes, not 
just the effective negative charge Dl 's that are induced by wrapping D5's on K3. (In 
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this sense our discussion is paralleled by section 2.7.) So defining Nr, and Ni to be the 
numbers of (real, not effective) D5- and Dl-branes, the charges in equation (5.1.5) 
are 
Q5 = N,, Q, = N,-N,, (5.1.6) 
the latter because each wrapped D5-brane induces minus one unit of Dl-brane 
charge. Also Qp is an integer parameterising the amount momentum we have in the 
compact direction z. Setting J = 0, rotation in transverse dimensions vanishes and 
we recover the static D5-Dl-pp system studied in ref. [90 . 
In 5 dimensions this configuration describes a rotating black hole having a horizon 
of finite area at r = 0. We will consider some of the properties of this black hole 
later in sections 5.4 and 5.5. But first let us study the rotating enhangon from the 
ten dimensional point of view. 
If the number of wrapped D5-branes is grater than the number of Dl-branes, 
N5 > Ni, then the overall Dl-brane charge Qi is negative and, as we have seen a 
number of times before, the solution exhibits a naked repulson singularity accom-
panied by the K3 volume shrinking to zero. This unphysical behaviour is remedied 
by the enhangon mechanism — new degrees of freedom coming to play at the radius 
where the K3 volume V{r) reaches its special value 14 = (27r4)^- I t turns out the 
enhangon radius is the same as in the non-rotating case of ref. [90] 
r'e = 9si%,/\, (2iV5 - N,), (5.1.7) 
where negative means that the enhangon lies inside the event horizon if 2iV5 < A^i. 
5.2 Probing the geometry 
By now we are already experts in probing wrapped D-brane geometries with con-
stituent D-branes and interpreting the results in the light of the enhangon mecha-
nism. I t feels like a routine exercise, but this time some extra challenge is provided 
by having a rotating background. 
First, let us remind ourselves that rotating geometries exhibit the effect of frame 
dragging, i.e. observers are dragged to rotate with the background. The accelera-
tion of a particle on a circular orbit with a constant angular velocity in an axially 
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symmetric stationary gravitational field can be be covariantly decomposed into three 
components corresponding to three forces: radial gravitational, Coriolis (linear in 
the angular velocity) and centrifugal (quadratic in the angular velocity) [181]. The 
latter two forces vanish identically if the angular velocity of the particle is zero as 
measured by a locally non-rotating observer [182], i.e. the particle rotates along 
with the background with angular velocity 
co = - ^ . (5.2.1) 
94>4> 
Frame dragging becomes especially drastic inside the ergosphere where no observer 
can remain at rest (not rotating with respect to the asymptotics), this static limit 
is reached where gu changes its sign. In the case of non-extremal rotating branes 
the ergosphere may reach out of the horizon [169], but in our geometry the frame 
dragging effects are milder, as there is no ergosphere present. 
The effective action for the composite brane probe is 
5 = - / d'^e-^{n,T,V{r) + {n,-n,)n)i-detgaty^' 
J M2 
+n5AX5 / C^^^ + {n, - n^)yi, [ C^^^ , (5.2.2) 
where and n j denote the number of D5- and D l - branes we have assembled to 
make up the probe. Of course, it is still assumed <^ N^. 
In the static situations the terms from the WZ part of the effective action are 
cancelled by contributions from the DBI part, so that only the kinetic term remains. 
This happens due to the BPS condition — "electric" Coulomb repulsion is balanced 
by gravitational attraction. In the rotating case one would expect that frame drag-
ging effects give some additional terms to the DBI (essentially gravity) part of the 
effective action. But as the RR potential in equation (5.1.3) is now endowed with 
additional "magnetic" components, the WZ action should also get an extra contri-
bution. Since we have a rare occasion of a rotating BPS system, i t is conceivable 
(or rather expected) that these additional terms in the DBI and WZ parts should 
again cancel with each other — the gravitational dragging must be neatly balanced 
by the "magnetic" force induced by rotating background. 
Otherwise i t was noticed in e.g. ref. [183], that in the non-extremal rotating 
D3-brane background the effective action of a probe D3-brane contained a term 
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proportional to the probe angular velocity, e.g. the gravitational drag and "mag-
netic" force did not cancel each other as the system was not BPS. 
Cancellation does indeed occur when we choose a static gauge for the probe. 
Another possibility would be to adopt a "spinning" gauge, where the probe is set 
to rotate with the background by default and the kinetic term of the effective ac-
tion should depend on deviations from this reference rotation (in addition to radial 
motion). In this gauge if the probe rotates along with the background with angular 
velocity (5.2.11) the dragging term in the DBI part will not arise, but there is term 
from the VVZ part representing the "magnetic" force the probe is feeling. Alterna-
tively, if the probe is set to rotate with an angular velocity exactly opposite to the 
background rotation, then the aforenamed WZ term will not arise, but there is an 
extra DBI dragging term present. 
5.2.1 Static gauge 
Let us try the static gauge computation first, defining the coordinates on the probe 
brane world-volume to be ^° = t,^^ = z, while = x^{t), = (r, 9, 0 i , 02)- Pulling 
back the string frame metric to the probe world-volume and expanding the square 
root yields after some effort 
WBI ~IM + ("1 - n 5 ) r i F f i ) ( l + ^{sin'e^, - cosH^^)) 
-lin,T,H^V + (m - n,)nH,){l + k ^ ^ , (5.2.3) 
where we have assumed a slow motion of the probe in the expansion, i. e. 
v^ = f^ + [e'' + sin^ e4>i + cos^  ecj)^^ (5.2.4) 
being arbitrarily small. Similarly the WZ part of the effective action is 
Swz = d'^l^in.T.H^'V + (m - n,)T,H^') ( l + ^ ( s i n ^ ^ ^ i - cos^  ^</'2)) j -
(5.2.5) 
As we can see the usual potential terms of the DBI and WZ parts cancel because 
the radial gravitational attraction is exactly balanced by the "electric" Coulomb re-
pulsion of R-R fields. But i t happens also that the J terms linear in angular velocity 
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do cancel as well — the effects of gravitational frame dragging are neatly balanced 
by the "magnetic" force induced by rotation. Thus putting equations (5.2.3) and 
(5.2.5) together we find that only the kinetic term survives in the effective lagrangian 
£ = ^(nsrsZ/iF + (m - n,)nH5)il + k)v\ (5.2.6) 
The prefactor of the kinetic energy gives the effective tension of the probe. This 
tension is positive as long as 
a eV ^^^^ ~ ~ ^^"^ (5 2 7) r > 5 . 4 U _ + ' ( . . ) 
As we will find out in section 5.3 the lower bound where the tension vanishes agrees 
perfectly with the supergravity junction computation. 
The familiar enhangon discussion would follow from equation (5.2.7), but with 
a modification from having extra Dl-branes in the game. (Remember section 2.7.) 
For a probe made up of Dl-branes only, ns = 0 and the eff'ective lagrangian reads 
£ = \n^TxE^{\ + k)v'^ . (5.2.8) 
The tension remains positive everywhere and hence these probing Dl-branes can 
make their way freely down to r = 0 without being forced to stop at the enhangon 
shell. Moreover, if we consider the case = n i , or more precisely using not just a 
collection of equal number of D5- and Dl-branes, but a bound state of them, then 
£ = \nr,T^E^Y{\ + k)v'^ . (5.2.9) 
Again the tension of such a probe is positive. This means D5-branes can penetrate 
beyond the enhangon radius and move to the origin, even though the volume of 
is below 14 in this region. We will keep this fact in mind as i t will have implications 
for the black hole discussion later on. 
5.2.2 "Spinning" gauge 
Alternatively we may try to use a "spinning" gauge by defining 
o^ = i + l < j i i + -l<^2, i^=z, (5.2.10) 
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where 
a;i = - ^ , 0;, = - ^ , (5.2.11) 
9(t>l4>l 9<t>2<t>2 
can be interpreted as reference background velocities. What this choice of world-
volume coordinates essentially means is that we have set the probe to rotate with 
the background angular velocities uji and uj2, while (j)2 and ^2 are understood as 
deviations from these reference velocities. As a result the J terms in the DBI part 
of the probe effective action do cancel and the result is similar to the static case 
JM2 { 
W = - / d'^{n,r,H^W + {n,-nr,)nH{') 
^{n,r,H,V + (m - n,)nH,){l + }. (5.2.12) 
But at the same time in the WZ part the J term is present: 
Swz = 1^ c i 2 e | ( " 5 r 5 / / 5 " ' ^ + ( " i - " 5 ) r i H r ' ) ( l + ^ ( s i n ^ ^ ( < ^ i + a ; i ) - c o s 2 ^ ( , ^ 2 + c ^ 2 ) ) ) 
(5.2.13) 
and the final effective lagrangian is 
C = ^{n,nH,V+{n,-n,)nH,){l + k)v' 
(5.2.14) 
Here the potential terms describing radial gravitational and R-R forces cancel as 
usual, but the J term will vanish only i f 4>i + tui. But the latter condition actually 
means there is no force if the probe is static from the point of view of a distant 
observer. In fact, had we changed signs in equation (5.2.11) the result would have 
been exactly the opposite with a similar J term coming from the DBI part and 
none from the WZ part. So the physical picture is quite clear — gravity wants 
to drag the probe in one way, while the "magnetic" field in the opposite way. I f 
we set the probe to rotate as gravity wants i t (by choosing the "spinning" gauge), 
then the probe feels a "magnetic" potential. I f we set the particle to rotate in the 
opposite direction (by choosing the "spinning" gauge with appropriate minus signs), 
the "magnetic" potential does vanish, but now the gravitational drag potential will 
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arise instead. For a non-rotating probe these two forces exactly cancel, as they 
should since we know the configuration is BPS. 
Finally we should notice that the coefficient of the kinetic term in the effective 
lagrangian (5.2.14), giving the effective tension of the probe, is still the same as in 
the static gauge result (5.2.6). So considering the "spinning" gauge did not tell as 
anything really new, it perhaps only helped to clarify matters concerning the effects 
of a rotating background. 
5.3 Excision 
The enhangon mechanism instructs us to cut out the unphysical region and replace 
it with a modified and better behaving space, gluing these two geometries together 
at some radius r = r,. The procedure goes through pretty much along the same 
lines as in the static case of sections 2.5 and 2.7. 
A certain number SN^ of D5-branes and SNi of Dl-branes are stuck on the 
shell at Tj, while = — 6N5 of D5-branes and N{ = Ni — 6N1 can move in 
to the interior. The solution describing the interior region has the same form as 
equation (5.1.1) above, only the harmonic functions Hi, Hs are now substituted by 
/ ^ l = l + ^ ^ + ^ , /^5 = l + ^ V ^ + % (5.3.1) 
with the scales 
fi = 9sfsyQ[ , rl = gj'M, (5-3.2) 
being proportional to the number of branes inside, i.e. Q'^ = N^, Q[ = N[ — N^, 
and of course Q[ > 0 to avoid the singularity. 
I t is easy to see that the metric of the corrected solution is continuous at r^. 
The discontinuity in the extrinsic curvature on the junction surface at f j has an 
interpretation as the surface stress-energy tensor of this thin shell. After some effort 
we find that the stress-energy tensor of the gluing surface to be of the same form as 
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in the static case, but now with additional (t, and {z, (pi) terms 
1 /Hi H{, h\ h; 
= 0, (5.3.3c) 
^ 2 ^ (I - I) 
where indices /Li, denote the t and z directions, a, h denote the directions, i , j 
denote the angular directions along the junction three-sphere. The Einstein frame 
metric GMN-, natural in this computation, is related to the string frame metric g^N 
in equation (5.1.1) by GMN = e~*/^^Miv-
The tension along the angular directions vanishes, since despite rotation we still 
have a BPS system that does not need some force between the branes to support 
the shell at arbitrary radius. In the KZ directions the tension depends only on the 
harmonic functions of the D5-branes as only they wrap these directions. Finally in 
the t and z directions as well ast — ipi and z — (pi directions the surface stress-energy 
is proportional to a tension 
- \lh^lh-h[~h) ^^^^^ 
These results are consistent with what one would expect from the fact that the shell 
is built of D5- and Dl-brane sources. 
If there are no Dl-branes on the shell [5Ni = 0), the tension (5.3.4) vanishes 
precisely at the enhangon radius (5.1.7). Alternatively i f some Dl-branes stay on 
the shell, the tension is positive down to 
in the latter case < r^. Notice that this lower bound where the tension vanishes 
agrees perfectly with the probe computation results (5.2.7) if one substitutes n i 
5Ni, ^N^. It is satisfying that the consistency conditions derived here and the 
probe results of the previous section are in perfect agreement with each other. 
We must notice that as we replace the geometry inside of the enhangon radius 
with a repaired geometry given by the harmonic functions (5.3.1) the running K3 
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volume in the interior is now 
and in particular at the horizon 
V{r) = ^ V ; , (5.3.6) 
f 2 ATI _ ATI 
V(r = 0) = = ^h_Jk . (5.3.7) 
The volume at the enhangon radius is still 14, but now we have a possibility that 
inside, i.e. for r < fg, it can actually grow larger. Therefore means the DS^branes 
can actually pass the enhangon radius and move in as their tension does not become 
negative in the process. This is subject to the condition A''{ > apparent also 
from equation (5.3.7), which shows V{r = 0) > K if the condition holds. In fact, in 
the limit = 2N'^ the volume is V{r) = uniformly everywhere in interior 
up to the enhangon radius. 
5.3.1 Rotation of the space-time 
So far the story has gone exactly along the same lines as in the static J = 0 case, 
studied in [90]. Does rotation show up anywhere in the consistency arguments? 
Yes, it does. The 5^0. components of the surface stress-energy tensor depend on 
Gfj,rt>i and hence on J. But at the enhangon radius these components of stress-energy 
do vanish nevertheless, indicating that the surface is not rotating if placed at the 
enhangon radius f^. This conclusion gets further support from the fact that for 
a static gauge probe the effects of rotation do exactly cancel. We can build the 
enhangon by moving in non-rotating branes, and thus i t is not a big wonder that 
the resulting shell should not rotate either. 
But then another question arises: if the enhangon shell manages to stay static, 
what makes the geometry to rotate at all? This problem might need a deeper 
investigation, but a hint about a possible answer can be found in the physics of 
rotating supersymmetric black holes in five dimensions [184]. Namely the horizon 
of such a black hole can be shown to have a vanishing angular velocity although 
the corresponding geometry is characterised by finite angular momentum. As i t 
turned out in this case the angular momentum is stored in the Maxwell field. (And 
for another surprise, a negative fraction of the total angular momentum is actually 
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stored behind the horizon. Hence the fact that the horizon is static was interpreted 
as a cancellation of opposite dragging effects.) 
We will see in the next section that the black hole we get by compactifying our 
brane configuration on K3 x does also have a non-rotating horizon with finite 
area. 
5.4 Constructing a black hole 
5.4.1 Black holes in string theory 
One of the most frui t ful applications of D-brane technology in string theory has 
been the study of black holes, which allows a microscopic description of the black 
hole entropy [185]. The idea behind this procedure is simple. One first constructs a 
D-brane configuration with appropriate conserved charges. The configuration then 
needs to be compactified on some compact manifold to yield a point like source in 
lower dimensions that behaves like a black hole with non-zero horizon area. The 
microscopic picture of entropy follows from the degeneracy of D-brane arrangements 
which give rise to the black hole. Having a BPS configuration we may trust this 
counting of microstates at weak coupling to hold also for strong coupling, where the 
black hole should form in the limit. Indeed, this microscopic derivation can be found 
to be in agreement with the macroscopic Bekenstein-Hawking formula of black hole 
entropy [186 
S = ^ , (5.4.1, 
where A is the area of the black hole and is Newton's constant in D dimensions. 
The microscopic formulation of a static five dimensional black hole of type IIB 
string theory in terms of the Dl -D5-pp brane system was first given in ref. [185], 
and generalised for the rotating case in refs. [179,187]. (See e.g. ref. [188] for an 
extensive review and refs. [189,190] for a detailed introduction to the subject.) 
However, we will not discuss the microscopic description of black holes in any 
greater detail here, but content ourselves with some interesting macroscopic phe-
nomena arising when the brane configuration is wrapped on K3, as investigated in 
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ref. [90]. At first instance there seems to be a possibility to violate the celebrated 
second law of thermodynamics, but we will see how the enhangon mechanism keeps 
guard of good physics and helps to avoid a decrease in the black hole entropy. 
5.4.2 Five dimensional black hole from dimensional reduc-
tion 
First we need to perform a dimensional reduction of our solution (5.1.1) integrating 
out all dependence on the compact K3 x S^. The procedure for K3 is in general 
more complicated than the usual Kaluza-Klein reduction on a torus, but the compo-
nents of the lower dimensional metric are the same as the corresponding components 
of the higher dimensional metric. The five dimensional dilaton is given by 
-^2a.(=) ^ ^-2*(-. y/det ^ ( f x^^) = H;'^'H-'% + k f / ' , (5.4.2) 
and we will use it to find the five dimensional Einstein frame metric G^fj (related to 
the string frame metric by G^ fJ = e~t**^'p^t'') to be 
/ 7 \ 2 
ds\. = - H f ^ ^ H f \ l -h A:)-2/3 dt + ^ ( s i n ^ dd(i)i - cos' ^#2) 
^HI"HI'\1 + k f l ' {dr' + r^dnl) . (5.4.3) 
The geometry (5.4.3) above describes a black hole with a horizon at r = 0. As 
mentioned before, although the geometry has non-vanishing asymptotic angular 




The area A of the horizon can be computed as follows: 
A = l im I I I y GeeG<{,^^^G^^^.j, — GeeG(f,^4,2G^^^^d9d(f)\d(j)2 
^^°Jo Jo Jo 
\im27r\lr^HiH5(l + k) - — 
r->0 V 4 
2i:\lTlrlrl - ^ . (5.4.4) 
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5.4.3 Bound on the angular momentum 
Expecting the area of the black hole to be a real (not imaginary) quantity, sets a 
bound on the angular momentum 
j'^<Ar\rlrl. (5.4.5) 
In an "over-rotating" situation, for angular momenta above this bound, the system 
starts to entertain unphysical behaviour: closed time-like curves develop above the 
horizon and causality is violated [177,191]. This poses a hard problem. For example 
one is entitled to worry whether i t is possible to pass from the under-rotating to the 
over-rotating case, increasing the angular momentum of space-time and expending 
only a finite amount of energy. The authors of ref. [191] gave a simple thermo-
dynamical argument presenting some evidence that the passage from the under to 
over-rotating space-time is forbidden, although the matter has not been conclusively 
proven. One can also find some consolation in the fact that it is only a problem 
from the point of view of five dimensional physics, in ten dimensions these anomalous 
features are not present [177 . 
Let us emphasize the problematic effects described above are not specific to 
wrapping branes on iifS, the same bound would arise if we wrap on T^. In the light 
of this i t is hard to see what the enhangon mechanism alone could do to resolve this 
puzzle, since the problem itself is more general. In our following discussion we hope 
to be on safe side and assume that our branes are far from the over-rotating case, 
i.e. the bound (5.4.5) is not violated. 
There is one more subtlety, however, related specifically to wrapping branes on 
KZ. We should remember the bound (5.4.5) appUes not just to the original geometry 
(that remains valid outside of the enhangon), but also to the internal geometry when 
we have performed excision. In the latter case r\ and rl in the area formula (5.4.4) 
and in the corresponding bound on angular momentum are replaced by f j and f|, 
while J is the same.' For example we would run into a problem when and rf are 
big enough to satisfy the bound, but f\ and f | are two small and fail. Or, in other 
^It is hard to see how we could glue together two geometries with different J , since the metric 
must be continuous over the junction surface. 
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words, we can not build our internal geometry with neither N[ — nor being 
arbitrarily small, since this would lead to causality violations above the horizon. 
The only exception seems to be when N[ = N'^ = 0, i.e. there are no branes inside, 
just a flat space without any black hole. 
Consider a situation when there are only a large number TVs of D5-branes present, 
forming an enhangon shell, and no Dl-branes around. Following the logic behind 
the enhangon mechanism we are instructed to cut out the internal geometry and 
replace it with a flat space. Now let us bring in some smaller number iVi of D l -
branes with momentum. We may move these Dl-branes straight in, so that the 
metric inside ceases to be flat and a black hole forms. I f J is not zero this black 
hole would have an imaginary area and should therefore be prohibited somehow. I t 
does not matter how many Dl-branes are in there, until N'^ = 0 the black hole area 
would be imaginary. We need to supply the internal region with sufficient number of 
D5-branes to satisfy the bound (5.4.5). A similar problem would arise if we decide 
to send in only the D5-D1 bound states, because this implies f f = 0, and yet again 
the black hole area would be imaginary. 
This is a puzzling situation since i t is hard to see what would prevent us from 
sending in only the D5-D1 bound states or only Dl-branes without D5-branes. 
We will learn now a bit more about how the enhangon affects a black hole, and 
come briefly back to this issue towards the end of this chapter — to find that 
once an acceptable ("under-rotating") black hole has been formed, the enhangon 
mechanism actually protects it from turning into "over-rotating" species, despite 
what combinations of constituent branes we might try to send in. 
5.4.4 Enhangon around the horizon 
In the following let us assume J has some almost negligible value, since we would 
like to understand better what does the enhangon do when build the black hole by 
(adiabatically) bringing in the constituent branes. First, say, we have only some 
large number N5 of the D5-branes present. They have stay smeared around the 
enhangon shell at some finite radius, since without Dl-branes there is no way how 
they could move inside. The geometry of the internal region is simply flat and there 
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is no black hole. 
Now let us supply the configuration with some number A i^ of additional D l -
branes. As we discussed in section 5.2, they find no obstacle for passing the enhangon 
shell and moving further in. Once the Dl-branes have found their way in, the 
geometry inside ceases to be flat and the volume of K3, given by equation (5.3.6), 
will also grow above K in the internal region. Correspondingly, this allows for some 
iVg of D5-branes to feel free and move to the interior, until A''( > 27V5. (We assume 
all the Dl-branes in the game will eventually move to the origin r = 0, thus using 
the notation defined in the beginning of this chapter: N[ = N^, 5Ni = 0.) 
Furthermore, the black hole can take even more of the D5-branes. This is because 
a D5-brane can form a bound state with a Dl-brane, and as we observed in section 
5.2, such a pair is also allowed to pass beyond the enhangon, even when the K3 
volume is below in the region. We may ask the incoming Dl-branes to bind with 
D5-branes at the enhangon shell and bring them in. Thus the maximal number of 
D5-branes that can in principle enter the black hole is = Ni. 
Last, but not least, to form a black hole with non-vanishing area, we should not 
forget to send in some momentum Qp. Otherwise, as the momentum will not play 
a major role in our story, let us assume it is carried in to the black hole by the first 
few Dl-branes. 
The situation can be summarized as follows: 
• I f A^i = 0 all the D5-branes have to stay on the enhangon shell, there is just 
a flat space inside, and hence no black hole. 
• I f A i^ < iVs there is a black hole at r = 0. A certain number = Ni of 
D5-branes can can move inside along with Dl-branes, while the rest wil l stay 
at the enhangon shell at > 0. 
• I f < A'^ i < 2A'^ 5 all the D5-branes can enter the black hole, although we 
still have an enhangon at > 0 above the horizon, but not necessarily any 
D5-branes staying on i t . If the D5-branes are inside the volume of K3 in the 
region is below F*. 
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• I f 2Nz < Ni then < 0 and all the branes can stay happily at the horizon, 
since V{r) > K above. 
Notice that in the two latter cases the original geometry (5.1.1) is valid down to the 
horizon at r = 0. In the first two cases we need to perform excision and replace 
the interior geometry by a new one, and the black hole area, equation (5.4.4), will 
depend only on the number of D5-branes that have moved in. 
5.5 The black hole entropy and the second law 
Now it's time to look at the macroscopic entropy of our five dimensional black hole. 
Inserting the area (5.4.4) into the Bekenstein-Hawking formula (5.4.1) gives 
I T I I (5) \/ ' 1 '5 ' P 
= 2 - A^5)iV5Qp - (5.5.1) 
where G^ ' = G^^^''/2nRzV is the five dimensional Newton's constant. I t is important 
to understand where exactly are the novelties due to wrapping our branes on K3 
instead of T^. Obviously these are hiding in the first term under the square root 
above. Had we wrapped our branes on T"^  the first term would have simply read 
NiN^Qp, but now this term is modified by the extra contribution of negative D l -
brane charge induced by wrapping D5-branes on K3. 
5.5.1 Entropy and the enhangon 
Let us fix the values of A'^i, Qp, and J, and consider how the area (entropy) of the 
black hole depends on the number A^ 5 of D5-branes in the configuration. We may 
note that the area actually vanishes for the values 
and is positive for iVg~ < < . In fact, this condition is nothing else than 
restatement of the bound on J we discussed previously. For A'5 < and for 
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A^ 5 > ^5*" the bound (5.4.5) is not satisfied. In the static case when J = 0 obviously 
= 0 and = Ni. Next, we should also note the entropy is maximized if 
N5 = Ni/2, a value that lies exactly between and . 
Consider what is happening. We may start with some number A'^ i of Dl-branes 
and A^ 5~ of D5-branes forming the black hole. Sending slowly in more D5-branes 
would increase the black hole area and hence its entropy, which is in agreement with 
the second law of thermodynamics. However, there is a turning point at A^ 5 = Ni/2, 
and adding more than of D5-branes to the black hole should actually make 
its area decrease. At first sight this is alarming, since it seems we have found a way 
to violate the second law by adiabatic motion of branes. But fortunately this is not 
the case. Remember, there is an enhangon above the horizon. As we have discussed 
before, the D5-branes are allowed to enter the black hole only until N5 = A''i/2, 
which is precisely the bound necessary to protect the entropy from decreasing. In 
other words, i f iVs > A''i/2 the incoming D5-brane gets stopped at the enhangon 
radius outside of the horizon and it can not move in to breach the second law of 
thermodynamics. 
Of course, the D5-branes have still permission to enter the black hole as bound 
states with Dl-branes. But in this case i t is in accordance with the second law, 
because A'^ i is not constant, contrary to the assumptions of the previous argument. 
In fact, sending in a bound state of D5-Dl-branes would increase the entropy, 
as is apparent from equation (5.5.1), where N5 increases while A''i — Nr, remains 
unchanged. 
To make the situation clear, let us consider sending in a collection of rir, D5-
branes and rii Dl-branes in addition to larger numbers and A i^ of D5- and D l -
branes already present at the black hole. The square of the entropy is proportional 
to 
~ (TVi +n,-N,- n,){N, + n,)Qp - . (5.5.3) 
Assuming n^.tii <C N^^Ni, an infinitesimal shift in the entropy (squared) is given 
by 
5S^ ~ {N,ni - (2iV5 - N,)n^)Qp . (5.5.4) 
For certain values of the quantities involved, i t seems 58"^ has a possibility of being 
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negative, therefore suggesting ways how the entropy could decrease. But remarkably 
the expression (5.5.4) also appears in the numerator of equation (5.2.7) which de-
scribes the tension of the probe and sets the corresponding enhangon radius. There 
is also an important sign difference between (5.5.4) and (5.2.7), which solves the 
problem we are facing. Namely, if dS'^ < 0 then > 0, i. e. when the probe is po-
tentially threatening to decrease the entropy, i t is actually stopped at the enhangon 
radius fg above the horizon, and the second law of thermodynamics is not violated. 
Alternatively for 6S'^ > 0 the enhangon radius is behind the horizon, < 0, and the 
probe is allowed to enter the black hole, only to make the entropy increase. There-
fore we have seen how the enhangon mechanism plays a crucial role in ensuring the 
physics obeys the second law of thermodynamics. 
This apparent problem with the black hole entropy and its resolution were first 
described in the study of the corresponding static configuration [90]. In the rotating 
case we can observe in addition that the enhangon mechanism does also its valuable 
service in preventing an "under-rotating" black hole from turning into a problematic 
"over-rotating" type. What we have essentially shown in the preceding argument, 
the enahngon does not allow the combination of f f f l r p to decrease as we send in 
various combinations of constituent (static) branes. This is sufficient to ensure that 
once we have an internal geometry obeying the bound (5.4.5), the bound will not 
be violated later on. 
5.5.2 Entropy and angular momentum 
So far in our discussion we have assumed the parameter J is constant, i.e. moving in 
the branes from infinity did not produce a change in J. But what if J can change? 
The infinitesimal shift in the black hole entropy, equation (5.5.4), would bring an 
additional contribution from the change of angular momentum, say SJ'^, with a 
minus sign. This suggests we may reduce the black hole entropy by increasing J. 
For example we might try to send in some branes with sufficiently high 6 J associated 
with them, so that the additional charges these branes contribute do not outweigh 
the contribution added to the term containing J, i.e. if 
5J^ > 4S(rlryp) (5.5.5) 
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the entropy would decrease as a result. Hence there must be a bound between the 
brane charge and angular momentum that can enter the black hole. The bound 
above, although structurally similar to (5.4.5), characterises a problem that is in-
dependent of the puzzle about having an "over-rotating" geometry and the cor-
responding causality violations we discussed in section 5.4.3. Even for otherwise 
well-behaved "under-rotating" geometry it might be possible to add some 5 J, mak-
ing the area of the black hole shrink and thus violating the second law. 
In the framework of classical general relativity one finds that for a particle to 
enter the horizon of the black hole there is a limit on infalling mass for a given 
charge and angular momentum.^ In other words a particle that could possibly cause 
a violation of the second law of thermodynamics can not move along a trajectory 
that crosses the black hole horizon. 
We may hope to distill a similar bound from the dynamics of probing branes. Yet 
the probe calculations we performed in section 5.2 showed the probe is insensitive 
towards the background angular momentum and prefers not to rotate itself. This 
is not a surprise, since the logic behind the calculation was essentially to connect 
together a series of BPS "no force" situations assuming a slow motion of the probe. 
We may try to give a probe some angular momentum, but this would make the 
analysis qualitatively different as the motion is not near-BPS any more. Thus in 
contrast with the previous discussion of adding charges, it is not clear whether 
adding angular momentum with constituent branes actually implies a new violation 
of the second law for rotating black holes, since we do not know if the probes are 
adding angular momentum in an adiabatic way. So, there might not be a violation. 
Again, we must stress the problem of increasing J in a manner that could pos-
sibly violate the second law of thermodynamics is not specific to the enhangon 
configuration when the branes are wrapped on K3. I t would also occur for a similar 
configuration wrapped on T"*. Therefore the mechanism or a line of reasoning fixing 
this problem should probably not depend on the features of the enhangon alone, 
although having the enhangon may add an extra twist to the argument. 
^See for example the end of chapter 33 of ref. [137] and references therein. 
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5.6 Summary 
In this chapter we studied a configuration of D5- and D l - branes with a pp-wave 
giving rise to a rotating enhangon when wrapped on a K3 surface. However, i t turned 
out the enhangon radius did not depend on the amount of angular momentum J 
present and was equal to that of a static solution. 
Next in section 5.2 we probed the geometry with constituent slowly moving 
branes and observed how not just the forces describing the radial gravitational at-
traction and the "electric" Coulomb repulsion did cancel (as we already know from 
static situations), but also how another pair of potentials, linear in angular veloc-
ity, describing the effects of gravitational frame dragging and the "magnetic" force 
induced by rotation, did exactly cancel as well. The latter is a beautiful feature of 
a rotating BPS system. 
As instructed by the logic of the enhangon mechanism, we performed an excision 
in section 5.3 to replace the problematic interior geometry with a well-behaved one, 
showing this procedure is consistent from the supergravity point of view. We also 
learned that the enhangon shell itself is not rotating, a result which is in accordance 
with the probe analysis, as we should be able to build the geometry by bringing in 
non-rotating branes. In the light of this there was a need for a brief comment on 
how to understand the rotation of the geometry, subsection 5.3.1. 
In section 5.4 we compactified our brane configuration on K3 x to get a 
rotating black hole in five dimensions. We computed the black hole area and derived 
an upper bound on the angular momentum beyond which naked closed time-like 
curves occur and causality is violated. Further on we investigated how the presence 
of an enhangon above the black hole horizon interferes with attempts to send more 
branes into the black hole. 
The preceding discussion was useful for considering black hole entropy in section 
5.5. We showed how the enhangon mechanism operates to protect the second law 
of thermodynamics. As related result we also found the enhangon mechanism does 
manage to guard causality — once we have a black hole that obeys the bound 
between the angular momentum and the charges of its constituting branes, we can 
not make the black hole to violate this bound by sending in more constituent branes 
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in various quantities. 
There were two problems we encountered in the black hole discussions which we 
could not solve. The first was how to rule out "over-rotating" geometries, where 
the bound between the angular momentum and the charges of branes at the black 
hole is violated. The second was how to rule out a possibility of increasing the 
angular momentum in a way that leads to decreasing black hole area and thus 
violates the second law of thermodynamics. Both these problems are more general 
and not specifically related to wrapping branes on K3 and the enhangon mechanism. 
Therefore it is reasonable to expect the enhangon mechanism alone would not be 
able to deal with them. We need some other arguments of a more wider scope to 
succeed. 
Conclusion 
Theories of classical gravity commonly admit solutions afllicted by space-time sin-
gularities. I t is an important question how, or indeed whether, quantum corrections 
to the classical picture are able to resolve these singularities. String theory, which 
off'ers a consistent quantum formulation of gravity, knows several nice cases how sin-
gularities arising in the classical description are resolved by new quantum degrees of 
freedom entering the game. The enhangon mechanism is one such example, where 
a naked space-time singularity is resolved by stringy physics. 
Our study of the enhangon relied heavily on the remarkable properties of D -
branes, which relate space-time geometry with a gauge field theory on their world-
volume. To construct the enhangon we wrapped various configurations of D-branes 
on a K3 manifold (although there are many dual realisations), witnessing an unphys-
ical singularity arising in the supergravity picture. However, application of a brane 
probe calculation and supergravity junction conditions as principal tools, suggests 
a more healthy vision of the situation. In a region surrounding the putative singu-
larity the classical supergravity fields get endowed with enhanced gauge symmetry 
making the geometry smooth inside. 
After discussing in detail the prototypical example of the spherical enhangon 
pertaining to SU(N) gauge theory (chapter 2), we proceeded to generalise the setup 
in three ways: including orientifolds to have configurations pertaining to S'0(2A''-|-1), 
USp{2N) and S0{2N) gauge theories (chapter 3), using D-brane distributions to 
find many non-spherical shapes of the enhangon (chapter 4), and considering a 
rotating enhangon configuration (chapter 5). In each of these cases we confirmed the 
key mathematical techniques are fully applicable and tractable, while the enhangon 
mechanism is up to its job, i.e. i t removes the singularity which appears in the 
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supergravity description. 
However, when confronted with problematic circumstances being there due to 
some other reasons, the enhangon was able to correct only the unphysical features 
coming from wrapping branes on K3, but not to resolve all the issues completely. 
Examples of this kind where the puzzle of negative brane densities in chapter 4 and 
the possibilities related to "over-rotating" geometries in chapter 5. I t is reasonable 
to believe these two issues could essentially be occasions analogous to the enhangon, 
where the pure supergravity description turns out to be inadequate, but some (yet 
unknown) stringy mechanism handles the situation. While concentrating on the 
enhangon, we mapped out these independent issues as well as we could, as they are 
also appealing problems themselves. 
Appendix A 
Supergravity Equations of Motion 
We are interested in various Dp-brane configurations solving the following ten di-
mensional type I I (truncated) supergravity action (in Einstein frame) 
where G^*^^ is the determinant of the Einstein frame metric G^fj related to the string 
frame metric g^^J by G\^U = e~*/^5^t^ The various (real or effective) Dp-branes in 
the configuration couple to C^ "^*"^ ^ R-R potentials of field strength Gpii- .^ p+a- The 
coefficient aj = while the gravitational coupling is defined as before in (1.3.8). 
Varying the action (A . l ) produces the following set of equations of motion:^ 
The solutions (2.1.4), (4.1.4), (4.4.2), and (5.1.1), appropriately transformed into 
Einstein frame, were explicitly checked to satisfy the equations of motion above by 
using the Tensor package of MAPLE® computer algebra software. 
iSee e.g. refs [111,112]. 
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Some Facts about the K3 Manifold 
K3 is a four dimensional Ricci-flat simply connected compact Kahler manifold with 
holonomy group SU{2). There are no non-trivial 1-cycles on K2) (unlike on tori), 
but instead one 0-cycle, 22 2-cycles (19 of them self-dual, 3 anti-self-dual), and one 
4-cycle. 
Although no explicit metric for K3 is known, its various properties can still be 
determined. Its Euler characteristic x(-^3) may be found for example by using the 
fact that K3 has T V ^ N , N G {2, 3, 4, 6} orbifolds as a geometrical limits [192,193 . 
The answer is 24. This reveals something about the K3 curvature, since the Euler 
characteristic can be written (in two ways) 
= 3 ^ L 
= 24 . (B.2) 
In particular it determines the Pontryagin class 
Pi = - ^ T r i ^ A i ? = 4 8 , (B.3) 
a quantity we need in the computation (2.1.1). 
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Type I I A strings on K3 
Compactification of type I IA superstrings on K3 breaks half of the supersymmetry 
and gives the following massless fields. First coming by direct dimensional reduction 
there are the 6 dimensional metric g^^^ and the B-field B^^ from the NS-NS sector, 
together with the 1-form C^^^ and the 3-form C^ ^^  fields from the R-R sector. In 
addition we get 22 1-forms from integrating the 10 dimensional R-R 3-form on 
various K3 2-cycles. Actually in 6 dimensions the 3-form is dual to the 1-form, 
so all together we have 24 1-form fields in the massless spectrum. (Alternatively 
we could have taken 5-form which in ten dimensions is dual to the three 3-form, 
and integrated it over the 4-cycle of K3, the result would again give a 1-form in 
six dimensions.) In addition we get 81 scalars: 58 moduli parametrising the K3 
metric (corresponding to independent deformations of Kahler structure and complex 
structure), 22 moduli from integrating the B-field over 22 2-cycles, and finally the 
dilaton. 
Enhanced gauge symmetry 
Type I I string theory on K3 is S-dual to heterotic strings on T"^  [27,28]. At certain 
points in the moduli space of the heterotic theory the U{iy'^ gauge symmetry gets 
enhanced [194]. To realise this for type I IA on K3 we have two possibilities [195]: 
• Enhanced gauge symmetries correspond to the orbifold singularities of the K3 
surface. These singularities have an A-D-E classification just like the enhanced 
gauge symmetries [28,196]. Actually an orbifold singularity is not a suflficient 
condition for an enhanced gauge symmetry, one also has to tune the B-field 
to a right value [198]. The basic physical mechanism behind this case is that 
there are nearly massless solitons where appropriate 2-branes wrap around the 
vanishing 2-cycles [36,197 . 
• Alternatively enhanced gauge symmetry my arise when the K3 surface is very 
small and is given just the right (possibly smooth) shape [195]. The enhangon 
mechanism is an example of this case. 
Appendix C 
Magnetic Monopoles in SU(2) 
Gauge Theory 
The model 
We consider a gauge field W = VF^T„ and Higgs field H = i /"T„, both in the 
adjoint representation of 5 L ' ' ( 2 ) , representing the generators of the gauge group. 
The model is given by the lagrangian density 
£ = -^F^^F" - In^H^Df^H'' - V{H) (C.l) 
where 
F ; , = d,A:-d.Al + iee'^>"^A'>^Al ( C . 2 ) 
jD /^f" = a^f/" + zee"'"^^^^ (C.3) 
and the Higgs potential 
V{H) = ^ - v'^f . (C.4) 
I t is also useful to define SU{2) electric and magnetic vectors 
Fo", = -E^, Fl^ = e,,,B^, (C.5) 
so that the energy density can be written 
£ = ]- {E^Et + 5f) + ^D^/f^Do//" + ID'H'^D^H'' + j {H^H" - u ' ) ' . (C.6) 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
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The ful l vacuum is given by a configuration with a vanishing gauge field and a 
constant Higgs field lying in the minimum of its potential (C.4). We may also define 
the "Higgs vacuum" where only the last three terms in (C.6) are zero. 
For finite energy solutions i t is necessary that the spatial integral E — J d^x £ 
exists, hence the fields must approach their vacuum configuration asymptotically. 
"Higgsing" 
When the Higgs field resides in the minimum of its potential (C.4), the original 
SU{2) gauge symmetry is broken to U{1). To explore the resulting perturbative 
spectrum of the model, we have take the lagrangian (C.l) and expand the Higgs 
around its minimum 
if« = u« + h", v^v"" = ^;^ (C.7) 
where v = v^Ta is a vector in SU{2) space (it can point to different directions at 
different points in space-time, but has always the same magnitude v), and h"- are 
small oscillations (they depend on the space-time coordinates as well). 
It is useful to distinguish between the Higgs oscillations parallel to v (in the 
SU{2) sense) 
h=- v^H" (C.8) 
V 
and the ones that are orthogonal. Substituting the expansion (C.7) into Higgs 
potential (C.4) we find that the "parallel" component (C.8) retains mass, while the 
"orthogonal" ones get no mass term. 
Further on, the "parallel" component of the gauge field 
A, = \ V^Al (C.9) 
can be identified with a photon, as it remains massless and exhibits unbroken U{1) 
gauge invariance, while the "orthogonal" gauge field components become massive. 
We may call the latter W^, because they couple to the photon. 
It also turns out that the "parallel" component of Higgs (C.8) is not charged 
under the unbroken U{1), while the "orthogonal" components are. Actually, we 
should think of the "orthogonal" Higgs components as being absorbed into W^, 
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since they are not physical and can be gauged away if we adopt a suitable gauge (of 
SU{2)). To summarise here is the perturbative spectrum after "higgsing": 
Electric 
Field Mass charge 
0 0 
h ruh = v\/2X 0 
mw = ve q = ±e 
Table C . l : Perturbative spectrum after "higgsing". 
't Hooft-Polyakov ansatz 
In the Higgs vacuum H" = v'', the "parallel" (photon) component of the gauge field 
strength turns out to be 
IT — 1 y^pa 
= d^A,-d,A^-—.t^b.v'^d^v'd.v', (C.IO) 
which reduces to the usual Maxwell field strength if u" = const, i.e. v points to the 
same SU{2) direction everywhere. On the other hand, even when is zero (in the 
full vacuum for example), the field strength (C.IO) may still be upheld by the Higgs 
field staying in its vacuum. 
This explains how a monopole can be a finite energy solution, but still have 
non-zero magnetic flux at spatial infinity giving magnetic charge 
= ~ , (C.n) 
where is an integer (the winding number of the Higgs field configuration). 
To construct such finite energy magnetically charged solutions we will rely on a 
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simplifying ansatz due t o ' t Hooft and Polyakov [199,200 
Al = 0, (C.12) 
notice the mixing of SU(2) and space-time indices, r = \/~xh^ is the radial coordinate 
in space-time. This ansatz will yield a finite energy configuration provided the 
following boundary conditions are satisfied 
K{ver) 1, F{ver) 0, r ^ 0; 
K{ver) ^ 0, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 , r oo. (C.13) 
ver 
I t remains to substitute this ansatz into the equations of motion and solve for the 
functions F{ver) and K{ver). This is not so easy, but explicit solutions of this kind 
are available in a certain limit known as BPS. 
Going BPS 
Bogomol'nyi pointed out a clever trick how to derive a bound for the energy (mass) 
of configurations with non-zero magnetic charge [201 
EM = ^Jd^x{... + B'^Bt + D'H'^D.H'' + ...) 
= ^ J ( f x { . . . + ( 5 f - AJ^")^ + 2Bf A i ^ " + . . . ) 
= I [ ( f x ( . . . + {Bf - A i / " ) 2 + ...)+ [ B^H^dS^ 
= \ j d ' x { . . . + [Bt - D,Hr + •••) + ^ (C.14) 
where we used Bianchi identity {DtBf = 0), integration by parts and finally the 
result ( C . l l ) together with an assumption that the configuration will approach Higgs 
vacuum asymptotically. Al l terms in the first integral are quadratic, hence we have 
found a nice bound for the energy 
47n; 
EM > — . (C.15) 
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If we consider a static configuration with vanishing electric field, the Bogomol'nyi 
bound (C.l5) above is saturated provided 
V{H) = 0, 
J5f = DiH", (C.16) 
the latter known as the Bogomol'nyi equations. 
Symmetry breaking from SU{2) to U{1) with vanishing potential (C.16) will 
still make sense in limit proposed by Prasad and Sommerfield [202]. We let A —>^  0, 
but demand that H'^H"- = still holds at spatial infinity. From table (C) i t also 
becomes clear that the Higgs field is massless in this limit. 
Now it is possible to write down an explicit solution [202 
= ^( t ; e rco th ( i ; e r ) - 1) (C.17) 
g^2 
ver At = - c % . ^ I 1 - . J " J . (C.18) 
•' er^ \ smh(uer) / 
Outside the monopole there is just a radial U{1) magnetic field, while the Higgs is 
sitting in the minimum of its potential. Inside the monopole core Higgs vanishes, 
are excited, but the solution is not singular. 
To conclude the story, this is the full BPS spectrum of the theory: 
Electric Magnetic 
Field Mass charge charge 
0 0 0 
/ i 0 0 0 
mw =ve q = ±e 0 
M± mM = ^ 0 5 = ± T 
Table C.2: The full BPS spectrum. 
Appendix D 
Extrinsic Curvature 
Consider a space-time M with coordinates and a metric G^^. A general hyper-
surface E within M deserves its own coordinates and so it is specified by an 
equation of the form / (x ' ' (^^) ) = 0. A unit vector normal to this hypersurface is 




The extrinsic curvature of the surface is given by the puUback of the covariant 
derivative of the normal vector: 
dx^dx''^ ( d'^x'' dx" dxP y 
and it is a tensor in the space-time E. 
In special symmetric cases the formulas simplify considerably. Extrinsic curva-
ture for a spherical shell is given in equation (2.5.4) and for an axially symmetric 
shell in (4.3.3). 
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